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FLO leader Yasser Arafat makes the victory sign yesterday together with Iranian Depu-
ty Prime Minister Ibrahim Yaxdi (left) and Seyed Ahmed Khomeini (right), the son of
Ayatollah Ruhoilah Khomeini, in front of what was the Israel legation in Teheran.

(UPI telephoto)

Iraniansvow aid as Arafat

likes over Israeli legationPiife

rirj v-
^^t!ERAN. — Iranian guerrillas

fight alongside PLO terrorists

.

Israel, PLO leader Yasser
said here yesterday.

'

was speaking -as he officially
• : over the former Israeli

imatlc mission and -proclaimed*
'i •: -

s;i e office of the PLO in Iran. Be
r - >,jd the PLO flag to the cheers of

onlookers.
~
^"/e freed Iran today and we will

^the same with Palestine
rrow/' Arafat said. “Under the

:V ::ac*rship of Ayatollah Khomeini
with the help of Iranian

-.‘I’*?.
*'3;Miom-fighters, we will free.

:: ^;^stine.” ...
^^yyed Ahmad Khomeini, son of

.yatollah, also spoke at the open-
- : rjf the new office. The bearded,

-- 'i'.^ik-turbanned Seyyed Khomeini
£ "i “We will continue onr struggle

- c we free all Islamic countries.
~ r ?„-• hoist Ahe Palestinian , flag

ther with ours..'

1 ~

movements, now operating openly
after playing an Important role in
the revolution which ousted the
monarchy nine days ago.
Arafat flew into Iran unannounced

on Saturday, the first prominent
visitor to revolutionary Iran. He
declared that Iran's revolution has
turned the strategic balance in the
region "upside down." He has been
treated by the Iranians as virtual
royalty 'and all newspapers splashed
his visit as the front-page lead.
"We have always been together

and have one motto/' Arafat told the
crowd. "We are all Moslems under
the same flag of Islam and we shall

continue our struggle against
Ztonism."
A close aide of Ayatollah

Khomeini, deputy prime minister
Ibrahim Yazdi, also attended the in-

auguration of the PLO office and
referred to the identity of the two
-causes and the large number of

Was the first time-the idear-that ‘‘Palestinian sacrifices'’ In the

_ :r?i-'r. Iran should be the launching
for a world Islamic revolution

. ~
r
...j’^.been voiced here.

-'

fZ ie government of theousted shah
. .
"

.’.r<*_ran, who maintained unofficial

..
_'

.
......Mnatic and trade relations with

. . V. tel, accused the PLO and - other
” ...lb groups of training and finan-

Z Z'"Z“.‘t Z'~V some Iranian guerrilla

FLO’a straggle against'Israel.

"These 'are the same sacrifices

which eliminated the biggest base of

Imperialism, in Iran," he declared.
"It's a very historic moment for

us," Yazdi told.UPI, "because
Palestine is not only the land of the
Palestinians hut is a land for all

Moslems and Palestinians/'

Yazdi, however, dodged the ques-
tion of whether the new Iranian
government will provide weapons to

the Palestinian Arabs and said that

and the question of oil would be dis-

cussed at a later time.
Khomeini has reportedly assured

Arafat that after Iran has been
rebuilt frqm the "ruins" left by the

monarchy of Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi, "we will turn to the issue of

victory over Israel."

Arafat, who was expected to leave
Iran yesterday, has chosen a senior

aide as PLO envoy to Iran, the of-

ficial Iraqi news agency said yester-

day in a dispatch from the Iranian
capital.

Arafat's decision to name PLO ad-
viser Hani al-Hassan was disclosed

in meeting with Iranian foreign
minister Karim Sanjabi and a
number of Arab ambassadors In
Teheran, the agency said.

Iran on Sunday announced that it

was expelling the 67 remaining
Israelis from the country, most of

whom are agricultural experts and
staff of El AL Most other Israelis , in-

cluding the staff of the diplomatic
mission, had already pulled out of
Teheran before the mission building
was ransacked during last week's
Moslem takeover. (AP,- UPI,
Reuter)

Khomeini warns ‘satanic’ leftists
- IERAN. — Ayatollah. Ruhoilah
meini warned yesterday thathe

. ^ld crush "satanic" anti-Ialamic

.
- :: uT-es still operating inside.Xran with
.

.- 2-same ruthless force he used to
the shah.

.ne warnings came amid reports
- -j-; ontinued flashes' in the country.

. . ... I'een leftists and pro-Khomeini
es. .

jomeini reportedly took ill after

! Teheran Itedlo broadcast In

:h he made the statement, and all

t A\jtSkppotatments were cancelled for
' ‘

'-.-jrest of the day. _
the most serious Incident, 14

. .. ;>le were reported killed and five
~ nded in a day-long battle near

- . .
: j -Kurdish town of Rezayleh. now
:
V-jd Orumieh.
. ie fighting broke out on Sunday

...
j

dispute between two tribes over
...distribution of weapons looted

:
.i police stations, reports from

• -- area said.

• a second government warning
.-‘ .‘he "sensitive" domestic situa-

-
‘'..a. Prime Minister Mehdi

• - ; irgan told Communist-led oil

"'kers that unless the country
• - -m to export petroleum products

rtly the revolution would
. Lpse.

...''ie government ordered all
tary units to return to their

/ :' racks on specific dates
ughout this week, but in a con-

..-Ing purge of all officers above
. ‘‘..rank of major-general, it fired

another 25 military leaders. Since

the new Islamic government seized

power a week ago It has fired around
100 field-grade- officers, demoted
others, and executed at least four

generals.
In the latest arrest of prominent

officials of the shah’s regime, police

yesterday picked up JaVad Saeed,
former speaker of the Majlis, the
now-abolished lower house of parlia-

ment.

The government meanwhile sent a
mission led by Labour Minister
Dariush Forouhar to the Kurdish
areas bordering Ira4 to Investigate

recent outbreaks of violence.

The government has not disclosed

details of disturbances in Kurdish
areas. But Middle Eastern
diplomats said rebel Kurdish groups
led by supporters of Jala! Talebani,

head of the Patriotic Union of
Kurdestan, had attacked and oc-

cupied some government buildings in

Kurdish border areas last week.

Iranian newspapers yesterday
warned of the dangers of continuing

“over-sealousness" in the revolu-

tion, especially such excesses as the

executions last week of four senior

pro-shah generals. The "Kayhan
International Newspaper" said that

“too much radical pressure, com-
bined with the calculated terrorism

of the shah's hatchetmen, may push

us dangerously close to over-
reaction. •

"That is precisely what we should
not do. The ancien regime, desperate
for revenge, now only hopes to see

-the revolution devour its own
children."
Premier Bazargan is among those

in the government known to have
been shocked at the summary ex-

ecutions.

Yesterday, Bazargan named
Hassan Nazih, a member of the
National Front and president of the

Iranian bar association, as head of

the government-owned Iranian Oil

Co.
Nazih, a respected legal scholar,

had met with Ayatollah Khomeini
last year while the Shla Moslem
leader was in exile.

The Iranian management of the
"Teheran Journal," one of two
English-language newspapers in

Teheran, meanwhile told the 12

foreign journalists on the editorial

staff yesterday that they were fired

with immediate effect "because
your protection can no longer he
guaranteed."

One of the dismissed staff said: "It
looks like we will get one month’s
pay if we are lucky." He said the cir-

culation of the "Teheran Journal"
had dropped from 25,000 to 15,000
during 15 months of pre-
revolutionary turmoil, with the
figures still dropping as the exodus
of foreigners continues. (Reuter,
UPI, AP)

Dayan off to

Camp David

as ‘prelude’
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan

left yesterday for a further round of

peace talks at Camp David,
Maryland, and said it would
probably take a new summit
meeting to achieve success.
His plane landed in Bangor,

Maine, late last night, because it

could not land at either Washington
or New York airports after a major
snowstorm partly paralysed the

eastern seaboard of the U.S.
Dayan told reporters before leav-

ing Israel "that the initiative for this

meeting was taken by the
Americans, so apparently they do
think there Is a way to overcome the
difficulties between us and the Egyp-
tians. Otherwise they would not have
called for this meeting.
"But even if they are right, and we

shall sec, that during the talks at
Camp David Q there is a way to
reach agreement, I myself think that
practically it will not end up
successfully without a summit
meeting."
At Camp David Dayan will be

meeting U.S. Secretary of State
Cyrus \;ance and Egyptian Prime
Minister Mustapha Khalil.
At the airport news conference

Dayan said that there were five out-
standing issues to be resolved before
a treaty could be signed.
The problem of oil was one of these

issues, Dayan said.
Other Issues were:

• Articles 4 and 6 of the proposed
peace treaty, dealing with security
arrangements following an Israeli
withdrawal from Sinai and with
Egypt's previous pledges to other
Arab states.
• A joint letter to link the peace
treaty with establishment of Arab
autonomy in Judea, Samaria and
Gaza.
• The exchange of ambassadors,
which Egypt wants deferred until

self-rule is established.
• U.S. economic aid for the reloca-
tion of Israeli forces now in Sinai.

Dayan said that Israel had asked
for preliminary contacts with the
U.S. to prepare for the summit, but
he said that Vance's trip to Mexico
with President Jimmy Carter bad
technically prevented such contacts.
He said that the decision on Sun-

day to link the Jordan Valley
settlements to the Kmneret water
system should not be problematic at
Camp David.
"Nobody should complain about

our moving water from our own
limited sources In the Klnneret to the
Jordan Valley settlements," he said.

He also said that arrangements for
pumping water on the Judea-
Samaria mountain ridgetop could be
made similar to Egyptian-
Ethiopian-Sudanese arrangements,
under the autonomy plan.
Egyptian Foreign Minister Khalil

is due to leave London today after
talks with British officials on the up-
coming negotiations. He arrived In

England yesterday. He was reported
to have strict instructions not to
make any concessions to Israel.
News agencies yesterday quoted

an Egyptian foreign ministry official

as saying that the seven-man Egyp-
tian delegation, which includes
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
Butros Ghali. would insist that a
peace treaty with Israel be linked to
a comprehensive Middle East settle-

ment.
Other informed sources were

quoted as saying that Egypt ex-
pected a major U.S. effort to break
the deadlock betweeen Cairo and
Jerusalem. Khalil declined to
answer reporters' questions before
leaving.

On arrival In London, Khalil and
Ghali met with British Prime
Minister James Callaghan at his
Downing Street office. Observers
noted that this was the first meeting
between the Egyptian and British
premiers since the Iranian crisis and
that this was expected to be one of
the matters for discussion. .

Taxmen have

field day
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

A large-scale tax raid yesterday on
300 businesses between Ashkelon and
Netanya revealed that 60 per cent of
them were not keeping account
books, or giving receipts.

Fifty businessmen were to face
charge sheets that were to be
presented to the prosecutor’s office

today. Sixty others were ordered to
appear at the income tax com-
mission’s investigator’s department.

Ninety taxmen and 24 in-
vestigators raided the various
businesses. Assistant Commissioner
Avraham Zarfati led the sweep.

In BneJ Brak, a dried fruits and
nuts shopowner refused to cooperate
with the authorities and was remand-
ed Into police custody for 48 hours.

Chinese assault stops

10 km inside Vietnam
BANGKOK (AP). — China’s Incur-
sion into Vietnam yesterday stopped
five to 10 km. inside the border, with
Hanoi claiming 3.500 Chinese troops
killed and 60 tanks destroyed. The
Vietnamese embassy in Bangkok
said that at the Vletnam-China
"Friendship Gate." the strategic
pass was littered with some 60
destroyed Chinese tanks.

Peking has said it launched the
"counterattack" in retaliation for
repeated “armed incursions" by
Vietnamese forces.

Western intelligence sources in
Bangkok have discounted reports of
Chinese air strikes deep into Viet-
nam. with Thai intelligence sources
saying that only Chinese spotter
planes were airborne yesterday,
directing artillery fire into Viet-
namese positions from Chinese ar-
tillery bases.
The Vietnamese have been using

130mm. Soviet artillery with a 30-

km. range, intelligence sources say.
The Chinese are using 155mm.
Howitzers, which have a shorter
range. But the Chinese have
superiority in the number of artillery
pieces along the border.
Yesterday, Vietnamese charge

d'affaires Do Ngoc Duong said that
Vietnam hasn’t requested Soviet
help but is in continuous contact with

Moscow.
"Since the Vietnamese people are

united...we have enough strength to

fight the enemy," Duong said, ad-

ding that there has been no special

mobilization of the population or

other than ordinary rationing since
the Chinese attack Saturday.

The Vietnam news agency said,

"the Chinese aggressors will he
defeated no matter how reckless
they are." An editorial in the Viet-
namese Communist Party
newspaper accused China of
"colluding with the imperialist
forces who once plundered the
Chinese people." referring to
Chinese moves to improve relations
with Japan and the U.S.
Cambodia, after signing a 25-year

peace treaty with Vietnam, con-
demned China's attack on Vietnam
as' a "scheme aimed at saving the
Pol Pot corpse/' In reference to the
ousted Pol Pot regime, carrying on a
guerrilla war in Cambodia.

"China supports the ousted
regime, which has fled to the jungles
after being toppled by Vietnamese
forces last month."
Thai intelligence sources -In

Bangkok said yesterday that two
Chinese ships had delivered supplies
to Pol Pot guerrillas at Kompong

Som, Cambodia's main port.
Meanwhile, Vietnamese Premier

Pham Van Dong returned to Hanoi
yesterday after signing the
friendship treaty with Cambodia, ac-
companied by General Van Tien
Dung, Chief of Staff of the Viet-
namese army. There was specula-
tion that General Dung, Hanoi's
chief military strategist, might
return early to command the
fighting.

And In New York, in a CBS televi-
sion Interview, Cambodia's former
ruler. Prince Norodom Sihanouk,
called for a revival of the inter-
national control commission to help
end hostilities in Cambodia. He said
the commission should include old
members, Canada. India and Poland
and possibly a representative from
China and one from the non-aliigned
countries.

In Indonesia, the Foreign Depart-
ment strongly condemned the
Chinese invasion while the
Australian government called on
Vietnam to withdraw from Cam-
bodia and China to withdraw from
Vietnam. Australian Foreign Affairs
Minister Andrew Peacock also urged
the Soviet Union to show restraint in

Its reaction to China's invasion of
Vietnam.

Tension mounts as Soviet

army goes on high alert
LONDON. — The Soviet Army has
been placed on "Readiness Level
One." all leave has been cancelled
and servicemen at present on leave
have been recalled, according to
Soviet journalist Victor Louis.
He told a London newspaper that

he did not know precisely what
"Readiness Level One" involved,
but he presumed it was a “fairly
high state of readiness."
The announcement came amid

heightening tensions between the
Soviet Union and China following
China’s attack on Vietnam on Satur-
day.

In Tokyo it has been reported that
U.S. and Soviet warships have
stepped up activities in Southeast
Asia. Warships of both fleets are
cruising in the South China Sea,
which washes the coasts of both
China and Vietnam. Japanese
military sources said.

U.S. officials, however, see no im-
mediate threat to American in-

terests if the Soviet Union becomes
involved in the

.
conflict. It was felt

that the fighting was not likely to'

develop into a major crisis beyond
Asia, and a senior White House of-

ficial said he had seen no evidence to
indicate that China planned to
overrun its southern neighbour.

By HIRSH GOODMAN
Post Military Correspondent

Israel has closed its frontier to all

UNIFIL personnel except for senior
officers until further notice. The
move was instituted yesterday, after

a member of the Senegalese con-
tingent was arrested for smuggling
explosives from Lebanon for the
PLO on Sunday.
The Senegalese soldier is being

held for questioning by police in

Haifa. The frontier will remain clos-

ed, according to the military
spokesman, until such time as ade-
quate procedures can be instituted at
the border to preclude any further
smuggling.
Meanwhile. UN spokesman Hugo

Rocha told The Jerusalem Post that
as of last night the Senegalese
soldier had not been visited by any
UN official and that the UN had thus
no formal reaction to make. He
noted that this was the first time in

30 years of peace-keeping operations
that something like this had happen-
ed, and said the shock had been such
that Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim had expressed regret and
promised to investigate.
Until now. the UN here has

restricted Its reaction to requesting
that its legal adviser be allowed to

meet with the suspect, and to sub-
mitting a formal request that he be
handed over to UN. military police.

The midnight news, the
"Muppets" and "Morasha" were
cancelled last night on Israel Televi-

sion as part of continuing sanctions
by Broadcasting Authority jour-

nalists and production workers.

In Moscow, the Kremlin condemn-
ed the Chinese attack as "a direct

result of the policy of blackmail and
pressure which the Chinese
authorities have pursued in the
course of.a number of years."
"Those 'who decide policy in Pek-

ing ahoujd stop before It is too late,"
the Soviet Government statement
warned. “All responsibility for the
consequences of continuing the
aggression by Peking against... Viet-

nam will be borne by the present
Chinese leadership."
Meanwhile, Japan has retracted

its protest to Peking. Japanese
Foreign Minister Sunao Sonoda told

a press conference he had made a
mistake in using the word "protest"
when commenting on the Chinese at-

tack on Vietnam. Rather, he said,

J.apan "deplored" the action.

In India, President Sanjiva Reddy
has called for the withdrawal of

Chinese forces from Vietnam and
said the conflict endangered inter-

national peace and stability.

And In Bucharest the Rumanian
government, calling itself the
“sincere friend" of both China and
Vietnam, has called on the two coun-
tries to end hostilities. Other War-
saw Pact countries have bluntly con-
demned China. (Reuter, AP. UPI)

There was no indication last night
as to how long it would take for
Israel to reopen the frontier and to
institute new procedures.

In the past, searches, of UN
vehicles by Israeli troops at the
border have served as another point
of friction between Israel and the
UN. At the UN's request, the
searches were eased up several
weeks ago.
Observers last night pointed out

that Israel could not realistically

keep the border closed for too long a
period, since much of UNIFIL 's

supplies come from Israel.

Our reporter in the North adds:
More than 40 Iranian soldiers of

UNIFIL defected during the last

week and joined PLO units in the
area of Tyre, according to a highly
placed UNIFIL source. Other Ira-

nian soldiers of this unit are
demoralised and their battalion
commander left after his soldiers

threatened to kill him-He is hiding in

a UNIFIL headquarters in Nakora,
the source said.

The source added that the Iranian
soldiers will be evacuated from
Lebanon.
The Iranian battalion serving with

UNDOP in the Golan Heights is also
preparing to leave. Iranian soldiers

were told not to leave their camps
near Kuneitra on the Israeli side and
to be prepared for evacuation.

Representatives of the journalists’

works committee met again yester-

day with management in an effort to

find a solution to the dispute, which
involves wages and working con-
ditions.

Snow shuts NY
arid Washington
NEW YORK (UPI). — A howling
snowstorm whipped the Eastern
U.S. seaboard yesterday, paralyzing
Washington and New York with
heavy snow, closing major airports
and halting land travel. Another
band of heavy snow hobbled the
south from Louisiana to the
Carolines.
Maryland was mired in 60 cm.

snow that halted virtually all traffic

and closed hundreds of schools and
businesses.
The storm ail but shut down the

Washington area, closing roads and
airports and disrupting plans of

merchants for special George
Washington's Birthday sales. A
massive 50 cm. of snow fell in the
U.S. capital.

Washington's Metro bus and sub-
way system, operating on a Satur-
day schedule in observance of the
holiday, was crippled by the storm.
Buses started to operate on major
roads but, at 8 a.m. a Metro
spokesinan said 90 buses had
become stuck and all the rest were
recalled. Both major city airports
were closed.
The heavy snow took the New York

metropolitan area by surprise. Few
pedestrians were on New York's
streets — schools, banks, state and
federal offices were closed in obser-
vance of Washington’s birthday —
but people who did venture out
huddled against winds of up to 48
kph. Visibility was reduced to less
than a city block and the winds caus-
ed drifting in some spots.
A weather service spokesman said

the storm was near blizzard propor-
tions tn New York, with high winds
and some 80 cm. of snow expected.

Fuel sources few,

reserves good,

Moda’i says
Jerusalem Post Knesset Reporter

Energy and Communications
Minister Yitzhak Moda'i sold yester-
day that 96 per cent of the sources of

fuel in the world were closed to

Israel.

Briefing the Knesset Foreign Af-

fairs and Defence Committee,
Moda'i said that Israel's oil reserves
were quite satisfactory at 1 present.

He listed the types and quantities of

the various fuels in reserve, in-

cluding those earmarked for the
IDF.
He also listed the countries that

are currently supplying Israel with
oil.

The recent rise in the price of
crude from $14 to $20-$2i a barrel has
caused uneasiness in the inter-

national fuel markets, Moda'i noted.
Uncertainty prevailed with regard to

future prices, he warned.
The Committee of Cabinet

Ministers on Fuel would be able to

decide in a few days on measures for

fuel economies, he said.

Jordan Array shake-up
AMMAN (AP). — King Hussein has
appointed Gen. Abdul Hadi Majali as
chief-of-staff of the Jordanian armed
forces, replacing Gen. Mohammed
Idris. Hussein is supreme com-
mander.

Border closed to UNIFTL

after smuggling arrest

Sanctions black out TV programmes

jeret mission to Iran

tows 50,000 Jews remain

the 0?

By JUDY SIEGEL
Jerusalem Post Reporter

jout 50,000 Jews remain In Iran
fter the emigration of 20,000 to
el and other countries In the past
months.
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These statistics were revealed by
Mordechai Ben-Porat at yesterday’s

Zionist Executive meeting In

Jerusalem, shortly after the former

MK returned to Israel from Iran

with the last of Israel’s represen-

tatives:
Ben-Porat's mission in Iran on

behalf of the Jewish Agencywas so

secret that most members of the Ex-

ecutive did not know that he had

gone there. Any publicity would have

endangered his life. Agency sources

said.

The Executive decided that It

would decide on further steps in

dealing with the Jewish community

of Iran as. events'in that country un-

(Continued os page 2, col. 1)

Ben-Porat describes departure of Israelis from Iran...

‘We feared we’d be held as hostages’
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The 33 exhausted
Israelis who arrived home from Iran
at 3 a.m. yesterday feared to the last

for their safety. •

"There were serious fears that we
might be held as hostages,” said

Mordechai Ben-Porat. former MK
and head of a Jewish Agency aliya

mission to Iran.

After all. he noted, the Israelis had
left on the day of PLO terrorist

leader Yasser Arafat’s triumphal

visit to Teheran.

Ben-Porat said many Israelis took

up to 20 hours to reach Teheran air-

port and hoard the Pan American
plane which was evacuating U.S.
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citizens.

It took them to Frankfurt, from
where they were flown home, via

Zurich, on a special El A1 flight.

"There was much rejoicing and
drinks flowed on the plane the mo-
ment we crossed into Turkish air-

space."
Ben-Porat had high praise for the

''devoted and courageous service"

of the Israeli legation staff and for

their personal bravery under .cir-

cumstances of grave personal risk.

He also paid tribute to the U.S. em-
bassy staff in Teheran for their role

In the rescue operation, as well as

the Foreign Ministry in Jerusalem
and the State Department in

Washington.
With the streets tn utter chaos, the

Israelis had been in
1 jeopardy until

the evacuation procedure got under

way. Ben-Porat preferred not to dis-

cuss details of this phase of their

evacuation from Iran,

As far as is known, no Israelis

were left behind, he said.

Significantly, nothing untoward
happened when they presented their

Israeli passports at the airport.

The evacuees could take only one

suitcase each, leaving the rest of

their belongings behind. The Israeli

diplomats lost all their household
possessions when the legation
building was sacked. Their goods
had been stored in the building.

Ben-Porat said those Israelis who
took refuge in the suburbs emerged
relatively unscathed, while those

who were at the Hiltoh Hotel were
subject, with other foreigners, to

humiliation, harassment and
robbery by armed gunmen.

As to his aliya mission, Ben-Porat

said that a number ofJews wanted to

come on aliya, but no Iranian, Jew or

non-Jew, was allowed to leave the

country.

He hoped, however, that those who
wished to come on aliya would even-

tually be permitted to do so. He
noted that the official leadership had
made efforts to establish contact

with the Jewish community.

As to the future, it whs quite uncer-

tain which of the warring groups

would finally attain stable power. It

might take weeks, even months, for

the internal situation to become
stable, he said.

Ben-Porat, who is secretary-
general of the World Organization of

Jews from Arab countries, believed
that the fault for the paucity of aliya
from Iran could not be put at the
Likud Government's door.
The omissions are 30 years old and

did not start in June, 1977, he said,

criticising those who had blamed the

present government and the Jewish
Agency for the low aliya figures

from Iran and sought to make
political capital out tof it.

Was it a case of too little, too late?

"It's too little, but that goes back 80

years," he said.

Dayan regrets

Iran breakoff
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan

said yesterday that he regretted the
*new Iranian regime's decision to cut
ties with Israel, "but we have to
accept it as a fact of life." Dayan was
speaking at Ben-Gurion Airport
before leaving for Washington and
the Camp David n peace talks.

"If they (the Iranians) cooperate
with the PLO physically in their

terrorist action, it will be another
matter and a very serious one (or

us," Dayan added.
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SOCIAL & PERSONAL

Ari Rath, editor of The Jerusalem
Post will address the English-
Language Dinner Club at 8 p.xn. on'

Wednesday night, February 21, at

ZOA House, Tel Aviv.

Bar associations

hold elections today
By DAVID RICHARDSON
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israel's 7.000 lawyers go to the
polls today to elect delegates to the
various institutions of the Israel Bar
as well as chairmen of the national
and regional bar associations.

The elections take place in accor-
dance with the Chamber of Ad-
vocates Law. which obliges every
practising lawyer to be a member of
the association.

For the past few weeks lawyers’
mad -.boxes have- been stuffed with
appeals sent Ey the nine lists of
delegates and- by individuals stan-
diwg r

‘’ for ‘-bar- association
chairmenshlps.
The main interest is focused on Tel

Aviv, where two leading candidates
for the chairman of the national
association, Amoon Goldenberg and
David Libai, live and practise.
Another candidate is Shmuel
Samuel. The outgoing chairman,
Yitzhak Tunik, served for two terms
(seven years) and will not be stan-

ding for re-election.

Goldenberg, 46, is a senior partner
in one of the country's most promi-
nent law firms and a prominent
.member of the.Liberal party. He was
originally offered the position of
Justice Minister before the DMC
joined the coalition and the position
went to Shmuel Tamlr.
Libai, also 46, is head of. the

Institute of Criminology and
Criminal Law at the Tel Aviv Law
School and was for many yean a
senior prosecutor in the state at-

torney's office. He heads a list of can-
didates associated with the Labour
Party.
The candidates for the chair-

manship of the Tel Aviv District
Association with 4,600 members are
David Rotlevy and Nachman
Goldberg.

In Jerusalem (1,212 members) the
contest Is between former Altalena
commander Eliahu Lankin and
Michael Corinaldi, who heads a list of

younger lawyers.
There will be no elections In the

Haifa and Beersheba districts where
the candidates are unopposed.
Among the issues In today’s elec-

tions are the public image of the legal
profession, the status of salaried
lawyers in the civil service, and the
relationship between the judges of

the bench and the lawyers of the bar.

SECRET
(Continued from page one)

fold.
Ben-Porat praised the Agency's

emissaries for their dedication and
stubborness while trying to en-
courage aliya among the Iranian
Jews. They worked not only in the
major cities but also in far-flung
communities and left them at the
last moment before being forced to

fly home, he said. He added,
however, that publication by the
Agency’s aliya department in recent
weeks of aliya statistics from Iran
did not help the situation.

He called on alt institutions deal-
ing with aliya to end their arguing
over who was "to blame" for the
relatively small number of Iranian
immigrants. (Of the 20,000. about 7,-

000 came to Israel.) Recriminations
can only do damage, he asserted.
"The situation requires cooperation
and joint action that is done well and
quietly," Ben-Porat insisted.

The exit of more Jews is impossi-
ble at present, since the new govern-
ment does not allow anyone with an
Iranian passport to leave.

Aliya department chairman
Raphael Kotlowitz and director-

general Yehuda Dominitz met Ben-
Porat at Ben-Gurlon Airport upon
his arrival early yesterday morning.
He was accompanied by. two full-

time Agency emissaries in Iran,

Yitzhak'Ben-Asher and Zion (second

name not given).
A special committee of Zionist Ex-

ecutive members — Kotlowitz,
Youth Aliya chairman Yosef Shapira

and treasurer Akiva Lewinsky —
deal with Iranian Jewryvn a regular
basis.

Post Knesset Reporter

j

LikudMK Ebud Olmert yesterday
quoted from a secret FBI document
linking a group of Israelis — in-
cluding Aluf (res.) Rehavam Ze'evi •

("Gandhi”), Rahamim Aharoni,

'

Tuvia Osherl, and Bezalel Mizrahi

—

with drug smuggling In Latin
America. Interior Minister Yosef
Burg called Olmert’s charges
"character assassination.’'
Speaking on a motion for the agen-

da. Olmert charged that although
this information has been lit the
hands of the Israel Police for some
time, no thorough investigation has
been made to determine the ac-
curacy of the information.
Olmert further charged that the

names of Aluf Avraham Orly, and
Aiuf Moshe Levy, are repeatedly
mentioned In police intelligence
^reports as being involved socially
with persons who are defined as
"targets" in the war against crime.
Among these police targets,

Olmert said, were Mizrahi. Aharoni,
Osherl, Zion Levi, and Mike Pinhaal.

And linked to them, as friends, sup-
porters, and advisers, were Ze’evi

and Venezuelan Yehuda Galazan.
(Until recently Orly was coor-

dinator of activities in the ad-
ministered areas, and Levy Is com-
manding general of the Central Com-
mand.)
Olmert quoted from the Shimron

Report on the pernicious influence
social contacts between underworld
figures and persons in respectable
society has on the country’s moral
fibre.

The failure of the police to in-

vestigate this information, Olmert
said, was one of the reasons for the
recent resignation of Sg&n-Nltzav
Ya’acov Nahmiaa, one of the heads
of the special police unit to fight

organized crime.
Olmert said that the creation of

that unit was supposed to be one of
the results of the Shimron Com-
mittee’s report. But the change was
merely "cosmetic." The old in-

vestigation department in national
headquarters was simply given a
new name. Nothing basic was chang-
ed, Olmert charged.
This was typical of the inaction of

the police on the Shimron
recommendations, Olmert charged.
Technically, perhaps, it could be
demonstrated that dozens of the
recommendations had been adopted.
But th£se were all minor ones, or
those that did not involve the police
at all, he said.

When it came to those recommen-
dations that called for basic changes
in organizational structure, either
the decisionwas deferred for further
clarification, or some nominal
change was made which only gave
the impression that the Shimron
recommendation had been im-
plemented, he said.

Kibbutz official calls for

more ideology in Labour
By MARK SEGAL

Post Political Correspondent

HULDA. — Moshe ("Mussa") Harif,

leader of the Labour Party’s power-
ful kibbutz movement, yesterday
used the memorial meeting for
Pinhas Lavon to urge drastic
changes in the party, its decision-

making and its ideological commit-
ment, if it wishes to ever regain
power.

"It's not good enough to simply
wait around for the Likud to
collapse," the Ihud Hakvutzot
Vehakibbutadm secretary declared.

“There is no escaping tough
ideological decisions and putting
behind us the kind of infighting and
bickering that helped bring us
down,” he saidr

Harif also took the party
leadership to task for shovelling con-
troversy under the rug, adding that
there were signs of new beginnings
and that the atmosphere had im-
proved since 1977.

A powerful kibbutz movement will

soon arise from the merger of the
Ihud with Kibbutz Hameuhad, and it

will strive to remodel the party along
more ideological lines, he said.

Harif urged his fellow ldbbutzniks
to help him "take the party in hand,
and thoroughly shake it up." He urg-
ed Mapam to stay in the Alignment
and not risk elections on its own.
The assembly, held in the Beit

Herzl hall, served both to mark the
50th jubilee of the Gordonia kibbutz’s
establishment and the third anniver-
sary of the death bf Lavon, a
founder.
Author Amos Oz, a Kibbutz Hulda

member, claimed that "the real vic-

tors of the Likud triumph has been
Rafl. Those who kneeled in the dust
of great men can now be found on
both sides of the fence,” he said,
castigating (Foreign Minister
Moshe) Dayan’s shift to Prime
Minister Menahem Begin's govern-
ment.
Oz warned the party against

manoeuvring itself hack into office
“through five weak-minded MKs.’
Prof. Nathan RotenstreicH said the

two years in the opposition had not
been used sufficiently to open the
Labour Party’s eyes. There was a
nervousness for power, he said, war-
ning that a rise in electoral power
would not necessarily mean a
spiritual revival of the party.
The 1967 Six Day War had created

the terrible myth that time was
working in our favour, he said,
stressing that this myth was
shattered by the 1973 Tom Kippur
War. It was time we realized that the
slogan of territorial compromise will
not do any more and that we should
have only one interest — safeguar-
ding Israel’s security, he said. Any
(discussion leads to this point and
various formulas only blur the main
issue, he stated.
The gathering was opened by

Asher Maniv, editor of the Labour
magazine “Migvan.” In the
audience of some 400 were Lavon’s
widow Luci and other relatives,
former Histadrut secretary-general
Yitzhak Ben-Aharon, Naamat
secretary Nava Arad, Histadrut con-
troller Shlomo Stonger and Mapam
leader Victor Shemtov.

Bonanza wage pact suspended

by ministerial committee
By SHLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

The Interminlsterial Committee
on Wages yesterday suspended a
wage agreement under which the
National Insurance Institute granted
its workers a whopping 69 per cent
wage increase.
The Institute replied by asking the

attorney general to decide whether
the agreement is binding. Finance
Minister Simha Ehrlich warned that
if the agreement is binding, he will
then act to have the law changed.
Under the new wage agreement,

insurance institute workers would
get a 66 per cent wage hike and many
special benefits — including car
allowances for anyone above grade
13, doubled telephone allowances,
and an automatic 25-40 hours a
month In overtime pay, whether the
hours were worked or not.
Labour and Social Affairs Minister

Israel Katz complained yesterday to
the committee about .intervention by
Civil Service Commissioner
Avraham Friedman who complain-
ed to the committee about the large
wage hike.

Katz said the commissioner could

not Intervene because the institute is

a corporate body.
Committee members 3aid they

suspended the agreement for fear
that providing the benefits to the In-

surance workers would result in

further wage demands by other sec-

tors in the economy.
In the Treasury yesterday, the

Civil Service Commissioner's in-

tervention in the wage issue was
seen as a test of a government deci-
sion last year to refer all govern-
ment wage deals — including those
involving public corporate bodies —
to the commission before signing.
The insurance institute is the

responsibility of Katz’s ministry.
Friedman said last week that the

insurance institute’s status as a cor-

porate body does not release it from
regulations that say wage
agreements must conform to what
was determined for government
employees.
Sources at the insurance Institute

yesterday said they would ask the at-

torney general to determine whether
the ministerial committee, or the
civil service commissioner can In-

tervene in the institute's wage agree-
ment, and to determine whether the
agreement is binding.
But since the committee has made

a firm decision not to allow extraor-
dinary wage agreements and
Ehrlich has vowed to have the law
changed to prevent the agreement,
the appeal to the attorney general
will probably not be effective.

The Jerusalem Post bas learned
that the monthly wage bill for the in-

surance institute's workers under
the new contract is already in ad-

vanced stages of preparation. When
someone at the meeting argued that
it may not be possible, to
reprogramme the computer in time
to prevent payment under the agree-
ment, one of the ministers
suggested, "Pull out the plug."
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Still unimplemented. Olmert said,

.
were recommendations about an in-
vestigations office at Haifa Port and
a reorganization of the police dis-

tricts.

Olmert said that the FBI docu-
ment charged that the Israeli group
was systematically engaged in
smuggling drugs via U.S. diplomatic
mail between Israel, Germany, and
the U.S. The documents further said,

according to Olmert. that the group
sent girls on cocaine smuggling mis-
sions from Ecuador to Miami,
Florida where Osherl owns a hotel.

Burg moved that Olmert’s motion
be struck from the agenda. Olmert,
he said, had referred to persons who
.could not defend themselves in the
Knesset, and some of whom were
now involved in court trials, some
even In a trial involving Olmert
himself. Ze’evi is suing Olmert for

libel and Mizrahi is suing
"Ha’aretz" for libel.

Burg reiterated the answer he
gave yesterday to a parliamentary
question submitted by Olmert on
January 8.

Burg’s reply was that the FBI
document was classified and could

not be the subject of a Knesset
debate. Furthermore, he said, the
court hearing Ze’evi’s Ubel case had
forbidden Olmert to publish “the
American document" in any form.
Olmert had failed to distinguish

between a document containing in-

formation and admissible evidence,
Burg said. (Here Olmert inter-

jected: "I didn’t say it was proof; I

said the police had failed to in-

vestigate.")
Burg said he was not prepared to.

say, either in the plenum or in com-
mittee, ' what the police had done
about investigating the information,
and charged Olmert with "character
assassination."
Perhaps there was room for a

theoretical argument about the
right, or duty, of anMK to publish in-

formation involving matters that

were sub Judies

*

Burg said. But since
Olmert himself was involved in a
court case, the academic question

could be abandoned. Olmert was us-

ing the Knesset rostrum to advance
his personal interests, and that was
inadmissible by any standard, Burg
charged.
At the demand ofTamar Eshel and

Daniel Rosolio (both Alignment),
Halevi agreed to refer the
stenographic report to the House
Committee,- to consider whether
Olmert had been out of order.
Olmert's motion to debate the sub-

ject in the plenum was supported
only by himBelf. fellow Likud-La’am
deputy Amnon Linn, and Tewfik
Toubi (Democratic Front).
Earlier in the day, at the meeting

of the Likud executive, there had
been almost total support for referr-

ing Olmert's motion to committee.
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The diplomatic mission that never was...the Ramat Gan home of the %an delegation to
Israel, which has been ordered to leave the country. (Lester MUim&ni

lights go out at Iran mission
By ZVI ABNON

Special to The Jerusalem Post

“Is this the Iranian delegation?"
the caller asked the accented voice
at the other end of the telephone.

"It was," came the reply. "Now
it’s as if they didn't exist,’’ said the
delegation employee.
"What’s your name?"
"Bernard," he replied. "Everyone

knows Bernard. I'm recognized here
like a forged dollar. It’s a very
awkward situation.”

Bernard, who refused to give his
second name, is a 55 -year-old
Austrian-born Israeli citizen wbo has
been working at the delegation's of-

fices^ for more than two’ years.

"It's almost as if they weren’t
really here. There was never public

acknowledgement.” Even now, he
will not reveal the level of the
delegation in Israel or the number of

Iranians attached to it.

"The staff members were all nor-

mal, average Iranian citizens who
happened to have jobs in the Iran
Foreign Office," said Bernard,
delicately understating the loyalty
which the delegation members must
have displayed to the shah. "They’D
most likely get jobs in the Foreign
Office when they get home."
Most of the Iranians attached to

the mission and their families live In

rented furnished apartments in the
greater Tel Aviv area. They are now
facing the unpleasant task of remov-
ing their children from local schools,
selling personal possessions like
cars and stereos, packing other
belongings like toasters and
televisions, and waiting for orders to
leave.
"When will the 'non-existent' Ira-

nian delegation to Israel return
home?"
“Very soon. Probably this week,"

said Bernard. "As soon as they
receive the green light from
Teheran.
"There aren’t any airlines flying

into Iran now," he added. "They’ll
- probably leave through Europe in a
few days, when Teheran airport
opens.”
"How do they feel about leaving?"
“If I were to tell you that they’re

glad to be leaving, maybe it would
not be true." said Bernard. “If I
were to tell you that they’re sad,
maybe that would hurt them. So I
3ay ‘no comment’."
- Bernard admits to having become
attached to his Iranian employers.
"We bad quite a good personal con-
tact. We are good friends." His
friends naturally also feel bad:
"That’s the way life is. It’s definitely

a sad thing."

The delegation's offices closed

down officially on Sunday at about 2

p.m. People were still showing up at

the door on Monday morning hoping

to get their passports extended or

renewed. Some of them were Iranian

Jews who are living in Tel Aviv
hotels. Others have decided to

become Israeli citizens and are in

absorption centres.
"We explained to them that we're

closed and we can't help them
anymore," said Bernard. "They all

eventually went away."
News reports yesterday said the

lights were shining in the Iranian
delegation offices located at 50
Arlosoroff Street in Ramat Gan', all

through Sunday night while the staff

packed files and supplies. "The
lights are usually left onthrough the

night as a precaution against
burglars." Bernard said. "They’re
lit every night."
The caller asked to speak with one

of the Iranians. "They won’t talk

with you," he said simply.
And so members of the non-

existent Iranian delegation to Israel’

pack their non-existent belongings,
take their non-existent children out
of Israeli schools, sell their non-
existent cars and return.to, what for

Israel now, is an officially non-
existent Iran.

Mizrahi reveals secret of his success
By YORAM BAR

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — "I hesitated for a long
time before I decided to sue
‘Ha’aretz* and its reporter Avi
Valentine for libel," Bezalel Mizrahi
said in evidence in the District Court
here yesterday. Mizrahi- is suing
Ha'aretz" for ILlOm. -: r

Reading TTbm a sheet of' paper;
wearing glasses and a grey suit,

Mizrahi said he had decided to

testify because there was a public

feeling that he had something to

hide: "I want to be asked any ques-
tion about any subject. I have no con-
nection with organized crime and
never had such connection.

"I've never been involved in dia-

mond smuggling or drugs or any
kind of contraband," Mizrahi said.
Answering questions from his at-

torney, Ram Caspl, Mizrahi said he
was a fifth-generation Israeli, born
in November, 1935, in Tel Aviv’s
Florentin Quarter to a family with
many children. His father was a
carpenter and Mizrahi had studied
up to the fifth grade, when he had to
go to work.

In 1948 his family moved to the
Hatlkva Quarter, and at 13 Mizrahi
went to Kibbutz Eln Harod, where he
lived for 18 months. At 15, he went to
the Gadna and then returned to his

parents’ home.
"We were a large family in one

room, but we received an excellent
education, and we’ve all made good
In life," he said.
In 1952 he joined the army, but in

1953 he returned home. Mizrahi
refused to say why he left the army,
.and wrote the reason on a piece of
- paper for Judge Shulamit Walens

-

tein. He said he wasfried In- military
court, convicted, and sentenced .to a
few months in a military jail.

Mizrahi was married in 1953 when
he was 17 and has three sons. He also
said he worked with his father until

1959 and then went to work as a
builder In Sdom with the Levy
Brothers company. There he was
soon appointed as main work
manager.
In 1958, he moved to work in Tel

Aviv as an assistant contractor. He
attended technical courses and
studied the profession thoroughly. A

.

short time later, he became a
private contractor and started to

build extensively.
Asked for the secret of his success,

Mizrahi replied: "I always worked
hard with the other workers and saw
to all their problems. I joined all

their parties, even when Ihad a thou-
sand builders. I always got up at 5.30

in the morning to work and returned
at 6 at night. That’s why they were
prepared to work for me 24 hours a
day."
Asked by the Justice Walenstein if

he had succeeded. Mizrahi'

answered: "Yes, I did very well.’

Caspi read parts of t)ie article

from “Ha’aretz” published on
September 7. 1977, which gave rise to
the libel suit. He then asked Mizrahi
if he had any connection, directly or
indirectly, with organized crime.
- MlzraM-replied: "I never had any-

-

connection aiid l’rn sure that the
journalist Avi Valebtihe, wticTwrote^

the article, knew it.

"Valentine searched throughout
the country for evidence against me
and couldn't find any. Valentine
searched for this evidence for more
than 18 months."
The court was crowded yesterday.

Apart from the many journalists

attending the trial, friends of
Mizrahi' were also present, as were
many curious spectators. Judge
Walenstein had to interrupt the
proceedings several times to call for
order.
Mizrahi continues his testimony,

today.

Leaving the court, Avi Valentine
told The Post that he does not intend
to testify: "I think that from the
procedural view of the law, I am not
allowed to testify. But even if I could,
I don't see why I should," he said.
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the Nurses
start today. However JiSJ*
take action of ££9*-
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as a separate union or j
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trade union, deparfroatf
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staging 24 hour: strikes at
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MK chidesUS
ByASHERWAliFBg
Post Knesset Bepadc,

Herat chairman HatoVi
yesterday'made astingt&gc
about U.S: ambi ~ “

Lewis.
In the Likud executor’-

said: “He has turned
residence into a second^
where be bolds forth ,

before invitees..from
and the Coalition alike.

Kaufman -asked rl

“What sort of -beh&vf^^fg]
Lewis to ask (Labmif

1

man Shimon) Peru's’
do if he were. Primes]
previous American.^
ever ask Menahem Begin fo]

ideas, when he was leader

position? That’s no wayfori
bassador to behave.”
Likud chairman Avraiuun |

agreed that Kauffnari had t 1
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Likudmoots

police revamp
Jerusalem Post Beparitr

Reorganization of the price]

been under discussion by Sri

leadership for some- week 1

was reported yesterday.

In. a meeting of.,tbs .

ecutjvfryfcsterdax, 7$%$*}
Yosef'Borg came'turi^r^h .

frofcr everybody safe fcoaittisi t

man Haim Corfu — an the
1

that he was dodging the

tion, which had invited

repeatedly for several months)

cuss the police.

Gustav Badian (Uknd-I

said there was far too mock]

brutality alleged. “Yet to

plaints fall bn deaf ears,"

said. -

Michael Dekel (Likud,

cused Burg of blocking all <

on the police. Dekel said to |

were not under effective

and’ therefore used fires

discriminately and employed!

and degradation in

Likud chairman Avraham I

assured the executive flint r

promised to appear before 1

tion in a fortnight’s time to J

the police and their problem*-!

In deep sorrow we announce the death
of our dear father and grandfather

BENJAMIN GOLDSTEIN

of Bencr'ait, Williamsburg

The funeral took place on the day of his passing, Sunday
February 18, 1979, at the Holon Cemetery.

Sons:
Professor Julius (Yehuda) Goldstein
and family, Petah Tikva
Stanley Marvin Goldstein and family, U.S.A.
Sister Beatrice Goldstein, U.S.A.

On the 10th Anniversary of the passing
of our dear

Dr. DANIEL (Danus) HAFT

a memorial service will’be held on Friday, February 23, 1979, at
11.00 a.ra. at the Givat Shaul Cemetery in Jerusalem.

We shall meet at the cemetery entrance.

The Family
Beit Haft et Haft

Third Yahrzeit Memorial Service

lorthe Late Chief Rabbi of Israel

HAGA0N RAV ISER YEHUDAH

UNTERMAN »"*?

Tuesday Evening:
(Eve of) 24 Shevat, 5739/February 20, 1979
at 6.30 p.m. —- HECHAL SHLOMO, Jerusalem
Speakers:

Rabbi YTTZCHAK YEDIDYAH FRENKEL
Chief Rabbi of Tel Aviv

Mr. AHARON ABUHATZEIRA
Minister of Religious Affairs

Mr. PINHAS SHEINMAN, MK.
Deputy Chairman of the Knesset

Rabbi MORDECHAI KERSHBLUM, Chairman

Limud Mishnayot:
Rabbi Zalman Nehemiah Goldberg
Dean, Kolel Shevet U'Mecbokek

Hazkara: Cantor NAFTALI HERSHTTG
Wednesday: 24 Shevat, 5739/February 21, 1979
Shiur in Halacha: 3.00 p.m.

Rabbi EMANUEL M. GETTENGER
Rabbi Young Israel of West Side, New York C«y

at KOLEL SHEVET U’MECHOKEK, Beit Harness**

Har Zvi, Rehov Zephania, corner Malachi, Jerusa*

After the shiur, bus transportation to'Har
graveside Memorial Service will be available. .

Speaker: Rabbi BEZALlpL ZOLT.Y,. Chief R*D

Jerusalem. .

American Committee for the
Chief Rabbi. TJnterman Rabbinical Academy

Kolel Shevet U'mechokek

We mourn the passing of

THEA STERN
30/a Alfassi Street, Jerusalem

In the name of tbe family
Gideon Stem

The unveiling ofthe tombstone ofthe late

DAVID HIRSH RAFFS"*
will take place at tbe Petah .Tikva cejne^
on Wednesday. February 21, 1979 at 4-00 P-™'

Mary «...

Libela and Stanley Bob**
Rifka Harris and family

;

The staff of Murray S. Greenfield

J

participate in the grief of Murraymd family on the death ofhis father

HERMAN HAIM GREENFiEU^*

* .'
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PME NEWS
^cniman enters prison

Jth ‘a heavy heart’
starves [,*« By YORAM BAB •

la,j,e
' Jerusalem Post Reporter ..

y.e — When MKBhmuel
a* -‘‘^W Ionian was takeuto Ma'aalahu
fcur^,

*eParLS^J Mltr **nd® yesterday to
!_**• at

* is&
tht^-uj&d-A-.half-year

Hit?
8* The*. * i®e for bribery be had only two

-I **<rut to say: “I wUl not radgn from
viT** ^rJWsset and I wtU not request

V ra
*l kJ! Wjyeclal treatmentInjail. I hope I

‘i.
3?*1 ^y?$n*K*ainUie Supreme Court."

' .^^ea iShJi*0* a smile and without bis
l!te Nw ^w^-eary • bombastic statements,

*trs<J
tion

'“
tSei uj-inan drove from, the court to'

u*
*

‘‘0u4 i
ihij^jaon in a rented Volvo car; Ac-'
^sj.Amying him. were Ws 18-year-

’ u
j- hta:t

'tighter .Sig&l, his wife Naomi;

“Cell. ^^,^htrman_ wa.o prepare® to
''e«neHg.

1

5

a to the many reporters and
ca;i£

..'
"

l iwSrmphers waiting outside the
5,~tV isaS?‘.. "You might say I*m entering
cr. g., with a heavy heart. I was at

^tr.r^ q
4?. of my strength and activity

m
.^c-.-e • aaj'T'l^I'dttedfn the Supreme Court,
‘y

D
s :ri adv,^ k>« decision to put me In-Jan un-

j.L‘ *n*r.;;e ^ ' appeal is heard saddens me.
- c “i b , tak. wnuM hnv«» huM wiaitHo *«v

reason to lock me up until then.
“Even so, I respect the court's

decision and I've left my Knesset
membership card at home. I want to

be treated just. like any other
prisoner. I hope not worse."
Kecbtman's wife told The Post

'
yesterday that she and her daughter
were "managing.” "We’ve been
through an awful period, but we
managed not to break down. I in-
tensely hope my husband's appeal

1

wlH succeed."
Her parting from him at the prison

entrance, she said, was “terrible."
. “I .wanted to say some last words
-to him confidentially and couldn’t,
because of the many reporters and
photographers. I hope X can talk to
him soon when we’re allowed to visit
him,'* she said.

Justice Minister Sbmuel Tamlr
has announced that his ministry is
working on an ammendment to the

which at present allows an MK con-
victed of a crime to continue to serve
and receive a salary, as an MK even
while in prison. The immunity
Knesset members enjoy from
prosecution for traffic and parking
offences Is also being re-examined.

c^^jed'for protesting with dead dog

- Jjf|i
• M au.i-Bvrciiiiucui

-? ^jjj^atrations in the wake of. the

_
'

"

c.^“rt^?Klppur War, was fined in
ilem municipal court this

AlT* a demonstration' of another
-’uV Chirkr leaving a dead dog on theuyQ[itep of the municipal

Sv.^^ larian.

u
14011 Kiif^tocident occurred more than a

.. ago, after 'Ashkenazi's
rc^krii dog was poisoned, hy a

7

Z ‘

*•’$.
aj,

05^ vrterinary team. The
^^pallty puts out poisoned meat

*“
'.r? I#, . eashed dogs in order to reduce

s ‘- • r> raWeg.

Tomi Blumenfeld in Sin Karcm.
Blumcnfeld filed a trespass com-
plaint against Ashkenazi.
Ashkenazi told Judge Dan Beln

that he had brought his dog to
Blumenfeld for treatment after fin-

ding him poisoned. The judge dis-

missed this argument, noting that
Ashkenazi had not returned to the
houseAs he would have if the dog had
been alive when, he lefthim. Be fined
Ashkenazi IL1.500 and IL5.000
probationary fine for one year.
Ashkenazi commanded the

northernmost outpost of the Bar-Lev
line which was the only outpost to
survive the Egyptian attack in 1973.

The day alter his release from
reserve duty. -he launched his
protests for the government of Golda
Melr to resign.

rjt . me uny tuier us release
:

!P,,
Ashkenazi found his dog reserve duty, -he launched

'*•
r.e &® deposited it In front of protests for the government of (

^ v ,

te
^^uae of municipal veterinarian Melr to resign.

;

i;^jS,ted J’lem delights church leader
L
rf

/Vy- >2 ®t i0SH gressel
. “social to The Jerusalem Post

i

A*r* happy to see that Jerusalem
A=stt. New Jerusalem U a most
Mcjjg. place," said the Right

•*
^’f'JjMsagnd Peter Brodie, Moderator
r.

:

7-£-j
s. General Assembly of the

' z:
r :c K^.yierian) Church of Scotland,

:ru.-2aiiay on his first visit to Israel
: - -n.v. K-^ears. -

jrrr have been wonderful
» rs. I didn't know I was in the

I ifcllH Thnrt'l*0®*" he told The Jerusalemmuu luWVhlle relaxing between ap-

I*
ents at St. Andrew's (Scot-

po
J have the feeling that

)<rrawI-EMem 18 a more Jewish city. But
. r _. i due to our upbringing,"

. .V: -'^“'i.said. "With the Presbyterian

i. ..k’.' .17?*'* emphasia.on Hebrew and
"V .‘“i. ..'V^ Testament, wehavea kindof

•
• "i: jstj ^ith the Jews,

The Rt. Rev. Peter Brodie

tion to the present arrangement for

Jerusalem's holy sites: "The Jews
have quite agood policy and the sites

are in good hands,” he said, "as long
as they keep the places open to all

religions."• ei»s excavations in Jerusalem religions."

—ifteh been criticized isy the jta- ' Rev. Brodje. Wha is making a alX-
r.-.-; thfeotogical cohimiiafty, day viiitto Earael.saidheliatfheard

* i“?>:-i.chargftg^ganging Jn<un«. good things from the Scottish Chris-

c.T.«meaa to desecration. But . tian community concerning their

'
: 4rodie says: relations with the Israel

- - :.g hasto excavate for the truth; Government: "We've been treated

r. .
• :::‘rJology cannot be dictated by very well by the Jews here," he said.

. jy. I think the archaeological "No complaints have been made —
3i-tere Is done with great care, the opposite.

= -- : -j rimagination and great skill. I .’’We've got to play it safe in Israel.

- no objections to the ex- It can be much worse than it is.

74 ms." • We're privileged to be getting what

does'-the religious leader of we want and are proud to have a
-

. nflllon Scots have any objec- presence in Jerusalem."

; ;y will Tel Aviv sack workers?
'

' . KQGHAL YUDELMAN
' _ 7«rualem Post Befiorter

. :
" -j Vrv. — The financial straits

4 I .".'.VJrr Tel Aviv municipality will

;
'. .'. --it to discharge temporary

: r
"

' workers.at the expense of
.'77:3 to city dwellers, Theodore

• "-~4ja>n. chairman of the
Workers Organization,

• i 5err^
,8lertlay-

ffjlIOi'iw* * man was reacting to a com-
K j phi t'i y Deputy Mayor -David Shlf-

aat thousands .61 municipal

wCUini® should be fired to eliminate

YtnU^den unemployment which he

ft y man is bandying numbers
really checking the issue,**-,

an told The Jerusalem Post
: m

: jrs will be fired not because

r--. "!
•; 7'.!:; e superfluous but because the.

. pality is to financial dif-

and can't afford them.-" • -

. -i i- problem of firing temporary

workers was raised last week when
Mayor Shlomo L&hat announced a
"freeze" on municipal jobs and the

possibility of firing temporary
workers.
Shifman was later quoted as say-

ing there are about 3,000 superfluous

workers in the municipality. Mayor
Lahat expressed annoyance with

this statement at Sunday's meeting
of the municipal executive, and told

Shifman that “the hidden unemploy-
ment In the Tel Aviv municipality Is

no greater than in any other In-

stitution.” Lahat also said that ac-

curate numbers must be obtained

“before numbers are thrown
around.”
Shifman told The Post yesterday

that he still believes the municipality

is hampered by a 40 to B0 per cent

rate of hidden unemployment.
The municipality employs ap-

proximately 12,000 people, about 4,-

000 on a temporary basis.
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Attending yesterday's Peace Now meeting were (front row, from
right) Chaika Grossman MK (Mapam), Natan Pelcd (former
Mapam minister). Moshe Kol (former ILP minister) and Mrs. Kol;
(second row), Melr Talmi MK (Mapam) and Yossi Sarid MK
(Labour). (Zoom 77 1

Peace Now asks flexibility at Ttevid IT
By BENNY MORRIS

Jerusalem Post Reporter
About 300 Peace Now supporters— Including Knesset members,

professors and former ministers and
generals — yesterday urged Israel's
negotiators to display "flexibility’'
at the upcoming Camp David n
talks.

The movement met at Jerusalem’s
Hotel Ram.
National Religious Party MK

David Glass claimed that he
represented a substantial section of
the religious public In his willingness
to trade territories for peace.
"Peace is a primary Jewish value,"
he said.

Glass lamented that "there Is too
much stress on iegallsm in the
Israeli attitude towards the peace
treaty with Egypt.”
MK Melr Pa'll (Shell!) called for

what he termed shaUrm basak (ins-

tant peace) , saying time was against
Israel and that developments in the
Middle East. Including the
resurgence of Islamic fervour, were
gradually dimming the chances of
reaching a settlement. Pa'ii also
called for an affirmation by Israel of
the concept of linkage, saying no
separate peace with Egypt was
possible and that no treaty not cogni-
zant of "Palestinian rights" would
last.

Also at the gathering were MKs
Mordechai Elgrabli (Democratic
Movement). Shulamit Aioni
(Citizens Rights Movement), Meir
Talmi (Mapam) and Yossi Sarid
(Labour), and Jerusalem deputy
mayor Elad Peled. Former
ministers Moshe Kol (Independent
Liberals) and Victor Shemtov
(Mapam) also attended.

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Labour and Likud members of the
Knesset Education and Culture Com-
mittee are likely to agree on the es-

tablishment of a second — commer-
cial — TV channel, committee chair-

man Labour MK Ora Namir said
yesterday.

Namir (Labour) told The
Jerusalem Post that a consensus
appears to have been reached in
favour of a channel based on the ITV
model in England, with a public

authority controlling broadcasts and
commercials strictly limited accor-

ding to number, type and presenta-
tion.

The committee has met once on
the issue and is due to discuss it

again next Monday. The establish-
ment of a second channel will re-
quire approval by the Knesset.
Meanwhile, the Kubersky com-

mittee of experts -who have been
studying the possibility 'of in-
troducing a second channel plan to
publicize their conclusions by the
end of this month.
Halm Kubersky, the director-

general of the Interior Ministry who
is chairman of the committee, refus-
ed to comment on rumours that the
committee will come out in favour of
setting up a Second commercial TV
channel.

ffeirai fi*r deaf on TV from April
• uJerusalem Post-Reporter-- ...' •?.

A daily TV-dews report fer-tM deaf*
will begin in April, Israel TV direc-
tor Arnon Zuckerman announced
yesterday at the Broadcasting
Authority's weekly board of direc-
tors meeting.
The programme will last for two or

three minutes In the first stage and
will be broadcast at 5.30 p.m., before
the children's programmes. A
Hebrew text will run at the bottom of

- the screen while filmed news stories
or background slides are shown.
The broadcast may be expanded if

It proves to be successful, and the
possibility of hiring a newscaster
who speaks sign language has also

been considered.- "

News for the deaf was suggested
by authority chairman Reuven
Yaron, following many requests
from the handicapped, who felt they
were discriminated against because
there was no special programme for
them.
The board also discussed the possi-

ble cutback of ILSOm. from the
authority budget. Yaron said that
while programme quality and quan-
tity should not be decreased, there
was "some fat in various places” in
radio and TV that could be cut. The
board will meet soon with the
Knesset Finance Committee to dis-

cuss the authority’s financial needs.

Vigil for daughter abducted by Soviets
By SARAH HON1G '

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Prof. Alexander
Temkin yesterday held a protest
vigil in front of the Finnish Embassy
here, to mark the sixth anniversary
of the abduction of his daughter
Marina, by the Soviet KGB secret
police in Moscow.

The Finns have represented Soviet
interests in Israel since Moscow
severed diplomatic relations with
Jerusalem in 1967.

Marina was 13 years old in 1973
when forcibly separated from her
father. Both she and Prof. Temkin
had been granted exit permits allow-
ing them to leave for Israel.

For a long period after the separa-
tion, Marina had been cut off from
society in a youth camp where she
was subject to severe psychological
pressures and was heavily drugged.

Prof. Tem kin's "parental rights"
— Including the right to speak to her
— were officially denied him by a
Soviet court because of the Zionist

upbringing he had given his only
child.

Temkin, now a physics professor
at Tel Aviv University, was joined by
several friends during his
demonstration yesterday. He hand-
ed Finnish diplomats a protest letter

addressed to the Soviet foreign
minister.

Labour support for peace treaty

could hinge on autonomy changes

C’tee consensus favours 2nd TV station

By SARAH HONIG
Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — One of the options now
open to the Labour Party is to de-
mand that the government adopt
Labour’s views on autonomy in ex-

change for Labour parliamentary
support for any future peace agree-
ment with Egypt.
Former Justice Minister Halm

Zadok announced this yesterday at a
press conference in which he in-

troduced his party’s draft position
paper an autonoQiy.

Zadok chaired the committee
which put the paper together. Its
other members were Abba Eban,
Haim Bar Lev. Yisrael Gaiili.
Shlomo Hillci and Michael Harish.
The paper stresses- that autonomy
for Judea, Samaria and the Gaza*
Strip must be seen as a temporary
arrangement and must not rule out a
future permanent agreement based
on territorial compromise which
would provide Israel with defensible
borders. Although the paper does not
mention the Allon Plan by name,
that plan Is clearly alluded to. Thus
the Labour paper calls for "security
zones" In which full Israel control
would remain even under autonomy.
These are to include the Jordan Rift
Valley, the Etzion Bloc and the
southern Gaza Strip.

New Kahane party

announced in J’lem
Rabbi Meir Kahane yesterday an-

nounced the establishment of a new
political movement, called "Elil" —
the Hebrew acronym of Arabs to
Arabia. Jews to Israel.

Kahane said the movement would
be linked to Kach, a party he founded
to run in the 1977 Knesset elections.
At a Jerusalem press conference,

Kahane said the new movement
would call for Arab emigration from
Israel and increased Jewish im-
migration. He called on Arabs
remaining in Israel to swear
allegiance to the state, to serve three
years in some form of national ser-

vice, and to pay full taxes. (Itimi

Bomb explodes in

housing office

TEL AVIV. — A quarter-kilo of
dynamite exploded yesterday in the
Shlkun Ovdim offices in Tel Aviv ~
apparently set off by a disgruntled
client or sub-contractor of the hous-
ing authority, police said.
No one was injured in the pre-

dawn blast, which echoed through
central Tel Aviv near the Rehov
Leonardo Da Vinci offices.

A company spokesman told police
that no threats had been received by
.Shikun Ovdim.

Israel soccer youth
fall to Paraguay, i-Z

TEL AVIV. — Israel’s youth soccer
team lost to Paraguay 1-2. in a World •

Youth Cup soccer qualifying match
played in Asuncion before 40.0d0
fans. *•

At half-time the teams were tied l-

1, a score which remained unchang-
ed until three minutes before the
game's end. The loss left Israel in se-
cond place behind Paraguay in the
triangular tournament, with
Australia finishing last. Paraguay
earlier beat Israel 3-0.

The Paraguayan youth team will

now continue to the finals of the
World Youth Cup in Japan next
summer. The Israel team returns
home on Thursday. i

Maidanek lawyer

refused entry
Israel yesterday refused entry to

Ludwig Bock, a West German
lawyer who is defending former
Nazis accused in the Maidanek war
crimes trial.

Bock, 36, came to Israel to inter-

view former inmates of the concen-
tration camp who are scheduled to

testify in the trial. The trial has
already lasted two years because of

legal delaying tactics by the defence
lawyers. Bock is one of the most
prominent among these lawyers and
has been noted for his tough tactics

On arrival at Bcn-Gurion Airport

Bock was refused entry on instruc-

tions of Justice Minister Shmuel
Tamlr and Interior Minister Dr.

Yosef Burg. He returned to Ger-

many on a later flight.

/ ILAN presents: the February Campaign \
FREE EMKA TOASTER!

to all who buy two major appliances

, Polite, professional service

Immediate supply

Payments plan available

Authorized agents for Amcor, Tadiran, Peer, Shavif.

etc.

Visit us in our new showrooms —

Service to the immigrant since 1971

Han(Me
17(1 Rehov Ben-Yehuda, Tel Aviv

Td. 03-220020. 235618

OnJanuary9thlS79theonemffiomh
Fiesta wasbom,Never beforehasaear

been racevBdwithsuch enthusiasm.

TheFord fiesta wonmterrsrtkjra)
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ownership-when it was Onlyone yearold.
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your Ford Fiesta today-
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Zadok noted that his committee
had concerned itself with for-

mulating Labour’s stand, rather
than with recommending the tactical
use to which this position would be
put in the Knesset.
“The timing and manner In which

we will bring our recommendations
up before the Knesset have not been
decided, and the ' matter is open.
Thus one possibility in theory is that
our support of the peace agreement
with Egypt would be contingent on
the acceptance of our guidelines for

the implementation of the autonomy
plan," Zadok said.

He added that there are two other

options before Labour. "One is that
Labour would support a peace agree-
ment when one is brought before the

Knesset, without putting its

autonomy plan to the vote. But it

might be that while we would vote
for peace with Egypt, we would also

put our Ideas on autonomy to the
vote, although we would not make
the connection between the two con-
ditional in any way," Zadok explain-

ed.
Without Labour's support last

autumn the government would not
have had a majority when the Camp
David accord was submitted for the
Knesset's approval. This could well
be the case with a possible future
vote on a peace agreement.

Party hawks say this puts Labour
in a powerful bargaining position —
which it must use to ward off some of
the dangers inherent in the
autonomy plan. The doves however
feel that Labour must support the
peace agreement, if and when one is
concluded, regardless of opposition
to the autonomy scheme.
Zadok admitted that this might be

a potential source of friction, but
said that Labour "will address the
problem when the time comes.
Meanwhile we still must get the
paper accepted by the party bureau
«ind then the Labour central com-
mittee. Once this is done, it will
become official party policy, binding
on all Labour MKs."
Zadok feels that there is a good

chance that the paper will be ap-
proved, since the drafting com-
mittee was composed of both doves
and hawks, and ail approved the
paper.

He stressed that while Labour op-
poses the autonomy plan as such, it

had decided to draw up guidelines
for its implementation because "the
Camp David agreement Is now a
political fait accompli. It Is binding
not only as far as the present govern-
ment is concerned, but also for any
future government, regardless of its

political colour."

Addict claims friendship with

Panther ‘Menny’ Cohen
TEL AVIV (Itimi. — A self-
confessed heroin addict yesterday
told the District Court here that he
and Black Panther Menahem "Men-
ny" Cohen were close friends until

two months before Cohen allegedly
took part In a murder attempt on the

addict's life.

Cohen and two other men are stan-

ding trial for the shooting murder of

Jaffa drug-dealer Ibrahim Ass&f.
Yesterday's testimony by Abed
T&rshawi described the last minutes
of Assafs life and bow Tarshawi was
wounded during the sub-machinegun
attack In Jaffa last October.

Cohen, parliamentary secretary to
MK Charlie Biton (Democratic
Front for Peace and Equality-
Communists) , and the two other men
— Shaltiel Ozeri and Moshe Meri —
have denied the charges.
According to Tarshawi, he and

Assaf had Intended to purchase some
heroin in Ramie on the evening of the
shooting, and when they left
Tarshawi 's Jaffa house were shot at
from a moving car.
Tarshawi charged yesterday that

two months before the attack he had
"borrowed” some IL60.000 worth of
heroin from Ozeri, 28, who had given
him the drug to hide.

Tarshawi said that later, when
Ozeri found the heroin was not in the

“Menny" Cohen

hiding place. Cohen, 31, and Ozeri
had approached him and asked him
where it was.
From that time on, claimed

Tarshawi — who was wounded dur-
ing the shooting incident in his leg
and hand — Cohen and Ozeri had cut
off contact with him.
Cohen admits to having met

Tarshawi in jail, during a brief
prison term four years ago. But on
Sunday Cohen said he had only rare-

ly seen Tarshawi since the jail

sentence.
Cohen has charged that his arrest

is “political.

”

Soldier surrenders after shooting spree
Jerusalem Post Reporter

i BEIT fe'W. t^¥i

ab-year-did Beit'
She'an resident surrendered to
police early yesterday morning after
spending two hours shooting a rifle
into the air. No one was Injured dur-
ing the spree.
Late on Sunday night the man —

Rafi Dahan, a soldier — had
reportedly climbed onto the roof of a
bomb shelter with an M-16 rifle and
begun firing into the air. He also
shouted out to paasersby that they
should kill him and his father.
Police and army officials closed

off the area, and once it was realized
it was Dahan— who was known to be
under psychiatric care — a friend of
his was brought to the scene. The
friend talked Dahan into surrender-
ing.

• Dahan said that before the
shtiotlrtg incident he had quarrelled

with his father. He is being held by
military police pending psychiatric

observation.

CORRECTION
In a report in Monday's Jerusalem

Post on the Investigation into the
death last year of a heart patient at
Beilinson Hospital, information was
incorrectly attributed to Tel Aviv at-
torney, Uri Almugy.
The offending sentence should

have read:
Their lawyer told The Jenisalevi

Post that in the application to the
Court by the children it is stated that
there is reason to believe their
mother's death was caused by
medical negligence.
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WORLD NEWS

Iran headed for more clashes
By WILLIAM BRAN1GIN

Washington post News Service
TEHERAN. — Iran's new
provisional revolutionary govern*
xnent has so far failed to disarm the
country's guerrilla groups and will
have to use force if the various fac-
tions— particulary the leftist ones—
continue to resist a religious order to
turn in their weapons, a government
appointee said on Sunday.
Hosseln Emadi, a Moslem

clergyman charged by Shia Moslem
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's provisional government
with collecting arms looted by rag-
tag street fighters last week, also
said that Teheran’s loose organiza-
tion of "revolutionary soldiers"
would be dissolved soon and give
way to a reconstituted regular army

.

In an interview at his head-
quarters In a Teheran University
mosque, Emadi predicted clashes
between Islamic and Marxist
guerrilla groups in their struggle tor
ideological Influence in the new
regime.
Indeed, with new guerrilla groups

springing up regularly and the
government unable to control them,
Iran appears to be headed for more
fighting among the revolutionaries
who brought down the ooce powerful
army of Shah Mohammed Reza

Pahlavi, diplomatic sources said.

The two main ideologically op-

posite groups are the Mujaheddin-e-

Khalq (People's Holy Warriors) and
the Cherikaye Fedaye Khalq
(People's Sacrificial Warriors).

Both support the continuation of

Iran's revolution to fight the vestiges
of "imperialism but the Mujahed-
din consist mainly of Islamic
fanatics while the Fedaye are
avowedly Marxist.
Khomeini's "Imam committee"—

which has close links with the Mu-
jaheddin while fielding its own
militia — Is eager to crack down on
what it views as godless Com-
munists.
However, the committee and

Khomeini's provisional government
are in no position at present to do so,

diplomatic sources here say. They
are not yet sufficiently organized or

powerful enough to suppress the lef-

tists, who acquired formidable
arsenals during wholesale looting of

military armouries during the
revolutionary take over.

Although the Fedaye claim they
support the government of Prime
Minister Medbi Bazargan,
diplomatic analysts say the Marxist
guerrilla group actually alms to

keep putting obstacles In his path to

continue the revolution and even-

tually bring him down.
The sources say the attack on

February 14 on the U.S. Embassy in

Teheran was one example of this

plan. The Marxist Fedaye gambled
correctly that the Islamic guerrilla

groups, including Khomeini's
militiamen, would not crack down on
them for the attack, since such a
move would be tantamount to defen-
ding "American imperialism."
Diplomats said more such Fedaye

operations can be expected, with
the group making sure each time
that the aim does not conflict' with
the Islamic revolutionaries* stated
goals but nevertheless continually
posing serious problems for
Khomeini and Bazargan.
For the time being, a political

struggle Is under way as the left
races against- time to try to fuel the
revolution, radicalize the population
and expand its influence.

In an effort -to make its own in-
roads with a reformed armed forces,
the Fedaye have called for the es-
tablishment of a "people's army,"
run by political committees in which
the Marxists would have a strong
voice. Khomeini committee
hardliners, such as Emadi, seem
determined not to allow the Fedaye
and other Marxist groups such a
role.

r

The Soviet Communist Party newspaper “Pravda” gives a cartoonist's view of China's
invasion of Vietnam. The Chinese cannon is labelled "Provocation" and is shielded by
"Falsification," "Fabrication" and "Slander," while the broken sign says "Vietnam
Border." itjpi telephoto)

Soviet newsmen describe Chinese assault
MOSCOW (UPI) .—The Soviet press

yesterday provided eye wltneaa
reports of the fighting between
Chinese and Vietnamese forces in
northern Vietnam, with cor-
respondents from Tass and "Prav-
da" writing vivid accounts from the

front line in Lang Son Province.
Reporters V. Skvortsov of the of-

ficial CommunistPaity: dailyi^Prav-

da** and Gennady-Zhidelev of the of--,

ficial news agency Tass both
described continual Chinese ar-

tillery bombardment of the area,
begun early on Saturday. There
followed the rapid evacuation of all

women, children and elderly, end

the advance of Chinese forces with
tanks, self-propelled guns and infan-
try with air support — up to seven
km. inside Vietnamese territory.

Both correspondents, in dis-
patches dated Sunday from the
provincial capital of Lang Son,
began their reports by recalling that
February is thfe^Begfamfng of spring
in. Vietnam, sl tafiie!OCthagRagCvlng.
blossoms and iearly.rice sowing.
"At 8:10 a.m. .the first wounded

border troops arrived in the town's
central clinic," wrote Skvortsov.
"Their comrade with collar tabs of a
sergeant, whose papers were lost In

a field hospital near Dong Dang

SAVINGS BANK
IN EVERY HOME ?

where heavy fighting was already
raging, died before our eyes of a
head wound,” Skvortsov wrote.

Skvortsov described riding out in a
jeep toward the fighting on the
highway from Lang Son to Dong
Dang.
"At five km. from the border and

^ .
tinge;km. from Dong Dang, I saw

(

' 'dozens 'of young men, armed with
machine guns and hand grenades,.

digging foxholes.
“A few couples of soldiers were

dragging up recoilless rifles on bam-
boo poles. Mortar fire from the
border never eased off. Leaving
our car on the side of the road, we
followed a small valley extending
between steep slopes along the
highway, in the direction of Dong
Dang. Just alongside us, some mor-
tar shells fell. We all dived into the
bushes in a ditch. Here the young
soldiers left behind a wounded com-
rade.” Skvortsov quoted a Viet-
namese lieutenant as saying his men
had set fire to Chinese tanks and
were containing the enemy infantry

"While we wait for reinforcements
to throw them back off our land.”
Zhidelev described the artillery

strike and Chinese advance in
similar terms.

"The artillery bombardment and
the rumble of explosions came closer

and closer from the north and
northeast," he said. "Everything
showed that the Chinese aggressors
were using all ..kinds of forces —
tanks, self-propelled guns, troops

with air support."
Zhidelev also travelled by jeep as

far as the village of Kuankhou, 10
km. from the Chinese border, then
continued on foot. They met two
Vietnamese militia.

“You can't go any further," they
said. "Less than 1.5 km. from here.
Chinese troops are strafing the
valley from the hilltops."

Afghans reject

U.S. protest
KABUL. — Afghan Foreign Minister
Hafizullah Amin yesterday
categorically rejected suggestions
that his government was to blame for

the death of American Ambassador
Adolph Dubs In a kidnap drama in

Kabul last week.
He said that he considered an

American protest over their handling
of the Incident to be completely
baseless.
"I see no reason, no aspect of the

operation for which we could be
blamed," he told foreign journalists
here.
The minister said that he hoped it

would not adversely affect U.S.-
Afghan relations, but at the same
time he was strongly critical of the
American version of events.

Earlier yesterday Afghanistan's
top security officer, had strongly

denied that any Soviet advisers were
present during, the hotel shoot-out

that led to the death of U.S. am-
bassador Adolph Dubs.
Maj. Daoud Taroun, commander

of the national police, said in an In-

terview that “there were no
Russians present. This was our
operation, and we made the
decisions.”
The assertion is at variance with

U.S. accounts of the incident. The
U.S. has formally protested to the

Soviet Union about the reported par-

ticipation of Soviet police advisers in

the decision to storm the downtown
hotel room where Dubs was being
held by his kidnappers.

Ethiopia-Sudan

summit

‘inconclusive’

KHARTOUM (UPI). — The summit
meeting between Sudanese presi-

dent Jaafar Nuxneiry and Ethiopian
head of state Mengistu Haile
Mariam ended "inconclusively." but
Sudan will spare no effort to nor-

malize relations between the two
countries, the Sudanese foreign

minister said yesterday.
Numeiry returned to Khartoum

late on Sunday from a four-day sum-
mit with the Ethiopian head of state

In Freetown, Sierra Leone. The aim
of the meetings was to normalize
relations between the two countries
and to solve the problem of Eritrea
peacefully.

A secessionist movement in that

territory bordering on Sudan has
been active against the Ethiopian
central government for the last 17

years. Since the Ethiopian .regime
concentrated its efforts to crush it

late last year, Eritrean refugees
have infiltrated the southern part of

.
Sudan, which sympathizes with
them.

In Moscow, the Presidium of the

Supreme Soviet yesterday endorsed
a friendship and cooperation treaty

signed with Ethiopia last November.

African states to confer

on Uganda war
DAR ES SALAAM (APi. — Tan-
zania will send an il-mexnber
delegation, headed by Foreign
Minister Benjamin Mkapa, to a
special Organization Of African Uni-
ty (OAU) meeting in Nairobi
tomorrow called to discuss the
current conflict between Tanzania
and Uganda.
A government statement Issued

yesterday said that an ad hoc com-
mittee has been formed to deal with
African inter-state conflicts.
Members of the committee are
Gabon, Madagascar, the Central
African Empire. Togo, Tunisia,
Zambia, Zaire and Gambia.

Iraqis retaliate by

expelling Swedes
BAGHDAD ( UPI) . — Iraq yesterday
ordered three Swedish -embassy of-

ficials out of the country, in reply to

a similar move by Sweden two weeks
,

ago.

The official Iraqi news agency said
the Swedes had been declared per-
sonae non gratae in a "reciprocal ac-
tion." The statement did not specify
when the Swedes would leave the
country.
Sweden expelled three Iraqi

diplomats and a foreign ministry en-
voy earlier this month on charges of
espionage against Iraqi nationals in-
side Sweden.
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Rhodesia planes hit guerrilla

supply base in Mozambique
SALISBURY (UPI). — Rhodesian
warplanes attacked a black
nationalist guerrilla storage facility

some 75 km. inside Mozambique
yesterday and returned safely to

base, the Rhodesian military com-
mand said.

The complex, near Chlmoio in

Mozambique's Monica province,
was run by Robert Mugabe's Zim-
babwe African National Liberation
Army (ZANLA).
The raid into Mozambique,

Rhodesia's eastern neighbour, came
two days after Rhodesian warplanes
had streaked across the northern
frontier into Zambia. There they had
hit what the military command. call-

ed holding camps housing guerrillas

of Joshua Nkomo's Zimbabwe
People's Revolutionary Army who
were poised to infiltrate into

Rhodesia.
The communique reportingyester-

day's strike said that no damage was
incurred on any other buildings or
property outside the complex.
ZANLA installations in the area of

Chimoio have frequently come under
Rhodesian attack. In November
1977, ground and air strikes against
camps at Chimoio and Tembue
resulted in the deaths of some 3,000

insurgents, including male and
female teen-agers receiving train-

ing.

U.S. blasts UN human rights

body for "torture’ telegram
GENEVA (UPI). — The U.S. told the
UN Human Rights Commission
yesterday that rational discussion is

often impossible there because of the
automatic Third World-Communist
majority. It said the result of
debates on many items is "pre-
ordained.”
Edward M. Mezvinsky, U.S.

delegate to the human rights com-
mission's current 35th session, made
the charges during a debate on alleg-

ed systematic torture by Zsrael of

Arab prisoners in the administered
1

territories.

The commission broke normal
rules of procedure last week when it

sent a protest telegram to Israel
without having the text circulated
beforehand as required.

"It has constituted a disturbing
sign that rational discussion in this

commission, at least on some
matters, is beside the point, and it

has raised a deeper question as to
why we gather here as a commission
to debate these issues at all," Mez-

vinsky told the 32-nation group.

"The results are pre-ordained and
rules of procedure which are design-

ed to protect the rights of every UN
member government., .are
dramatically made subjectto the ar-

bitrary will of the majority," he

said.
The U.S. and two other western

nations voted against sending the

torture telegram to Israel, but they

were outvoted by 19 in favour to

three against with eight abstentions.

Two countries did not vote.

Commenting on the torture
charges, Mezvinsky said: “There

have been some credible reports that

instances of 111 treatment have oc-

curred. But our (State Department)
report does not state systematic tor-

ture is practised by the Israeli

authorities."
Mezvinsky said Israel "is one of

the very few nations in the world’'

that permits the International Red
Cross to visit political prisoners

within 14 days of their arrest.

ficial. Emirates News
nowsay- whether.aH:ia
OPEC — the, Orsaki
Petrollam Exportfa£ (£.
had

. agreed to atfeSdtta
The. statement came
after Venezuelan
Minister Valentin
Acosta, nowin Kuwait;

,

ly for an -emergency
level meeting of QPE&
to discuss the Iranian

U.S. House goes on TV— in colour
WASHINGTON (UPI). — It cost

31.2m. to install sophisticated colour
television equipment and another
$278,000 a year for salaries of the X2
technicians needed to operate it.

Buf the result will be gavel-to-
gavel colour television coverage of
the U.S. House of Representatives.

It began yesterday — but tor the

first month will be only for the 425

members themselves. They'll have
special receivers in their offices so

they won't have to go to the floor to

keep track of what's happening In

the chamber.

By March 5, full House coverage

will be transmitted via satellite to

cable television companies around
the U.S., with a potential of reaching
millions of American households.

Regular news media also will be able

to pick up as much coverage as

desired.
The idea is not universally pop-

ular. Republicans fear majority
Democrats will get a political advan-
tage. Others worry the cameras will

focus on members sleeping, reading
newspapers (against the rules) or in

political huddles — or will show a
nearly empty chamber.

Anonymous threats for Sakharov
MOSCOW (Reuter). — Soviet dissi-

dent leader Andrei Sakharov said

yesterday that he had received hew
threats of violence from people
claiming to be relatives of victims of
a bomb blast on the Moscow Metro
(subway).
Sakharov told Western reporters

that an anonymous letter. and three
phone calls followed a ..visit .earlier

this month from two zzieiuclaimlngto ...

.

be enraged relatives. He said he
believed the threats were organized
by the KGB.

The Nobel Peace Prize laureate
was attacked by the government
newspaper "Izvestia" 11 days ago
for criticizing death sentences pass-

ed in January on three Armenians
convicted of the 1977 metro blast, in

which seven people died.

- An. Armenian woman — Yelena

.

Stroteqkp, a close friend of pne pfthe
=

tpio .ejepeuted — had ^6 receivjgd a
r

letter telling her to' emigrate to

Israel before April 24 or face the con-
sequences, Sakharov said.

$10,000 price tag on bust of Hitler
WASHINGTON (AP). — A bullet-

riddled bust of Adolf Hitler was put
up for sale on Sunday but its owner
refused to accept a bid of $9,000, say-

ing he was holding out for at least

$10,000.

The bust, sculpted from life by
Ludwig Nick, was taken from
Hitler’s bunker apartment where it

had served as a target for Soviet

soldiers after the fall of Berlin at the

end of the European phase of World
War JX
"I liberated it from the bunker,"

Carl Levin told a reporter. "I got a
Russian bayonet in the belly when 1

tried to enter it. I talked the guard
out of the bust.”

Levin, now in public relations, was
at the time a war correspondent for

"The New York Herald-Tribune,"
now no longer published. For about
20 years, be said, the bust was dis-

played in a "Herald-Tribune” office.

When the paper folded, he took it

with him.

It was one of more than 2,000
works of art, furniture, dishes and
other objects offered during a four-
day sale by C.G. Sloan and Co., an
auction house.

Islanders seize U.S. seamen
JOHANNESBURG (UPI). — Irate
islanders in the Maldives have
detained three Americans as
"spies" after over-running their
research ship and threatening the
crew with machetes and spears.
A Johannesburg radio ham, Eli

Salant, said he picked up distress
signals from the ship Alisse Maroo
on Sunday and relayed the call for
help to the U.S. naval base on Diego
Garcia island.

He said the ship’s crew reported

yesterday that an American military

.

jet plane had overflown the. ship and
dropped medical and food supplies,
and that a U.S. warship was believed
to be on Its way to the area.
The Panamian-registered vessel

was en route to North Carolina to
have its registration changed when it

developed engine trouble and limped
to the remote Indian Ocean island,
where it was attacked by islanders
who seized the captain, second mate
and ship’s doctor-.

and security for the

in Bangladesh and ah endtn
violence and Conruptfoicii,vi

Queen Mails Gtilfti

Saudi statesman^
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia lit

— Queen Elizabeth aaidps
that her tour of the Arab Gttt

had created a new undent)

between Britain and the net

the area. -.

In a speech at the As

University of PetnJai

Minerals in this eastenloi

the queen paida warm W®
-j leadership of Saudi AraKtf

Khaled: “The wtaJtfstattl

s-snired and roagiested
statesmanship in the recent 4

years.”
She sailed ia the royal

Britannia from Dhafarao'ipi

night for a voyage down .to

Qatar, where she and the I

Edinburgh are to arrive ton

Palestine collection

banned in Amsteri

AMSTERDAM (Reuter).

Council of Amsterdam s&M'

day it had banned a sire

collection planned tills week

group called the Dutch ft

Medical Committee.
The committee said It P

humanitarian aid to Pda
' and the money was for teacb

for schools In Lebanese

camps.
In a letter to the commits

ing its request for a permit t

cil said the collection won

hurt .the jfeellngs of Am»
many Jewish citizens.

Quake shakes Saaf

SANTIAGO (UPU.-Aneif
rocked the Chilean caplUJ

day. but no injuries ordamM

reported, police said.

The Seism ological InadJ*

University of Chile saidt*

registered 3.0 on the
WfJJJ

Its epicentre was locate0 **

of Santiago -in the And«-

NEW” OLD MAPS Following the amazing success of our recent offer of ^

ancient maps. The Jerusalem Post is.now making 8^
an additional three maps from the same collection.

The following lines wifi no

doubt surprise you.

Shown above is the HAVANA
heater, developed in the

SESTO institute in Holland,

which enables you to enjoy

unique central heating.

e Even heating with

radiators or fanconvectors.
• Hot water supply for

domestic use 24 hours

a day.

Between 30%-35% fuel

saving in comparison with

any conventional heating.

Central heating- independent

of your neighbours.

Simple and quick installation

in every Flat (not only new
flatsj

Advanced design, adapted

perfectly to home
furnishing.

Planning and consulting

by our engineers.

Havana
high heat atlow cast.

|>*CL§MqT| ,
Acclimat Ltd. 1

• -Sderot Hameginim 39, Haifa.

1 1 would be pleased to meet

1 United Company for Heating i with your company agent and

1 Ltd. 1 to receive further particulars

z Haifa : Sderot Hameginim 39, I and advice regarding the

g Tel. 04-532102-3-4 1 Havana heater.

£ Tel Aviv : Kikar H' B'eeiar 6
|
With no obligation on my part

c Tel. 03-263206-7
i Name

5 Jerusalem : Rechov Yonai 3 * Address

|
Tel. 02-222142

I
Telephone

Each map is printed in a

variety of delicate
colours in its original

form, on superb quality

linen paper. They are

ideal for framing and
make most welcome
gifts. Thanks to a sub-

stantial purchase we are

offering them at pre-

inflation prices until

Pesah 1979.

Price per map IL60. All three

maps I L,1 50. The cost includes

VAT and packing in crush resistant

carton tube and dispatch by regular

mail

.

These maps can also be
purchased from The
Jerusalem Post office in

Jerusalem, Tel Aviv or

Haifa.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT
Map A Lands of Dispersion from Babel (mid 1 6th Cen-
tury) by H. Weisel. Size of map 32.5 cm x 40 cm (12 in.

x 15 in.) on paper 42 cm x 49.5 cm (16 in. x 19 in.)

Map B Palestine or a New Description of the Land of
Promise (16th Century) by Tilemann Stella, published by
Abraham Ortelius. A map from the first modem atlas of
all known parts of the world. Size of map. 34 cm x 45
cm (13 in. x 18 in.) on paper 45 cm x 54.5 cm (18 in. x
21 in.)

Map C. Jerusalem as the Centre of the World. (1581) by
H Bunting. The world in the shape of a three-leaved

clover. Size of map. 26 cm. x 36.5 cm. (10 in. x 14 in.)

on paper 29 5 cm x 39 cm (11 in. x 15 in.).
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sSi&
untangles the complicated history that has led to the Chinese invasion of Vietnam

IliMSi MISSION OF PUNISHMENTH» SH
<IHINA has invaded Vietnam in 14l IU11A 4IM 4M>OMVU T 1UM4U.M 144. A*

the!r̂ iw%.a(^- anwwa the whole of . their
on J** *: iJ Mutual border, wilh tonJui, aircraft

j* ^ 3
!vid almost a quarter of a opinion

0' n - *en. This la the game China which

ciT* * *«” yMra afo waa supplying
Vietnam with Its bade Infantry

bev
s,-fy^JeaPO». 0*« AK-47 assault rifle. In.

'*'h; '^Up ^ L
,e common rftrujnde la oust the

*
7.^ W^ffl^ncrlcans from Southeast Asia.

*• sia.J? Peking1 claims tt homo territorial
“Cia

J ^nblticms ag&LEist Vietnam, and that

r?l **»Sw military action Is meant topunish

a' Sr ^N^ranol for its Intolerably aggressive
:^rr-

ill. [ns in lndo-China, specifically. Its

2^3 agv*' invasion and takeover of Cambodia.
the Chinese action Is certainly

a
-‘.or v^Tcnptod by more than Indignation
M

; r .

* e np,,t. the overthrow of the Cambodian
**«*£? v;il^ime -

.y f, .
- W?%China'a relations with Cambodia

KJKr/-
• itrvfi

1- '

:nv*j' 4,1 entirely a function of Its desire to

to c
".^^HiJjJ/nstraln Vietnamese influence

ijJJftere. An illustration of this was the
'i^arrejrpeotacle of Peking warmly .

’Jii
PanfJrNcelvlnK' PWncc Itoodom SOmnonk;

ton# ^ too had been held under house'
**“r||i Jrest In Cambodia by the Pol Pot

Tokyo ^gjroe, after he was freed when
d
-?:o*fa,

(
R(a

.etnam Invaded. The political -per*

Sa*i' 'V
3 evasion of the Cambodian regime is

iSeeV l»pt Important to the Chinese as long

t*V-= r/

Wl

-•'V > y-'\ ~C*'- r^t,
. _

-. V,

Caoi < It is anti-Vietnamese.
'^iioa ^China’s preoccupation with VSet-

has two elements. China has
{«...'

;
^ii^Ways considered lndo-China Its

•..V
5R Ir^jodltlanal sphere of Influence. Viet-

jl.V ^Piies C ;m has threatened this and with Its

ij-*;. ^^c ^asion of Cambodia, turned threat

•v^‘t
5 tor**'0 a palpable danger.

,J"\- ^bouiv
rMore important, since Vietnam is

l"
v '- ad p ported by the Soviet Union,

Z~ *^5 uioi's threat to Cbio&’a strategic
Rftu.1

,
crest In lndo-China converged

Peking's obsessive fear of

j

^vlet designs,

_ ^ %TNA Is convinced that Russia's

|

JACCa
i|*c, al Is to encircle It in the east and

i

"
&

'

-jth, and that Soviet naval bases in

|

Par.;.- v^3rtnam form part of a projected

|
t-vs-w-. *ategic arc stretching from the

j

’.iry of Africa to Vladivostok,

j
veZj^rhe ideological dispute with

V. ;:- ? ^esiabegan In the 1950s with Soviet

o4'.|.
1ba-StaUnlsatiom," which caught

NV.;o--i,,!
4

!

l!|toa by surprise at a time when it

thirds'

.

l*®**** stul Invoking Stalin's name. By
a

'

Russia, as a result of Its lnva-

|
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! V* ' the U.S. as China's number-one
i
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Bunkers in Hanoi, a city long accustomed to war.

•ja [^"a ^ bn of Csecboelovakia, had dlsplac-

V* the U.S. as China's number-one
.JV ?ir

? »my. The Chinese feared that. If
;j--S P-j^jscow was capable of invading
-"-svcjnnj^
• - - .
•' •••«« 11 ’1_

Czechoslovakia, it would be willing

to adopt similar hostile methods
against them. The intermittent
border clashes in 1909-70 punctuated
the dispute and helped bring the
situation to the point where China
now has -over one million troops
massed along its northern border
with Russia.
The Soviet role and Influence In

Vietnam developed despite China's
best efforts to prevent It. In 1950,

China was the first state to recognize

the North Vietnamese regime as the
legitimate government of all Viet-
nam. Shortly afterwards, Chinese
support began to reach the Viet
Minh, fore-runners of the present
Vietnamese regime. More recently,
China and Vietnam were comrades
against “American Imperialism."
China, however, could never really

compete, with Russia in the contest
for Vietnamese fidelity. Russia, far
from Vietnam, appears much less

dangerous to Hanoi than China —

Vietnam's history includes 1,000
years of Chinese dominion. And
Russia, unlike China, is willing to

accept Vietnamese domination of
lndo-China, for Moscow sees a
strong Vietnam as a bulwark against
expansion of Chinese influence In the
area.
The Russian advantage over China

became apparent in the last three
years of the Vietnam war (1973-75)

as Hanoi decided to shift militarily
from small-scale, guerrilla tactics to

(Camera Press)

the use of heavy weapons and stan-
dard set-piece battles. From that

point on Hanoi relied almost com-
pletely on Soviet surface-to-air mis-
siles, tanks, rockets and fuel.

IN SEPTEMBER. 1975, a top North
Vietnamese minister, Le Duan,
made an official visit to Peking. The
result was a fiasco, with the trip cut
short by two days, no agreements, no
joint communique and much mutual
.rancour.

The very next month Le Duan

made a triumphant visit to Moscow
which culminated In a Joint com-
munique announcing an agreement
to coordinate the Vietnamese and
Russian national economies for a.
five-year period. Included in the
(4.5bhaid package was ahuge power
station and a coal mine, the type of
aid which China couldn't possibly
match.
The communique also demanded

the withdrawal of all U.S. forces
from Southeast Asia. By this time,
GHtna saw U.S. forces in Southeast
Asia. By this time, China saw U.S.
forces in Southeast Asia as a balance
to Moscow’s influence in the area,
and was even trying to mediate an
"honorable” end to the fighting in

Vietnam, In hopes of zninimalizlng

an American sense of total defeat.

Until last year, China continually
tried to prevent complete Viet-
namese partnership -with Russia.
After a border clash between Phnom
Penh and Hanoi in January, 2978,

Moscow immediately sided with
Vietnam while China claimed
neutrality, hoping to mediate the dis-

pute. China's role as mediator was
' not credible though, because she had
backed Phnom Penh since 1975, and
more recently had started airlifting

military supplies to Cambodia.
By February, 1978, Peking seemed

to have accepted the finality of the
Vietnamese tilt toward Moscow and
began denouncing Hanoi in the same
terms as she used against Russia,
the code-word being "anti-
hegemony.” In May, China cancell-
ed all aid projects to Hanoi, and
started to repatriate Chinese
technicians serving in Vietnam, at
the same time closing three Viet-

namese consulates In South China.

THE STAGE was set for confronta-
tion of the conflicting interests In
lndo-China.

It was in Moscow's interest for
Vietnam to expand into Cambodia. The
ascendance of Vietnamese power in

lndo-China means the lessening of

Chinese influence in the area. Viet-

namese expansion also means a con-
tinuing need for large-scale Soviet
aid to Hanoi, a condition for Russian
leverage.
Also, there is a traditional

animosity between Vietnam and
Cambodia and there have been
border disagreements since French

colonial days. This is the main
reason why Vietnam has not de-

mobilized its army since Saigon fell

and the Americans made their
chaotic withdrawal, leaving behinda
mass of heavy weapons and am-
munition.
Vietnam cut off aid to Cambodia

after signing the Paris -Peace ac-
cords of 1973, and by 1977 had started

raiding eastern Cambodia.
After a short period of calm, Cam-

bodia started instigating border
clashes with Vietnam. Phnom Penh
was afraid of falling under Viet-

namese domination, as had Laos,
and knew she stood no chance In a
Vietnamese invasion. Some
observers have explained Phom
Penh's moves against Vietnam by
citing the “bristling dog" theory.
Knowing she would be overrun if at-
tacked in force, Cambodia adopted
the most war-like posture she could,
in the hope that Vietnam would be
bluffed out of Invading.
Vietnam did not take the bluff,

however, and Cambodia's
"provocations.” along with her
reputation ai an incredibly
repressive regime, smoothed the
way for the Vietnamese attack and
ensured a muted response from
world public opinion.

CHINA'S INVASION of Vietnam is a
face-saving gesture with restricted
goals. The strike must be limited in

nature and duration, or the risk of
Soviet intervention becomes too
great. China's army is still
primitively armed and war with
Russia is the last thing Peking wants
at this tifne.

The signal to Moscow is, that if

strongly enough provoked, China
will fight, and Russia will have to
take this into consideration as it

attempts to consolidate her position
in lndo-China.

Finally, the exodus of the Chinese
community in Vietnam adds another
dimension to the Chinese strike: in-

action by Peking would have been in-

terpreted as a sign of weakness by
the other Southeast Aslan countries,
all of which have dominant Chinese
communities.

27ie author holds a degree in Chinese
Studies from San Francisco State
University and served with the U.S.
armed forces in Vietnam.

^pullabaloo halts bustard hunt
Saildi DELHI. — When Prince Badr,

~
bustard as muchU1 3l®lcjther of King Khalld of Saudi By D.K. JOSHI Both sexes

- HaK?.ax. -fctlJiA,. goes hunting he .does; it In Gemini News Service colour, and the- Hahp.an ibia, goes hunting he does; it in
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01- example, on his recent trip to
: ;; Jalsalmer desert ofRajasthan In

v '.-Ati- =-"^a to hunt bustard, a rare game
*d whose flesh is regarded as a
ioacy by gourmets, he took along

- I . J- ;
"7.'"'hunters with 20 Chinese-trained

v i cons costing $8,000 each. His
1

' 3
' V.7*avan was made, up at 15 Land

was anxious to' obtain alternative
supplies from Saudi Arabia.
However, bowing to the wildlife

lovers, Prince Badr called off his
hunt for one of the world’s rarest
birds— the great Indian bustard.

THE INDIAN BUSTARD is found

bustard as much as 20 kilograms.
Both sexes are similar in

colour, and their greyish-brown
mingles with the colour of the desert
sand. Trained falcons not only locate
them in bushes but also attack them
in flight and bold them with their

claws until the hunters arrive in

their Land Rovers to bag the kill.

In the past, groups of as many as
100 hunters, with all the parapher-
nalia for setting up a temporary
camp in the desert, have been allow-." :'77vers and light wagons, 12 heavy THE INDIAN BUSTARD is found camp in the desert, have beenallow-
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::Ie was able^okeep in touch-Wlth

royal palace at home by means
1
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:i a powerful radio transmitter over

£-: ii. *: rich reports of the expedition's
' r.:^gre*« were relayed.
• -..a-: ::r ; *:?tfter a week, the royal hunters

id caught or killed 50 titor

j
^^ndgrouse) birds and about 200

• -ner bustard. The live birds were
i air-conditioned vehicles and
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. ,3 se killed were kept, in

hi! 11IiP Q Hi 4igerators.
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Jut the prince and the New. Delhi

.

“••-^-horities who authorised the hunt
TZkoned without the force of Indian

:
.VV.Z'lic opinion sad wildlife lovers

- : :

;;.:,7icerned at the threat to a
' f

r;jr Jishlng species.
; --•jiey created such a fuss that the

;
'
f ' were reluctantly

. com-
' .rr a* Jjed to take action. On January 4,

; —‘^lister of State for Foreign Affairs
. .. -harender Eundu was despatched

he prince's camping site to per-
: r:^'

-

3ally convey to Mm'the tremen-
• r :i resentment that the hunt had
• • *; _ ”*^sed.

. - was a hard . decision, for the
;»*J:Aeniment because, with the

' _ —-^jbles in Iran and the fall-off in oil

; q
sifc^veries from that country, India

''Pakistan side of the border 'by in-— -^xr^cOnditioned trucks."
discriminate hunting and has aur- Recently, the number of

- vived on theIndian side only because applications for hunts has risen and,
of legal protection given by the correspondingly, the number of
government and because of the bustards has dwindled,
religious susceptibilities of the Hin- Alarmed by the prospect of the ex-
du community in the area. tinction of the bird, the Rajasthan
For some years, Arab sheikhs and government decided to impose a

princes from Saudi Arabia, Qatar total ban on Its killing,

and the United Arab Emirates have But India's Foreign Office came
been granted permission for under pressure from the highest
falconry, a sport that Is a current quarters in the Gulf states to make
craze among the Arab aristocracy. an exception. The first application
Falconry — the art of employing came from the Crown Prince Khalifa

falcons to catch birds in flight — is a of the UAE. This was followed by a
very ancient pastime practised by request from the brother of the Emir
man even before he learned to write. of Qatar and one from a member of
There is conclusive evidence of the Saudi royal family. The Saudi
falconry in Assyria in the period of request was accompanied by a letter

Sargon II (722-705 BCE). of recommendation from the Indian
.Today it is practised mostly by ' Ambassador to Saudi Arabia.
Arabs in Saudi Arabia and the Per- Towards the end of last year,
sian Golf. Participants in the sport messages were received from
train their falcons to hunt bustards, Prince Badr on the Pakistan border,
duck,- partridge and pheasants. The He was allowed to cross over and
bustard, however ,1s the most prized. bunt under certain conditions.

^Al RELATIVELY slow bird, the NEW DELHI'S decision to relax the
bustard is powerful and has sustain- ban was accompanied by the hope
ed flight. The lesser bustard weighs that India would be treated kindly by
two kilograms and the great Indian the Saudi government over oil. An
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Ministry of Education
and Culture

Department for

Adult Education

UIZPAN AKIVA OFFERS
3, 4, 8, or 20-week

HEBREW COURSES
IN COMFORTABLE HOTEL

SURROUNDINGS
(3 meals a day, air-conditioned rooms, tennis courts, swim-

ming pool)

For students, adults and families (with children 12. years of

age and upwards)

Opening • February 25 •
.

April 22 • June 24- (Summer course)

1. HEBREW FOR TOURISTS

2. HEBREW FOR NEW IMMIGRANTS

3. HEBREW FOR HEBREW SPEAKERS

4. SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE FOR TEACHERS
who teach Hebrew as a second language.

5. SPOKEN ARABIC (for Hebrew speakers)

4-6 study hours dally, socialand cultural activities, tours and trips.

Moscow’s aging Politburo

am

Rare Indian bustard.

earlier request for lm. tonnes of
light crude had earlier been re-
jected.

But with the entry of Prince Badr
into the JeJsaimer desert came trou-
ble. Wildlife protagonists, eminent
zoologists, members of the local
community and the general public
protested against the granting of
permission to the oil sheikhs.
Volunteers of the World Wildlife

Fund in India led a protest march to

the Saudi Arabian Embassy In New
Delhi to express their "deep con-
cern over the hunting expedition of

Prince Badr to shoot the bustard.”
They carried placards with the
slogans: “Stop Busting our Birds,"
“Don't Oil our Palms for Birds,” and
“Eat Custard, not Bustard."
The central government tried to

assuage popular feelings by conten-
ding that Prince Badr had been told

not to hunt more than 75 birds and
every care was being taken that the
number was not exceeded.
But a ruling by the Rajasthan High

Court against the hunting proved the
proverbial last straw. New Delhi
was left with no alternative but to

rigidly enforce the Wildlife (preser-
vation) Act.

MOSCOW. — Arvid Pelshe, a full

member of the Soviet Politburo since
1966, just turned 80. For that,
achievement, a remarkable one in
Russian political life, he h— been
awarded the Order of Lenin and his
second Hammer and Sickle medal.
Pelshe Is only the second man in

the history of the Soviet Union to
have reached the age of 80 while
remaining a Politburo member.
The other exception was Otto

Kuusinen. who died in MM.attbe age
of. S3 while "a member of Jh4' Pblit-
buro and a secretary of the' Central
Committee.

1

He was from Finland, which was
part of the Russian empire before
the Revolution but became indepen-
dent In 1917. As such he was also a
Baltic state citizen, just as Pelshe is

from the Baltic republic of Latvia—
a very curious coincidence.
Pelshe is, of course, the oldest

member of the Politburo. But
another highly influentialand promi-
nent member, M.A. Suslov, is not so
far behind at 77.

Anyhow, the 80th birthday of
Pelshe again reminds everyone how
old the Soviet leadership has
become. One way of looking at It is to

say that the 13 full members of the
Politburo (i.e., those with Voting
rights) now have a total age of 900
years, which gives their average age
as 69.29 years.
Even if another eight candidate

members of the Politburo, those
without voting rights, are included,
with a total age of 509 years, the
average of the whole Politburo
works out at 67.09 years.

AS SUCH — apart from the Chinese
leadership perhaps — the Soviet

leaders are now the oldest age group
of any ruling group in the world.
But this alone does not convey the

flavour of the age factor of Soviet
leadership. Another way to look at it

is to consider that among the 13 full

members only one, Georgi

By DEV MURAKA
Observer Foreign News Service

Romanov, is under 60. He is 56.

Of the remainder, seven are
between 70 and 80, and this group in-

cludes Brezhnev, Kosygin and
Gromyko. Five ofthe 13 are between
61 and 68, and Konstantin
Chernenko, considered by some as a

The only other one below 60 among
the candidate members is Geidar
Aliev, first secretary of Azerbaijan,
who is 56. Four of the candidate
members are between 62 and 66 and
two are 74 and 78 respectively.

EFNOTHING else, this suggests that
a wide gulf exists between the youth
and the leadership of the country in

terms of their outlook and
aspirations.

rpossible successoir.to Brezhnev, to at -l *v.They* xnqy . the same
the: top :entfc ot-the 60a . being; *68^: v^-ideologicahpohtteahgeals, butithat is

.Even, if theicandidate- members *!, nilt .byAWid Retain begguse
are included it comes as a surprise
that not one is helow 50. The
youngest and latest addition to the
ranks of the candidate members is

Eduard Shevardnadze, the first

secretary of the Georgian republic,
who is 51.

widespread disaffection and
cynicism characterize the under-40a
of the Soviet Union.
Men of 70 and men of 40 simply

cannot have the same outlook on the
world. And as the leadership ages,
the gap is becoming wider.
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Information: ULPAN AKIVA,
International Hebrew Study Centre,

Green Beach Hotel* P.O.B. tW,
Nr.tauya, Israel (Tel. 053-38341)

Please send me Information on your

programme:

Address.

RETRIEVAL AND
RESEARCH FROM

THE JERUSALEM POST
ARCHIVES

Reprints, research,

synopses and photographs
now available on people
and events in Israel,

Middle East,

World and Jewish Affairs.

Service by individual orders
or by annual subscription

For detailed information write to:

Jerusalem Post Archival. .p.o.B, 81,
Jerusalem, Icrsol

David Yelliii Teachers' College

Beit Hakerem, Jerusalem

Registration Continues for 1979/80 Study Year
and will close on Tuesday, March 20, 1979

Applications accepted for studies leading to the first degree iB. Ed.)*,

and for studies leadingto the Senior Qualified Teacher degree.

Training Courses
1. Junior High School teaching — specializing In humanistic studies,

English, mathematics, nature studies. Four-yfear course leading to the

B. Ed. degree*.
.

2. Primary school Form Master/Mistress — for regular and special

education**
3. Teaching of early age groups — specializing in 4-8-year olds.

4..Nursery school teaching — for 0-4 year age group**
5. Teaching of technical arts (workshops)**

B, Teaching of retarded children in dormitory-style institutions; 2*year

course leading to the Qualified Teacher degree.

7. Primary school Form Mistresses in Arab sector**

Courses

1. Rachel Shazar Educational Therapy Institute — for holders of

teacher's diploma or academic degree; l-year course.

2. Teaching diploma studies — for kindergarten, primary school or

Junior High school — for those with academic degree or university

students with at least 2 years' university education; 1-3 year course.

Secondary school teaching diploma — for holders of first or second

degree in teaching.

3. Preparatory course for immigrant students; 1-year course.

4. Refresher courses for those engaged In kindergarten and junior and

secondary level teaching, leading to the Senior Qualified Teacher

degree or the Senior Qualified Kindergarten Teacher degree.

•> The College has been authorized to provide academic level instruc-

tion, Degree is subject to final approval.

**) 3-year course.

A guide for new student applicants and registration pHriicuhira un-

available for 1L20, by writing to; College Secretarial. P.O.B. 3578.

Jerusalem, with enclosed cheque forabove sum. (Nomalrrial will be

sent to applicant unless cheque Is enclosed).

Office hours: Sunday-Thursday between 8 a.m. aud 12 noon.

Rubin Academy of Music
Jerusalem

ENTRANCE
EXAMINATIONS

Academic Tear 1979/80
will be held on April 2— 5, 1979

Instrumental Department
— Piano, organ, harpsichord, harp, strings, woodwinds
and brass instruments, percussion instruments

Department of Theory
— Theory, composition, conducting (orchestra and choir.)

Music Education Division
— Music teachers for primary and secondary school

Vocal Department
— Voice Training, opera workshop and choir ensembles

Dance Department
— Dance teachers and performers

Degrees and Diplomas
Bachelor of Music (R.Mus;) degree
Bachelor of Arts in Music (B.A. Mus.) degree — jointly
with the Hebrew University
Diploma
Artist diploma

Terms of Admission
— Matriculation certificate, or pupils in grade yod-bet
(preparing for bagrut examinations) with at least 6 years
of music preparatory' education
Preparatory course — open to candidates requiring ad-
ditional music preparation for the examinations

Registration at the Academy Office, 7 Rebov SmoJenskin,
Jerusalem, Tel. 02-35271, until March 16, 1979.

Ministry of Health

NOTICE

FEES LIST FOR DENTAL CARE
The Council on Restrictive Trade Practices, headed by the

President of the District Court, has approved a fees guide for

dental treatment.

The Council on Restrictive Trade Practices has obligated den-

tists to the following:

1. Every member of the Dentists' Association is obliged to dis-

play the fees guide in a prominent position in the dental

clinic, side by side with the list of fees charged by the dentist.

2. The fees lists must be posted in the reception or wailing

room, or in any other prominent spot, to enable the client to

notice them prior to receiving treatment.

3. The dentist is obliged to list on the patient’s receipt the type
of treatment provided;
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WHERE TO DINE MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS
SQUARE (KOSHER) meal for a fair price.
Balfour Cellar, Haifa, Tel. 04-062219, 665300.

WHERE TO STAY
PIANOS MUCH BETTER yet cheaper. The
experts: Klelnmann. Jerusalem,Tel Aviv

Goodmans
The Speakers MostSpc^f

Abe;

lOmalchei isroet
sq[.,

telaviv. • .

available at

preferred stored., ...

new oJim-tax free

mmnuiMinmiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiimiiiiinmi personal,
TO RENT FURNISHED flats and rooms,
for tourists. Tel. 03-232319.

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short
' TOURIST CALL me for company ll a.m.

term from g2l per day. Special i p.m. Tel. 03-444508.

arrangements for long term. Henrilja H II l!lf IMillllll IH1!I III lillll III IH lllll 111 III I! I

Heights, Tel. 03-930251, 4 Rehov El Al.

MH PURCHASE/SALE

BUSINESS OFFERS PHILIP BUYS: furniture, antiques

mi

ESnSSSR SrSH. S.S segal" buys
932256 stereos, furniture, liquidations. Tel. 03

838790, 03-863748.

A SWITCHBOARD REQUIRES 4-5 outside

DWELLINGS lines. 20 extensions. Please call OS-
41 3188/7/8, Israel.

II II 1111 Ill 11

JERUSALEM

FURNISHED 3 ROOMS Rehavia.
immediate, for 8 months. Inquiries: Tel. 03-

226772.

RENTAL: ROOM In”student's flat. Till

May. Tel. 02-S24G37.

WANTED GIRL TO share 3 room furnished

apt. in Neve Ya'acov.Please call Toby 02-

528181 ext, 271.

RENTAL, ABU-TOR 3% rooms, magnifi-

cent view, telephone, heating, refrigerator +
stove. 8450. Tel. 02-231526.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY LUXURY
apartment with view. Baylt Vegan. Uriel
Street odd numbers, preferably penthouse
large or two connecting apartments. Apply:
Plaza Hotel, room 2214, Mrs. Ostro.

BEIT HAKEREM. conveniently located

rooms. 3rd floor, cupboards, beating, $90,-

000. Phone evenings 02-531892.

HAIFA

m

PLUMBING & HEATING

PLUMBING. HEATING systems
maintenance, repairs. T.DX-, Tel. 02-

225850. 242107.

SITUATIONS VACANT

3

ROOMS + wall cupboards + telephone. In
Neve Sha'anan

;_
from March. Tel. 04-239380.

HERZLIYA

REQUIRED ENGLISH/GERMAN cor-

respondent. Tel. 03-55776, 2-5 p.m.

WOMAN REQUIRED for domestic help and
taking care of baby. Excellent conditions
for suitable person; separate room and
bathroom. Tel. 03-930850.

OLMPIC AIRWAYS require male clerk for

Cargo department at M&mman Cargo ter-

minal, Ben-Qurion Airport. Knowledge of

English language, + English typing re-

quired. Hebrew essential. Please apply in

handwriting to P.O.B. 4291, Tel Aviv.

I OFFER pocketmoney, free haardlodge,
homely atmosphere In exchange for
childrearing assistance, home manage-
ment. Tel. 02-280893, 6-8 p.m.

“RAM" TELEX REQUIRES'' clerk with
good command of English and German +
English typing. Tel. 03-282320, 08-233558, 03-

229962.
IN HERZLIYA PITUAH. lovely bouse for —

—

rent. Tel. 03-938354. “RAM" TELEX REQUIRES First Class
English Typist with good command of

HERZLIYA PITUAH, furnished villa for English and French. Hours 3-9 p.m. Tel. 03-
rent, empty. Tel. 03-932878 “Shashua.” 232320. 03-283558, 03-229902.

NEW LUXURY APARTMENT, long lease. SECRETARY (MALE) for yeshlva
YPPffif j \ TfV , ,

(orthodox only) 02-283930 (mornings) 02-

NETANYA 42!243 [evening)

ISRAEL CONSOLIDATED LAUNDRIES
Ltd. In Jerusalem industrial zone requires

DAVID GAFFAN sales, rentals, holiday for two-girl office English Secretary,typist
apartments. Phone Tel. 053-39372, 7 Herzl, f0r a full working week. Mother tongue
Netanya. English, conversational Hebrew an asset.

Good renumeration. Please call, Tel. 854996.

1 ARE YOU A MATURE young energetic

f\6ITR AMn? woman, looking for an interesting Job?
lltiSuniAltt/Jk Fluent in English. + English typing,

mi pSJ?.BEFORE RENEWING household — apply to Au-Pair International, Tel. 03-
automoblle Insurance. Phone Goshen, TeL 780520 after 11 a.m.
(&717S11. iiinni in in 11 niniii 111 in ni*i 11 11111111 III III ll III

n
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LADY, attractive , luxurious flat, would like — x —nr
to meet serious, cultured gentleman (85). PASSPORT,MM MnfOR, 1978. automatic,
- black. Tel. 03-235306 from 10 p.m.

VEHICLES

Tei. 03-298942.

* Jerusalem Municipality

Citizen ofJerusalem
Make sure to complete your municipal tax payments by
the end of March and avoid piling up debts and fines.

Payments may be made at all banks and at the
municipal cashier’s office.

The cashier's office will be open during March, in the
afternoon hours as well (4-6 p.m.), with the exception of

Fridays.

Large Bank in Haifa

requires

English-Speaking
Clerks

Please call Shitra: Tel. 04-80524

Large Industrial plant

requires

Senior Management Secretary (f)

Thorough knowledge of English' and Hebrew, Including typing

ESSENTIAL!
.Please apply. to "Secretary,” P.O.B. 1469,

Tel Aviv, giving full details.

A. Rosenfeld and Sons Ltd.,

104 Derech Ha'atzma’ut, Haifa. Tel. 04-633261

Required

Clerk (f)— English Typist
Working hours 8 a.m. — 4 p.m.

* Please apply to the above address or by telephone.

FOB SALE on MOSHAV near Haifa.

60 dunams, large new house, greenhouse
8850,000

^

Write: P.O.B. 460, Haifa.
Call: Tuesd&y-Wednesday 7-9 p.m. Tel. 04-80653

TELEVISION
EDUCATIONAL: 3.10 English 5. 8.30
Math/Geometry 6. 9.00 English 8. 9JO
Math/Geometry 5. 9.40 Hebrew
lesson. 10.10 English 9. 10.80 English

6.

10.50 Advice and guidance 7. 11.10

English 7. 11.30 Algebra/Geometry 8.
12.00 English 10. 12.20 Geography 6.

12.40 Nature/Physics 7-8: 13.00
Mathematics. 18.40 Society and
Culture. 15.30 English 5. 16.00 Books
and Stories. 16.10 Pantomime. 16.30
Everyman's University — English
16.45 Science
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES
17.80 Telepele
17.50 Cartoons
18.00 “Faster. Higher, Stronger" —
Sports magazine
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News roundup
18.32 Special regards

1

19.00

Family Magazine
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with That's My
Secret: TV game — Bella Almog. Eli
Tavor and Meir Shalev try to dis-
cover the participants' secrets
20.30 Kolbotek
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 Concert — Berlioz: Symphonic
Fontantique. Live broadcast from
Blnyenei Ha'ooma. Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra. Gary Berlin!
conducting
22.20 Lou Grant: Sect. Starring
Edward Asner
23.10 Behind the Headlines
23.45 Almost Midnight — News
JORDAN TV (unofficial I

:

17.40 Laff a Bit, 17.55 Murafle. 18.30
French Hour. 19.00 News In French.
19.10 (JTV 3> Return to Peyton Place.
19.30 News In Hebrew. 20.00* News in

Arabic. 20.3b A Sharp Intake of
Breath. 21.10 Onedin Line. 22.00 News
In English. 22.15* Dallas.

* (JTV 6, Shows with asterisks con-

tinue on JTV 3)

JERUSALEM 4, 7, 9

Anion: Happy Paratroops 4. 6.45, 9.

Eden: Emanuel in America: Edison:

The Ten Commandments 4, 8;

Habirah: Piranha 4. 6.45, 9: Kfir:

Interiors 4, 6.45, 9: Mitchell: Foul
Play 6.45. 9.15, Wed. also at 4. Orgil:

Iphigenie 4. 6.45, 9; Orion: Ever}*

Which Way hut Loose -!. 6.45, 9; Oran.:

Eyes of Laura Mars: Ron’: Convoy:
Semadar: Lea Valaeuses 7, 9.15;

Small Auditorium Blnyenei
Ha’ooma: The Goodbye Girl 7, 9.15;

Cinema One: Hleronymous Merkin

7.

9.15

TEL AVIV 4.30, 7.IS. 9JO
Allenby: Foul Play: Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends: Chen: MacArthur;
Cinema One: Scorchy; Cinema Two:
1900 (Part One) 7.15. 1900 (Part Two)
4.30. 9.30; Dekel: Midnight Express;
Driye-In:- Abba 5.30; Close En-
counters of the Third Kind 9.45;

“Esther':' The* Silenf-'Partnerr Gat:'
Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands.
Gordon: Flood; Hod: Mean Dog
Blues; Limor: A Summer Place;
Maxim: Crazy Horse; Mograbf: Con-
voy 4.30, 7.30, 9.30: Ophlr: Force 10
From Navarone 4.30, 7, 9.30; Ordan:
Blume in Love 4, 7. 9: Orly: The
Thirty-nine Steps; Steps; Paris:

Sproszek 4.00, 7.15, 9.30; Peer:
The Other Side of the Mountain
2; Ramat Aviv: Wild Geese 7.15, 9.30.

Tues. also at 4.30; Sbahaff: Interiors;

Studio: The Goodbye Girl; Tcbelet:

Beyond Good and Evil. Tel Aviv:

Every Which Way but Loose; Tel

Aviv Museum: The Lace Maker;
Zafon: Dersu Uzala 4, 6.45, 9.

HAIFA 4. 8.45, 9

Amphitheatre: Crazy Horse. Armon:
Where Eagles Dare 5.30, 9.30; Ata-

rnon: The Silent Partner 6.45. 9.

Chen: Coma; Galor: The Pack- 10, 2,

7. Machine Gun McCain 12. 4. 9;

Miron: Amore; Moriah: Splendor in

the Gross 6.45. 9: Orah: Straight

Time: Ordan: Blume in Love 4, 7, 9;

Orion: H-Bomb; Orly: An Unmarried
Woman 6.45, 9; Peer: Foul Play;

Ron: Death an the Nile, 6, 9; Sharif:

Coming Home 6.30. 9

RAMAT GAN 7,15, 9.30

Armon: Gray Lady Down; Hadar:
Dersu Uzala 4, 7.15, 9.30; Lily: Com-
ing Home. Oasis: MacArthur 4. 7.15,

9.30; Ordea: Death on .the Nile G.46,

9.30: Rama: Ryan's Daughter 6. 9.30;

Ramat Gan: An Unmarried Woman
HERZLIYA
David: Coming Home 7, 9.15; Tlferet
Herzllya: Short Eyes 7.15, 9.15;

HOLON
Mlgdal : The Other Side of Midnight 6,

9

FETAH TIKVA
Shalom: The Other Side of Midnight
6. 9; Tues. at 6 only

NETANYA
Exthri;: Driver 7. 9.15

REQUIRED

First Class

French/English

SHORTHAND TYPIST

Tel. 03-56965

Intensive and Thorough Study
AH Stages; Small Groups

Reg. for new classes; Feb. 20,21

New Class (from A.B.C.)
Feb. 28 at 4 p.m.

ISRAEL’S ULFAN
3 Slrkin St., Tel Aviv

(Near 46 Ben Yehuda St.)

Information: 4.00-6.30 p.m. only
i

Tel. 285288

South African

Black Cat

Peanut Butter
No sugar added

Available now at all supermarkets
and vegetarian shops

Importer: Hugarln Co..
Tel. 03-296631.

FOR SALE

COMPLETE CONCRETE.
PRODUCTION FACILITY

ILl 75,000
Tel. 03-983997 (day); 03-983763

ON THE AIR

First programme

7.07 Morning Melodies

8.10 (Stereo): Morning Concert —
Bach: Brandenburg Concerto No. 5

iZukerman): Haydn: Concerto for

Plano. 2 Violins & Continuo;
Schumann: Konzertstueck for 4

Horns & Orchestra; Beethoven:
Symphony No. 3 (Bernstein)

10.05 Radio story

10.13 Elementary school broadcasts

10.35 Lesson In spoken Arabic

10.40

Programme for senior citizens

11.35 How to listen to Ethnic Music
12.05 (Stereo): Assal Zohar. piano —
Schubert: Impromptu in A flat. Op.

90, No. 4: Mozart: Sonata hi A Minor,
K. 310: Brahms: Capriccio. Op. 116.

No. 3; Intermezzo. Op. 116, No. 4;

Debussy : Prelude and Claire de Lune
from Suite Bergamasque: Ben-
Halm: Toccata
13.00 Tones from Musicals, Operettas

and Films
14.10 Children's programmes
13.35 Notes on a new book
16.05 i Stereo): Psalms (Kings
College): Bach: Partita No. 3

(Perlmam : Mozart: Oboe Quartet.
K. 370 iLothar Kochi; Handel: Violin

Sonata No.4 i Menuhin)

17.15

iStereoi: Radio Music Club —
from Tad Lebanlm. Kfar Saba — Dan
Kaner presents Adlna Hamburger,
harp: Vtvlan Israel -Barkal, cello;

Ruth Hefetz, piano; Gideon Laban,
oboe; Amir Sela. flute; Amnon
Yeshurun. bassoon (no programme
detalta available)

20.30

(Stereot: Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra. Gary- Bertini conducting;
with Payo GarazzI, tenor; Richard
Shapp. baritone; Gideon Sheraer,
narrator — Rinat National Choir —
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantaatique;

Lalo
23.00 P»adio drama
00.10 <Stereoi: Music from the
Renaissance and the Baroque
Periods

Second Programme
7.00 This Morning — news magazine
810 Good Morning — songs, chat
13.05 Midday — news commentary,
music
14.10 Around the world with songs

15.05 Sephardi songs
16.10 Open Door — Musical entertain-

ment programme with composer
Arleh Levanon
17.10 Court House

J8.19 Weekly religion magazine

19.00 Today — people and-events In

the news
19.47 Bible Reading — Jeremiah 25,

29

20.05 Situation: 4 Years after the
Agronat Report (repeat)

21.06 Cantorial music
22.05 Magazine on health and
medicine
23.05 Two by Two — marriage
counselling

^

Army
^‘6:o3-Urivetflty*-'4ia the AW'ii Prof:-.*

. Dan Metfan.lectures on the history at

.

the Hebrew novel
7.07 "707" — Alex AnaId presents
selections of music and items from
the morning newspapers
8.00 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — 3 hours of
music, gags, skits, news flashes and
anecdotes with Eli Ylsraell
12.45 15 minutes —

-
politica) commen-

tary
13.05 Today’s favourite — songs with
a special theme
14.05 Have Fun — where to go, what
to see and what's new
15.05 An Ordnance Corps qffleer
meets with privates
17.05 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 Controversy — discussion of

current affairs, moderated by Yosef
Lapld
19.05 All Together — for those young
In age or in spirit — music, games,
fashion, prizes
23.00 Mabat — newsre el

21.35

University on the Air — the
history of the Hebrew novel (repeat)
22.09 Jazz. Hour

23.45

IDF midnight newsreel
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French
7.15 (Fourth, Fifth) 15 min., including
review of He brer/ press
14.30 (Fourth, Fifth) 30 min.

16.05

i Fourth) 5 min.
20.15 (Fourth/ 15 min.
22.30 i Fifth I 35 rain.

24.00

(Fifth) 30 min.
Spanish news at 6.40

Yiddish news at 6.20. 19.30 (First) 30
min.
Hungarian at 19.15 i Fifth) 15 min.
Saturdays (First) 30 min.
Rumanian news al 6.15, 20.30 (First)
15 rain.

Russian news at 6.25, 18.45 (First) 15
min. Sun-Fri. -

Georgian news at 8.08, 19.15 (First.
Fifth) 15 min.
Lndlno news at 6.30, 20.00 (First,

Fifth) 15 min.
Moghrabl news at 6.35, 20.15 (First,

Fifth) 15 rain.

Barbarian news at 6.03 (First)

Tat news at 6.11 (First)
Peru Ian news at 6.49 (First)

NEWS BULLETINS
Army Radio:' Every hour on the hour.

First Programme: Every two hours,

from 7 u.m. to midnight. 6 p.m.
brmidrR.il is in easy Hebrew. Second
Programme: 6.05 a.m.. then every
hour on the hour until l a.m. Third
Programme: Hourly, from 6 a.m. to
midnight.

VOICE OF PEACE
Continuous music 24 hours a day.

News broadcasts: Weekdays—hourly

7.00

n.m.-18.00 p.m. : 22.00-24 ,00.Satur-

days 9 a. in. -18.00 p.m.; 22.00-24.00

NEWS' IN ENGLISH
T.On (Fourth. Fifth) •

l-f.no iF.mrlh, Fifth) •

18.00 i Fourth) *

20.00 i Fourth) "

22 .0n i Firth) -

00.30 'Fifth i
-

Fourth programme: 737 kHz;
Jerusalem nrra 674 ; central Israel
1025
• Fifth programme: Short wave and
FM SR.2 MHz

Jerusalemites — '

Car Owners
(ready to w.ake early for two

weeks) are required as volunteers,
with their cars, for an interesting

Archaeological Dig
al Jericho

Tel. 02>81528B, evening!*.

FLIGHTS

This schedule is subject to ctong*«"“S
prior notice. Senders^hdobtedta
Ben-GuTum Airport Flight

(OS) 97U&1-&9 .(or 03-89SM4 /hr El Al

flights only) for changes in times of

Arrivals and Departures.

TUESDAY
ARRIVALS
1005 Tarom 245 Bucharest
1305 Alitalia 738 Rome
1350 AUA 731 Vienna
1405 Olympic 303 Athens
1420 Sabena 203 Brussels
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City, Chicago, New
York, Athens
1445 El Al 564 Teheran
1455 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt
1505 El Al 008 New York. Montreal
1525 TWA 800 New York, Paris
1540 THY 824 Istanbul
1600 Sterling 313 Oslo, Copenhagen

1620 Transavia 226 Amsterdam. Athens

1645 El Al 016 New York. London

1655 Britannia 982A Manchester. Athena

1705 Sterling 683 Stockholm. Rhodes

1715 TWA 810 Fhonlx, Chicago, Boston,

Paris. Rome
1725 KLM 525 Amsterdam
1805 Swissair 332 Zurich'

3815 Qyprair 302 Larnaca
1925 El Al 358 Frankfurt

1940 El Al 386 Rome
2015 El Al 338 Amsterdam
2050 British Air 578 London

2150 El Al 542 Athens

2155 El Al 328 Paris, Zorich

2200 El Al 316 London
2210 Air France 138 Paris

DEPARTURES
0650 El Al 563 Teheran
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich

0710 TWA 811 Rome, Paris, Boston,.

Chicago. Kansas City. Los Angeles, San

Francisco
0750 Olympic 302 Athens

0800 El Al 021 Paris, New York

0810 KLM 526 Ahisterdaht
0820 El Al 145 Zurich, MontreaL mCtT'"
0850 British Air 577 London - v*-
0910 TWA 881 Athens. New York"

* r

0920 El A] 337 Amsterdam;.
0930 Air France 133 Lyon, pfcrta
1000 El Al 357 Frankfurt
"1020 El Al 323. Paris
1100 El Al 315 London
1120 Tarom 246 Bucharest
1200 El Al 385 Rome
141b Alitalia 739 Rome *

'

1440 AUA 712 Vienna
1530 Sabena 204

: Brussels
1550 Lufthansa 607 Munich, Frankfim
1630 THY 825 Istanbul .

1700 SterfinggU Copenhagen, Oslo
1710 El Al 541 Athena -I . .

1720 Transavia 226 Athens, Amsterdam
1800 Britannia 982B Athens, Ma,

rhril
1810 Starling 684 Rhodes, Stockholm^
1900 Cyprair 308 Larnaca .

This flight information is supplied bv ft,
BenrtSurinn International Airport Odor,

dinalian Centre.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, 212 Yafo, 526215.
The New Popular, inside Damascus Gate.
282034.

Tel Aviv: Beni, 174 Dtaengoff, 222386:

Shalom, -7 Ah&d Hsam. 56578. Hokra: Dr.
Huri. 70 Sokolov, 842433. Bat Yam:
Balfour, 90 Balfour, 885468. Ramat Gan:
Hamagen. 30 Bialik. 723874. Beef Brak:
Nehemla, 2 Nehernia, 789567. Raanana:
Bar Clan. 29 Bar Han. Netanya: Hamagen,
13 Wetamaxu, 22985. Rtehon: Klara, 4

Manya Shohat, 999649. Hadera: Tzslik, 37

Herbert Samuel, 25023.

Haifa: Allah, Bat Gallm 44 Allah. 522062.

Beeraheba: Briut, 72 Herzl. 73859.

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Sunset 17.30; Sunrise tomorrow 06.18

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: ShaareZedek (pediatrics, sur-
gery. orthopedics, ophthalmology), Blkur
Ho Urn (internal, obstetrics, E.N.T.).
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics, internal, sur-
gery).
Netanya: Lanlado (obstetrics. Internal).
Haifa: Rothschild (all departments).
**Eran" — Mental Health First Aid, Tel.
Jerusalem 69911, Tel Aviv 258311. Haifa,
538888, Beeraheba 32111. .

Mtagav Ladach: Open line 4-6 prai..every
Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility, family planning
problems. TeI.02-33356.

FIRST AID

Magen David Adorn- first old centra ait

open from .8 p.m. to 7 ajn. Emergun
home calls by doctors at fixed rates. Sit
.Fund members should enquire thy
rebate. ..

'Phone numbers:. Jerusalem, Tel Artv,

Haifa — 10L Dan Region (Ramat Go,
Bnel Brak, Gtvataylm, Klryat On] -
781111.

"

'

POLICE

Dial 100 in most parte of the country. In.

Tiberias dial 924444, Klryat Shmooa 40444.

’Ashdod 22222

Ashkelon 23383

Bat Yam 885555
Beeraheba 78333
Eilat 2383

Hadera 22833
Holon 803183
Nahariya 923838

Nazareth usaa
Netanya 28133

Petah Hkva nan
Rehovot 054-Man
Rtehon LaaonHW
Safedsrasr
Tlberias Sail

Notices lnthis feature ore charged at IL36 per line plus VAT; Insertion every day -costs 3L600 per line plus VAT, per m»n
accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions; The
Kndlshmnn Connection — works by more
than 100 artiste on proofs of a w»ni«hfnan
print. With the generous assistance of

Golden Pages, the Israel Classified Direc-
tory. From thearchaeological collections of
the museum. Objects of various periods
and materials not ordinarily on display.

Aphrodite, A Greek Goddess. Hellenistic

and Roman sculpture at the Goddess of
Love with an anthology of Greek lovei

port^Jitelte^clatbe Haaufckahjrifg.
From concept, to.,product: Bang and

,

Oitifsen'a Ifreslgn for Sound. Development
and production of outstandingly designed
..electronic sound equipment. Neolithic
figurines from Sha'ax Hogolan. Childhood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists'

(side by side with their mature works).
Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the Z6-lBth centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with pencil.

"

Exhibit of the Month: Original and
RepUca. How replicas are produced in

Israel Museum laboratories. Woven and
Printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric tranters' sites In
northern Sinai.

Paley Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) : The Art of Ancient
Egypt. Visiting hours: Israel Museum:
Sun., Mon., Wed.. Thura. io a_m.-5 p.m.;
Tue. 4-10 p.m.; Frt. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sat. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Shrine of the Book, BDlj Rose
Art Garden: Sun., Mon., Wed.. Thur. 10
a.m. -5 p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 pan.; Fri. and
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Thur. 10 ajn.-5 p.m.; FrL, Sat. 10
a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays
must be purchased in -advance at the
Museum. Cabana or major Jerusalem
hotels; in Tel Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and
Kastel. Free gtdded tours In English, Sun.,
Wed.. 11.00 a.m.. Tues. 4.30 p.m. from up-
per entrance hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tours
1. Medical Centre, in Klryat Hadassah.
Tours In English at 9, 10, 11 a^n. and 12
noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p.m., Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. ML Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.30
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

8.

Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. 55 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: TeL 416333,

Hebrew University, tours in English at 9

and ll a_m. from Administration Building,'

Glvat Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours

11.30

a.m. from the Martin Buber.

'

Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educes -

tlon bus stop. Further details: Tel. 86430.

Emunah — National Religious Women’s
Organization, Tourist Centre, 26 Rehov
Ben Malmon. Tel. 02-62488, 30620, 811588.
American-Mtaracbi'Women. Free Morning
Trout*' vi . 39a TSStfen street; .V:

^JeraaalewiJeibg&OS. -a*«>

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, SchneUer Wood,
Roraema. Tel. 814822, 7.30 a_m. — 7 p.tn. -

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS
Tel Aviv Museum, 27, Sderot Sbaul
Hamelech. Exhibitions: Bemil Efrat—
Extrapolations. Herzl In Profile —
HerzI'a image In the fine arte. Radi
Lehmann, 1903-1977. Habimah 1918-1978,

Drawings.
Visiting Honrs: Suzl, Mbit.. Tue.. Thur. lb
a.m. — 10 p.m. Fri. 10 o.m.— 2 p.m., SaL 7
— ll p.m. New Museum Building open
SaL. 10 a~m. — l p.m., entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Emunah — National Religious Women's
Organization : "Kastel, " 166 Rehov Dm
Gabirol. Tel. 440316, 788942, 708440.

Canadian Hadassah-Wlzo Office, 116
Rehov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
ORT Israel: For visits please contact:
ORT Tel Aviv, TeL 233231, 762291-2; ORT
Jerusalem. TeL 583143; ORT Netanya,
Tel. 83744.

American MtaraoM Women. Guest Tours
— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 243106.

Pioneer Women — Na'amat: Free tours.'

See our soclo-educational services. Qj
for reservations, Tel Aviv, 05-230096.

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Room R
Sheraton Hotel, Tel. 03-299784:

Haifa
MUSEUMS
Visit the museums: Andehirf
Modern Art, 28 Rehov Shabtai Left, TA.'

523255-8. National Maritime, TeL UNO.

niegal'-kttqhgratlan, Tel. SMtfflL Shah.

Tel?fi|l4485.^apaBe»fr Art.-'DaLSHSM Him
Kata., Tel 85482. Dagen GgjjJLfitfedlin,

Tel. 664221. Artists' House, TeL B&Ut

MISCELLANEOUS
Hadassah Tourism Office, Visit Banal

Hadassah SzpkL Phone 04-8M378, MU. i

Golden Age Chib (RothscMM Connnnn8j

Centre). Today 4J5 pjm: MiaTeehi
Schaplro on Abraham Lfnfirin.

What’s On In Haifa, dial 9MW4R.

Rehovot
' The -Wetamann Institute open to

from 8.00 a.m. to 3JQ p.m. Visitors tort®

to see film on Institute's research K-

tdvitiea; shown regularly at 1L00 ojb. **

8.00 p.m- Friday 11.00 a.m. only. 1

Tours of the Wetamann House everj an

hour from 9.00 S.m. to 3JO pjn. snd

noon on Friday. Nominal fee for adwte®3

to Wetamann House.
For Tours of the House please TH,

,

054-83280. 034-83328- -
.

j

Eilat
.

Tour Yjk’aleh, World JHoniit OrganM^*
Aliya and Absorption Dept. "OurCoom

. and Our People.” every ,Tuea<tey at

Laromme Hotel at 9.00 pan,? Tonr W***

evening, in cooperation with the Cent***

Information Office: With IsraeB

Engltah and panel of experts.

welcome. AdzntaaKm free. •
•

Dentists!
DENTEX 79—a dental exhftitioR

will be held at the Diplomat Hotel/ -
_

145 Rehov Hayarkon; Tel Aviv,
od February 27, 28, and March 1, 1979. : .

Hours: 11.00 a.m.—10.00 p.m.; Friday: 8^ a.m>-l»J0 f
Professional lectures will be given at the exhibition-

TWEHN-0NE ER0SSWQR
CRYPTIC PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Pointed publicity for British

Rail (5)

6 Do they go to the pools pun-
ter’s head? (5)

S Such water makes dear tea!
(7)

10 Where the French have noth-
ing in Italian money (5)

11 Telephone circuits? (5)

12 See sense! (5)
13 May be lighted for pleasure

(7)

15 Go back again f3)

17 One room containing many
Arabs (41

18 Spirit a mlest may show (6)
19 Songs from Lou Macari. - a

Scot (5)
28 A cricket wrinkle? (6)
22 Clever way to shorten a letter

<4)
24 An argon clearly internal! (3)
25 Make off. but don't exactly

scamper i7>
26- Silly rhymester! (5)
27 She. the monarch. £ absolute

<5>

38 Gathers pears? t5S
29 Greeting emotionally <7i
39 Grub money <5>
31 One city among the less en-

terprising? fa>

ACROSS
2 Like one's objection to weeds?

ifii

3 inward turmoil cf a great
man <6>

4 Look ata taller (3i

5 I can't pa-sibiy Abut up! i3.
n i

6 Presto!) sort turn of phra-e
raf 7

1

7 Prepare fur the lido comm?
lip (4>

H A m rt.nl di iwer (G>
12 MnrjHul Kiipport? (31

i diagram for cither the CrypUr or the Eaay jpiarie:

BAST PUZZUS_z.;
irnnsc - 1 . '. IACROSS- A-r.'.-W"

1 Brief (5) - t'PJcniC.

6 Extortionate - i infrw*
:ending fB)

.

9 Illness (7) - 4
16 Spruce fS) .

11 Oath (5>. '

12 Bflanritoade foWc g‘

£5) ...

13 Colonist (7) •

'ui&ib
19 .Uncultivated

26

Bacon slice f61 g22 Lake *4>
24 Bind (S>; 32 Sura®

7-Dftgj^

19 Uncultivated (S
•• lamT rsi- - ' = if Srarutf -Tin
28 Bacon idle* i« g SSS*1* 7®
22 Lake <4> --
24 Bind - •

- g wodfb®3

25 Inundated TV g-SS**0*m26 Delay deliben- 2 Jg&UX m
ately «5) m/SmUKately «5)

-ST Dirt .(&»

28 Lucky - chance
(5)

.
29 Longed. a» ..

30 Amorous on-
looker

3L 'Watching ~ <5>

23 SOiDStrt**:

13 Perronniince eluslvely led ?
f5»

14 Watch or pry (5>
15 Pj{»r eiri ii-2)

16 Just the chap to lake a

a
uaatrcund the Junctlcn i5<

weby In a tarifful way? (S'
19 Hoped to shuffle round Paris

w't'i Ed 17)
21 Soaiewh't cmuliatirally! (S'
22 a hundred thin** anglers

nv.iv need? <gi
21 Side cf the head building? <G>
25 Noteworthy ispn»!aii«? (5»

26 Onr loiter, so how can it be
Iwa? (4 1

28 A plant cruelly pruned.' (3‘

h ®'if gw,K, Sea-cook. 34, Silks. 35, End. 34. Oeuiin. 35i Bod.;?*' ;KPanto. 37, Dr-eg-s. 38. Erase, sever. afc-'SlifflF1 - ^ "

DOWN. - L. Nutty. 2, \ Jv 'Ui. i tPI-MP-Ips. 4. Harp, S, rhanev. DOWSy-L^ff' g'9
6. He-4oL 7. At sea. 9. L-OO* 4. Head.*li PftWtlPM Id r.na ' 1C a

. O . ArL 12L WKla

£!"&•,ST* L-Una-R. " 29, Vmste.Lrf.-OoteP.
M. Dodce. 32, Skit S3, One. 132. Mtpd* Ct!9-



ass-, jew oi *
OJifY,

S^Vhe INTIMATION by Howard
" Squadron, An^erlljw Jewish

^^kCongreaa .president, of renewed~
^VCblnese interest in relations with

TaraeJ.andtbe Iwdnattogrreport on
^^Chitta*# ..

Kaifeng1

. Jews,— YYedlacovered”by Sylvia Aschner in

. an article In The Jerusalem Poet
K*.v[ BeriJer this month, rekindle a 10-

E.
a-. ear-old rumour that the former

:

'i President of Chinas Uu Shao-cM
?* * JVmight be a J«w. .

v A: •>- The purveyor of the rumour is

^?.-i-,..^OLRabbi Arthur A,- Chiei, con-
i;. *i

l?* 'pregattonaJ leader of Woodbridge,
::'y ~ Ai 22j al^fc^VConn.. and an historian whose past

t'JiJ-' LS ipedalixattoi . has. been Cthadftm
•i': =; ^5 Jewry and the Jewish Interests of
-«:t rale University's founding preai-

"
' Si ; *W* In 1908, Chlel came upon a French

;**' ~ 6tw siography of Liu Shao-chl; In the

Y:}'
?:•: Belnlcke Library at Tale. The

-I ^'W^-piograpby is entitled ‘"Uu Shao-chl

i v£.".4.pw - Le MOtae Rouge" (TheRed Friar)
g^'v-./v^V^ind la written by Hans. Heinrich

I’.-.' Wetzel, who bad held severs! tater-

^ Views with the then-president of the
'

r-;-2 u'^People's Republic of China. The
r ..

- 'oilowing are excerpts from Cblel’s
?

!. irtlcle on the book. published In
The Jewish Digest" In August,

~*'UQ6B: -

1 TOURING THE course of one intex-
^Srtew, Liu Shao-chl recalled forhis in-— lerviewersome reminiscences about

i grandfather who years earlier
'"7 -^^T^yhared with the young Liu Shao-chl

-•iT

^^
cnowledge that had been

By MELVIN FENSON
Special to The Jerusalem Post

transmitted from long ago In their

family experiences.
’* ‘Now I am going to talk to you

’ about a most Important thing,* the
grandfather said. ‘This should have
been the task of your father, but
there are too many things of which
he Is ignorant.. It la a matter of
origins of our family— of your fami-
ly. Shao-chL*

4

"The grandson responded to the
patriarch saying: ‘I know. We come
from the province of Shan-Sl. 1

“The grandfather then continued:
‘Tea. But our ancestors lived in

Kaifeng-Fu, the capital.’ The grand-
father elaborated further. ‘They
belonged to the tribe of Ye-ae-lo-nl
(Chinese word for Israel) of the Le-
khtxe-kin (their method of cattle
slaughter). 1

“The grandson was most curious
by now. ‘Who are these people?*
"The grandfather explained.

They came to China from Ceylon
during- the Han dynasty (203
BCE to 220 CE) arid they lived in
China tor two thousand years before
becoming Chinese like the others.
Their priests, the labmi (rabbis),
were called Aronltes or Asonitea and
belonged to the tribe of Aaer. They
worshipped JI-FJi-Wei.'

"The grandfather paused to allow
this Information to penetrate and he

• **1,
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i Chinese Jewish mother and her son— where are their roots?
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Baking’ in

a skillet

M- FROM JERUSALEM
" ,;,i KlTfUrEN/Sybll Zimmerman

•

• V;!.?--
1

Jcaiisnase. •-THOSE OF-tJS who haue^xperfenc-Jj

^d coofaiiglrif&ont an oven:flre^t>ar^
Di
^
r i(nilarly 8/ih^Sltheticto intnil^ranta^

.... ’“-‘i! HkSjj hostels and absorption centres,'
tMF.Ci ? diversity students and others who

> f —ace cooking only on burners. Here
- -v-^: ? some tempting recipes, usually
*£
1
c~' ^Tsaociated with an oven.

- Wr-sat il SKILLET CORN BREAD
»• .

- *u :i slK 4 Bervings

4 cup flour
T. sugar

r..ir.r, Ii.lci-: L baking powder
-

. : . :-'4 L salt

4 cup com meal
» i_

’f-*-* r.w.‘
J ij cup milk

. " '-
-y.ri cup oil

.
i! Sift flour, sugar, baking powder

" od salt into a mixing bowL
‘—a&v> 2 - Add egg, milk and oil and blend -

.. ~ >ell. Pour some oQ Into a skillet and
[1 well then turn batter Into skillet,

lover and cook over low heat 30-35

„• .v -:-" iinutes.
*

SKILLET KABOBS
4 servings •_

large apples, cut into wedges
- * fi.T.oa

\j loves

f orange marmalade
1. Coatapple* withoSL Sprinkle with

ves. Place In skillet and fry,

Wffl^^^overed, tor 10 minutes.
2. Stir in marmalade. Cook un-

overedJor 10 minutes more.

, ..inM SBUJJBTKABOBB
:? <*«rrt«igs

"

, H ,ti. * t salt
i’-‘—

n "
z L Worcestershire sauce .

^l!l.

!• l&- |¥“

dash pepper
14 t sugar

K t paprika

14 t oregano
1 bag leaf
2 T. vinegar
14 cup oil

.14 kiio beef cut into cubes
\ cooked quartered potatoes
2 wedged tomatoes
|Z green pepper cut into stripe

isquash, mushrooms or other
vegetables

1. Combine salt, Worcestershire
,

sauce ,i pepper; - sugar,
.

paprika^- -

oregano, bay leaf, vinegar and o(l in'

a bowl and mix. Add meat cubes and
Jet marinate in refrigerator for
several hours.

2. Skewer meat alternately with
vegetables. Heat oil in a skillet.

Place skewers In skillet, cover and
cook 10 minutes. Turn and cook 5-10

minutes more without cover.

SKILLET CAKE
legg
% cup sugar
1 cup pius 2 T. flour

4 t- baking powder
% tsaU
JT. oU
£ cup milk or pareve whip or orange
juice
1 1. vanSHa

1. Beat egg white until fluffy. Add
34 cup sugar, beating until stiff.

' 2. Sift*K cup sugar with flour, bak-
ing powder and salt. Add oil, % cup
liquid and vanilla. Beat for 1 minute.

3. Add remaining liquid and egg
yolk. Beat 1 minute. Fold in egg
White. Pour into odled skillet. Cover
and

.
cook over low heat for 30

minutes.

£ T. butter or ipargarine

{4 cup brown sugar
1

1

cinnamon
2 cups apple sauce

4. Melt butter or margarine In

saucepan. Add brown sugar, cin-

haxnon and apple sauce and heat.

Pour over hot cake.

. Vi .l-P-
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Managed by musicianYosi Krivoshei
KfkarHamedjna,43HehBcTymr, Tel Aviv, TeLMOMS

TNew pianos, from IL3JS,500

Organs with automatic accompaniment, from IL13 f000

New and used accordions
Acoustic and electric guitars for beginners and

[

professionals
New and used wind instruments

We "have received a shipment of the Polytone guitar and
i organ amplifiers — the finest in the world.

*

Sales also to new immigrants

. explained further: Today they can
f be found everywhere. Earlier, they

lived In Peking, Ningpo and Canton.
Little by little they spread over the-

whole of the land. 1

“By the time the British had come
to China, the Israelites had forgotten
bow to read their ancient Hebrew

^ texts, the grandfather indicated.
Their 'sbia-goqui * which the British
came across in Kaifeng-Fu was In
decrepit condition.

"The old man then told Uu Shao-
chi that he had some ancient Hebrew
prayerbooks to turn over to him tor
safekeeping and preservation. At
this point the grandfather suddenly
retired tor silent meditation. It was
dusk and the intriguing conversation
was at an end."

SYLVIA ASCHNER’S special report
was marred by a typographical
error, which fixed the date of the
final demolition of the synagogue at
Kaifeng-Fu as 1966. It was. of course.
1866.

The compendious history of this

aptly named "orphan community"
was first published in 1942 by a Cana-
dian, Dr. William Charles White, an
Anglican Bishop of Honan who, after

40 years of missionary work in
China, became associate professor
of Chinese archaeology and Keeper
of the East Asiatic Collection at the
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto.
His major study, "Chinese Jews...

a Compilation of Matters Relating to
the Jews of Kaifeng-Fu," was
republished in 1966 as a result of a
meeting at the Hebrew University
between Prof. Cecil Roth and Marsh
Jeanneret, director of the University
of Toronto Press.
The major differences between the

1942 and 1966 editions are that the
later version combines the original's

three volumes, includes Prof. Roth's
essay on a Chinese Jewish il-

luminated Scroll of Esther, as well
as a table of corrigenda.

Wetzel's work, with its curious
suggestion of Uu Shao-chi's alleged
roots in Kaifeng-Fu, is not. unfor-

tunately, listed In the catalogue of

the Hebrew University.

FOR MANY YEARS, It was general-
ly believed that Uu Shao-chl had
either perished when a planeload of

Chinese political refugees, en route
to sanctuary in Russia, crashed in

Manchuria, or that he had been
eliminated on the direct orders of
Chairman Mao. There have,
however, been recent reports that he
is alive and well In China.
Bishop White’s collection of

narratives and essays reviews the
efforts on the part of Protestant mis-
sionaries and interested Jews as late

as 1919 to organize the remnants of

Chaplain who

understood
TOWARD the end of 1940 in Cairo,

notices appeared where Royal Air
Force men congregated, urging
"...all airmen of Jewish faith to pre-

sent themselves to a church-
parade...", to be held at the main
NAAFI canteen.
There 'were not- many religious .

Jews among the ‘'Jewish Palestinian

.

Local Enlistment" at that time ser-

ving in Egypt — but a day off from
duty and curiosity about such a .

"Jewish Church.Service" brought us
all to . the appointed place, even
before the stated time.
Punctually at 9:30 a.m. came

Squadron Leader Israel Brodle (at

that time without his beard) , who in-
,

traduced himself as the newly ap-
pointed Jewish Chaplain to the Royal
Air Force, Middle East Command.
He told us of his participation in

the retreat of the Expeditionary
Forces at Dunkirk and his safe
return to London. He had been cer-

tain that for him World War H was
over and he had therefore settled

againto civil life and to his teaching.
He was very much astonished

several weeks later to be called to
RAF Headquarters and to be re-

quested to volunteer again for ser-

vice with the RAF in the Middle
East.
"Which Jew," he asked us, "could

refuse such an offer by the same
>government which at the same time
tried everything to keep out Jews
from Palestine? To be sent to

Palestine and at the expense of the
British government was a ’mttzva'
and an offer no Jew could refuse to
accept.”
His explanation of Ms presence

won him the goodwill of us all. Our
appreciation of his personality and
of the many services he was able to

.

extend to us brought him nearer and
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Union of Retired Austrians in Israel

16RehoyRambam, P.O.B. 4111, Tel Aviv

„ Invites you to a lecture by

Frof. Dr. HANSTUJL5TGHOFER
on

LEBENSGESCHICHTE BINES OESTERR. JUDEN

which will take place on Thursday, February 22, 1919 at 4.30 p.m
at 10 Rehov Kaplan, Tel Aviv, B*nal B’ritb House

— Guests Welcome —

Tuesday, February 20, 1979 The Jerusalem Post

Uu Shao-chJ with Mao In 2959.

Kaifeng-Fu Jewry.
Actually, the last dated encounter

with identifiable descendants oc-

curred in 1924. Today, there is a
chance that & survivor might be, if

not in our very midst, at least

available for contact.

What more likely diplomatic link

between the new China and Israel

than China's rehabilitated ex-

nearer to us— until we accepted him
as one of us. to whom we could turn
in all our personal heeds and
troubles.

'

HE INTERVENED successfully to
lessen the great tension which ex-
isted In the beginning between us,

the "natives" and the others; he
fought, again successfully, against
the different treatment we received
during the first few months of our
service in the RAF.
He fought not only for our rights,

but he understood our mentality and
was always accessible to. us: a few
words written to Mm . and a short
time later he would appear in the
unit, whether In North Africa or
Kenya. He very often visited
Palestine as well and that enabled us
to send messages through Mm to our
families at a time when military cen-

sorsMp was keeping back our letters,

sometimes for many weeks, leaving
our families at home without any
news from us. and vice versa. In this

way he became the living and perma-
nent contact between our families

and us.

His meetings with us were very in-

formal and therefore easily accep-
table even for the least religious of

us. He began normally with a detail-

ed report of our situation, then he
gave a very short sermon and closed
with the Kaddlsh. _
He was very popular not only with

the Jewish airmen. During my stay
with a very small RAF-unit in

Eldoret (Kenya), he acted for
several non-Jewish airmen, because
their own chaplain didn't visit our
unit tor quite a considerable time.

I was pleased — and I believe I

was not the only one of hls former
"sheep” to feel so, to learn, after the

end of World War n, that he had
become the Chief Rabbi of the
British Commonwealth and was
awarded, later, the KBE for Ms ser-

vices.

Rabbi Brodle. who died in England
last week at 83, will remain In the

memories of ex-servicemen as long
as we live. OSCAR A. MARENI.

THE MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS FUND

The Israel
Multiple Sclerosis Society

The
Ministry oi Health

A number of research grants in the field of multiple sclerosis
are available. Each grant carries a sum of up to IL.40,000.

Interested parties are requested to apply for application forms
to the offices of the Israel Multiple Sclerosis Society:

10 Esther Hamalka Street, Tel Aviv. Tel: (03) 223284.
All applications must he made no later than 5/3 1979.
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Museum of the Jewish Diaspora
In cooperation with the Chaim Rosenberg School

of Jewish Studies
The first in a lecture series on:

The Significance of Jewish Survival

in the Diaspora

A lecture on; Centre and Diaspora in Jewish History

with:

j^nf. ShmiiBf Ettinger

Prof. Yoseph fiomi — in the Chair

Auditorium, Tuesday, Feb. 29, 1979, 6 p.m. Admission Free

president, scion of an ancient Jewish
community, whose written records
date back to the 12th century?
Has the time not come to send that

doughty old warrior David Hacohen
out on yet one more Far Eastern
mission?

author is a well-knoicn jour-
nalist from Canada who has wntten
on Jewish subjects.

Israelis prove

their mettle

in bridge

By GEORGE E. LEVENREW
Post Bridge Correspondent

TEL AVIV. — Israelis took six of the

first eight places In the Individual,

the opening event in the 33th Annual
Israel Bridge Festival, here on
Saturday night.

Hie two visitors who placed in the

top eight were Scott of Britain, se-

cond, and Frenchman J. Georges, a
member of the UNIFIL force
stationed in Naharlya.
The winners and their scores in

match points:

3. Moreno (Israel) 2212; 2. Scott

(Britain) 2196; 3. Talit (Israel) 2179;

4. Elifant (Israel) 2169 ; 5. A.
Schwartz (Israel) 2141; 6. Kaufman
(Israel) 2088; 7. Ms. Dotan (Israel)

2049; 8. J. Georges (France) 2042.

International stars at the Festival,

not previously announced, include
Sammy Kehela and Gerry Gharney
of Canada, who played In the Mac-
cablah last July, and Mrs. Kutner
and Mrs. Escoffier of the Swiss Inter-

national women’s team.
Leaders after Sunday's first round

of the two-session Mixed Pairs were
Manhardt-Miss Korinek, an
Austrian pair. The event concluded
last night, with results due only this

morning.
Sunday’s standings: 1. Manhardt-

Miss Korinek (Austria) ; 2. Ms.
Salman-Lucacs (Israel) ; 3. Mr. and
Mrs. Gerchxnan (Israel); 4. Ms.
Moses-Golani (Israel) ; 6. Ms.
Levine-Brass (Israel); 6. Mr. and
Mrs. Frydrich (Israel); 7. Ms.
Waysman-George (France).
The three-session team-of-four

event begins tonight.
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YOU WANT A HEBREW

'

1 COURSE FOR YOURSELF
ORYOURFAMILY

We Have It!
1. CONVERSATIONAL
HEBREW

a basic course. Unique approach.
Good for all ages and backgrounds.
850 words, cassettes, word list.

Price $20.

2; THE VOICE FROM
JERUSALEM

A digest of recorded articles, an-

notated in English.
Intermediate course. 6 hours, recor-

ding.
Book of articles, 1,000-word
glossary.
Presentation album.
Price_$85.

3. THE “MIRACLE**
LIBRARY

Selected Hebrew literature,

vowel—pointed. Recorded and an-

notated (in English, French,
Spanish, Russian, Rumanian). Kit

includes book, cassette dictionary.

Price $10.

Six books and presentation album
$60.

Ask for a full list of books and the

prospectus.

TUTOR-TAPE
(ISRAEL)

P.0-B. 9032. Tel. 243040,

Jerusalem, Israel.

In the DA.
BJ.T.S. Ltd. 8/12 Brook St.

Phone: 01-493 2481 London.

la the D-SA
T.T.I. 10111 Casper St.,

Kensington, MJ>. 20196

Trade inquiries invited for all coun-
‘ tries

Seeing machine
By LEA LEVAVI/Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — A blind computer
programmer places a flow chart on
his desk, alongside a machine about
the size of a cassette tape recorder,
in Ms right hand he holds an "elec-
tronic eye" and Ms left Index finger
is resting on a grid Inside the
machine. After many years in his
profession he is now able for the first

time to "read" without help flow
charts, as well as Instruction
manuals and professional journals.
The device which constitutes this

new advance In the Independence of
blind persons is called an Optacon. it

was developed at Stanford Universi-
ty, manufactured at Telesensory -

Systems Inc. of Palo Alto, Califor-
nia, and brought to Israel thanks to
the generosity of the Rothschild
Foundation.
So far ll blind persons, mostly

programmers and students, have
learned to use the Optacon. Another
19 are already waiting to be taught at
the new training centres now being
opened in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv,
Haifa and Beersheba.
The “electronic eye" of. the Op-

tacon contains 144 photocells. Accor-
ding to the shape of any given
printed character, some of those
cells will see light and others see
dark. Attached to each of these cells
Is a vibrating pin. When a cell "sees",
light, its pin vibrates on the tactile
grid where the blind user’s left index
finger is placed. The particular pins
which vibrate for any given
character together form the shape of
the letter, which the user learns to
recognize in a course of up to 50
lessons.

At a recent meeting with reporters,
where Mind Optacon users exhibited
their skills, Yehuda Sokolik, director
of the Service for the Blind in the
Ministry of Labour and Social Af-
fairs, emphasized the difference
between this system and Braille.

Braille Is a system In wMch letters

are formed from combinations of six
dots. The resulting characters bear
no resemblance to the original

letters. Braille Is only available to
the blind reader after a long and
often costly process of transcription.
With the Optacon, by contrast, the

user "reads" the newspaper, book,
letter or diagram in its original
form, without needing a sighted per-
son to transcribe it into Braille or to

record it on tape or cassette. Also,
the shape of the letter, as felt with
the Optaton, is the same as that seen
by. a sighted person.

‘iT'S BEEN MANY YEARS
between the time I could see and the
time I started learning the Op-
tacon," Moshe Schlesslnger, a com-
puter programmer, said. “I didn’t
remember that there were two kinds
of g, for instance: one like an upside
down q and one almost like an s. I'm
not even sure Z was aware of It when
I read with my eyes."
Though the teaching materials im-

ported from the U.S. are In English,
Moshe has also learned to read
Hebrew, German and Swedish.
Another participant read from the
Gemara. The machine can "read"
any language, including diagrams
and pictures, because it merely
makes the shapes it sees; the user's
ability to interpret those shapes as
letters or other meaningful symbols
is the only limitation on reading.
Telesensory Systems is now work-

ing on an attachment which would
make the Optacon say aloud the
words wMch the electric eye sees.

The speech will be limited to
English, but Israeli scientists are
already working on an attachment
which would "speak" Hebrew.
Though each Optacon costs over

$3,000, those who successfully com-
plete training here can receive the
Optacon free. Optacons for blind
veterans are purchased by the
Rebabilitation Department of the
Ministry of Defence. Those for
civilians are bought with funds
provided by the Rothschild Founda-
tion, or funds raised from other
sources by the Centre for the Blind in

Israel.

THIS THING
IS BIGGER THAN
BOTH OF US.

While most western countries rush to befriend the

Khomeini Government of Iran in order to safeguard

their oil supplies Israel has to be a little more cir-

cumspect considering the blood-curdling statements

coming out of Teheran.

How will the new found friendship of Israel's Eastern

neighbours affect the peace process?

Has the danger of war from the East increased?

Are Israel's oil supplies threatened?

You can find some of the answers in the news items

and feature articles in The Jerusalem Post Inter-

national Edition.

Airmailed every week from Jerusalem. 24 pages pack-

ed with on-the-spot in-depth review and comment.

It's an eye opener.

Send someone a subscription.

THE JERUSALEM
t f 29 X P.O.B. 81. JERUSALEM

[international edition]

PImm land Th» JaruMlwn Post International Edition to:

ADDRESS —
CITY

ZIP -

My cfMQue tor Im* rata* below) k enclosed.

Please send a gift card to the recipient In my name.

Address.,

AIRMAIL SUBSCRIPTION RATES

6 MONTHS 1 YEAR

28 issues 62 issues

U.S.A., Canada, S. Africa US$17 US$30

U.K., Europe USS17 USS30

S. America, Japan, Australia USS19 US$35

Payment can be made in Israel Pounds at the rate of

exchange on the day of payment, plus 12X VAT
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Credit squeeze is blight to industry, Koor head charges

The five plagues of industry
By HACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter
TEL, AVIV. — The present govern-
ment "has Inflicted, In the guise of
an anti-inflation campaign, five
devastating plagues on Israeli in-

dustry,” Naftali Blumenthal,
director-general of the Koor com-
plex, said yesterday. He was
describing the hardships of the coun-
try's industrialists In general and of
Koor in particular, at a press con-
ference at Beit Sokolow.
The “plagues'* were: freezing

most credits on the free market, in-

creasing interest rates, exposing
local industry to the competition of
low-duty imports, cutting Industrial
profits, and abolishing directed low-
interest government loans to in-
dustry.
"When I drew up this list, I tried to

find ten plagues so I could make an
allusion to those of the Bible.”
Blumenthal said. One of the newsmen
told him, "wait a while, another five
plagues are probably in the offing."
Blumenthal was all for an anti-

inflation campaign, but he thought
the present one was "only trying to
lower the fever caused by the dis-

ease, and would not cure the dis-

ease."
This could be done only by step-

ping up production considerably, so
goods would match the amount of
money In the hands of the public.

"The present attempt by the govern-
ment to control Inflation through a
monetary policy, had failed in the
past and would probably fail this

time too."
The "five plagues" were reducing

the profitability so much that
Israelis would stop exporting, losing

their markets abroad. It would be
extremely hard to regain these
markets.
"Moreover, the revolution in Iran

has dealt Israel a heavy blow, es-

pecially since many of the items we
exported to that country were
designed specifically for that
market. It is doubtful whether these
Items can be sold in other markets
without being drastically
redesigned.”

Koor itself had "exported several

tens of millions of dollars worth" to
Iran In 1978, and payment was still

due on part of these deals. Since
most were shipped through a third

country, the losses would not be
borne by tbe Israel Foreign Trade
Risks Insurance Company.
However. Blumenthal studiously

avoided saying who would lose
money, Koor or some foreign in-

surance company. "We did plan to
export tens of millions of dollars

worth this year to Iran, and we have
lost this market,"1 he said.

Turning again to government

Sculpture In front of Koor head-
quarters in Tel Aviv.

policy, Blumenthal said that 69 per
cent of the foreign currency earned
by the country came from exports
(the remaining 35 per cent came
from unilateral transfers, etc.). In-

dustry accounted for a large chunk
of this 65 per cent and Koor's share
of industrial exports accounted to 15
per cent of all Industrial exports. If

the exports of affiliates were Includ-

ed. this figure rose to 20 per cent, or
one quarter of all industrial exports.
"The basis far increasing in-

dustrial exports must be widened.
But what is.the present government
doing? The exact opposite,” he
charged. He noted that in 1972 the

government had allocated 16 per
cent of Its budget to the development
of exports. The sum had indeed
fallen to 12 per cent in the 1973-77

period, but "in 1978 it had almost
been halved to seven per cent, and in

1979 it will fall to five or six per
cent.”

"Not only should this figure be In-

creased to 15 per cent, but a seven-
year industrial export plan should he
worked out. Moreover, since a great
part of our livelihood comes from in-

dustrial exports, I propose settingup
a special ‘Ministry of Industry 1

devoted exclusively to industry,
which would be headed by an out-

standing economic figure drawn
from the ranks of the government."
(The present ministry has three
components — Industry, trade and
tourism.)
Such a ministry, he hoped, would

help to rectify the imbalance in the
employment scene In Israel. At pre-

sent only 25.1 per cent of the work
force was employed in industry. This
compared to about 33 per cent for

BUSINESS BRIEFS
THE BARBOURTILE plant in Acre,
a Koor firm, is Investing IL60m. in,

order to expand production, and
hopes to produce 35m. wall tiles

within two years. At present, about
half of the wall tiles in Israel are im-
ported, and between 80m. and 150m.
are used each year.

RAMI, another Koor plant, also in

Acre, which makes industrial
ceramics and specialises in produc-
ing nozzles for steel castings, in-

creased its exports from $350,000 in

1977 to $650,000 last year. The firm
hopes to reach $850,000 this year.

TRE AMPAL INDUSTRIAL
Development Bank showed an in-

crease In profits of only SOper cent in
1978, compared'to the previous year,
it was announced recently. This
percentage is below the rise in the
cost-of-living index. The company
made a profit of IL15.5m . , compared
to ZL12m. in 1977. The bank’s balance
sheet stood at DU.,831m., compared
to ILl,378m. in the previous year.

'BLACKLIST. — Saudi Arabia has
taken more than 150 firms off its

blacklist of firms dealing with
Israel, it was announced this week.

Italy. Belgium and England, and 41
per cent for West Germany.
Moreover, industrial capital

should be increased. “At present it

represents only 13 per cent of our
total capital. In the U.S. it is 25.8 per
cent." He expressed the hope that
the government would do an about-
face In regard to industry and
provide it with the means to increase
exports by 25 per cent every year in
the foreseeable future.'*

Turning to Koor itself, Blumenthal
noted that it would continue to ex-
pand in 1979. Its future plans, many
of which were now being realized, in-

cluded setting up a factory to
produce work tools together with
kibbutz Hanlta an the Lebanese
border: acquiring the bottle plant
from Tempo in Teroham; biiying a
substantial interest in Froumlne’s
"Pasta" plant in Sderot, and setting
up the country's fourth cement fac-
tory, together with Clal, near Arad.

In discussing money matters,
Blumenthal generally (but not
always) deflated figures to eliminate
inflation. For example, Koor plann-
ed to increase sales in 1979 (com-
pared to 1978) to IL24b., “which la a
63 per cent increase in pounds, but
only a 15 per cent real increase, com-
pared to 1978 figures."
Joe Levy, an economist working at

Koor, noted that "our predictions
are based on an inflationary rate of
37 to 38 per cent — but who knows—
some experts say It will be as high as
80 per cent.

”

Koor's real growth (deflated) for

1978 was 7-8 per cent, and "this is a
significant real growth if we con-

sider that we were marking time for

several years."
The export target tor 1979 la

$323m., a 14 per cent increase over
the $282m. exported in 1978. (The 14

per cent does not take into account
the nine per cent inflationary rate of

the American dollar.)

"Koor's exports will constitute 31

per cent of all our sales. They will

also constitute 15 per cent (without
taking diamonds into consideration)
of Israel's total industrial exports.

Blumenthal expected that Koor's
profits before taxes in 1979 would be
five per cent of turnover, compared
to six per cent in 1978.

He noted that Koor expected to in-

vest EU.5b. in expanding present
plants and erecting new ones in 1979,

compared to tLSIOm. in 1978. About
XL800m. of this year’s figure is ear-

marked for plants working for ex-

ports.

"And finally, we will invest
IL524.5m. in research and develop-

ment this year, in developing new
products and installing new
technological lines of production.

Most of thisRAD investment is aim-
ed at the export market."

TA cracks down
on unlicensed
businesses
TEL AVIV. _ Five unlicensed
businesses were closed down here
recently following an administrative
order signed by Mayor Shlomo
Lahat, municipal spokesman
Amikam Shaplra said yesterday.

The businesses were a cafe, a
pizzeria, a pita bakery, a liquor store
and a vegetable stall.

Shaplra also said two restaurants
and one butcher shop were shut
down on account of sanitary
violations.

Haluah Hakaful

Hotel chain woos the

local holiday-maker

Tel Aviv's Sinai hotel makes maximum nse of its limited space.

By HAEM SHAPIRO
.Jerusalem Post Reporter

Israelis may not have as much
money to spend as foreign visitors,
but at least.' one hotel chain here
wants local guests and is ottering
such free extras as horseback riding
and massages to attract them.
The chain, Israel Resort Hotels

(XRH), offers special long weekend
rates at each of Its five hotels, the
Sharon in Herfliya. Rimon Inn In
Safad. Gale! Ktaneret in Tiberias,
Sinai in Tel Aviv and Neptune in
Eilat. Many of the hotels are also
of fering

. discounts at local
restaurants and night spots.
Uzi Werner, director of the chain,

told The Poet that his hotels make
special efforts to attract Israelis as
part of a general philosophy. For one
thing, he said, the chain does not
want to be dependent solely on
foreign visitors. But more than that.

ZRH feels that It is important for the
guest from abroad to meet his Israeli
counterpart.
True to the chain’s name, he said,

the hotels are not just places to stay
for the night, but holiday centres,-
where the visitors can enjoy
themselves, with social activities
available for all who want them.
Werner admitted that there is, at

the moment,' a certain “weakness"
in the Israeli market, caused to a
large degree by the availability of
cheap holiday packages to such
spots as Rhodes and Rumania.
The special rates, which range

from ILl.399 at the Rimon Inn to

IL1,999 at the Galel Ktaneret, will be
in effect until just before Pessah.
They include half-board in a double-
room for .three days. . -

With the. package, at the Sharon
for example, comes the use of the
heated swimming pool, tenuis
courts, basketball, table tennis,
treatment by a qualified masseur, a
free battle of wine, a welcome drink.

IL84m. to U.S.-Israel research
Over 250 projects Involving hun-

dreds of Israeli and American scien-
tists will be awarded IL84m. this

year by the U.S.-Zsrael Binational
Science Foundation.
The grants to the projects are

derived from an Israeli-currency en-
dowment fund established by both
governments in 1972 to support
science and technology in-
vestigations of mutual interest.

At their board meeting in
Jerusalem the governors of the foun-
dation are expected to approve the
highest annual allocations of grants
yet made, IL30m. of which will go to
100 newly selected projects. "The an-
nual demands we receive for funds,"
says the foundation’s executive
director. Dr. Ze’ev Rotem, who will

present the above plan to the
binationaJ board for approval, "are
six or seven times the amount we
can usually afford to allocate."

Over the past years the foundation
has given the equivalent of $16.2m.
(ILl47m.) to 578 research projects—
projects which generally have paid
back the funds invested with

Discount Bank funds

.

pay 7% dividend
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A seven per cent
"real" profit i or a 55 per cent in-

flationary one) is being, distributed

by Bank Discount on account of 1978

to the 208,000 persons registered in

its provident funds, the bank an-

nounced yesterday.
iThe bank itself "deflated” the

sum from 55 per cent to seven per
cent in its announcement.)
The provident funds, which five

years ago had only 70,000 members,
have grown steadily year by year,
with 34,000 new members joining in

1978.

Each member is granted
automatic Life insurance based on
the sum he has deposited with the

fund, up to a limit of IL75.000. In case
of accidental death the limit is

iiuso.ooo.

NUCLEAR. — Swiss voters in a
national referendum Sunday
authorized their government to push
ahead with Switzerland’s nuclear
energy programme. By a vote of

around 55 to 45 per cent, the electors

rejected an environmentalist
proposal to strip the federal govern-

ment of authority to decide where
and when to build atom power
plants.

pioneering research findings.
Among the most recent
developments of grantees:
• a simplified and inexpensive

process was used for producing
silicon solar cells that turn light

energy into electricity

a chemical system capable of
storing energy without the usual
energy losses that occur

• a revolutionary research method
for injecting viral or genetic
material into the nucleus of a cell

and following all stages of in-

tracellular development
• an improved laser system for

treating glaucoma
• a

.
compound with anticancer

potential derived from an in-

digenous Israeli shrub.

• synthesis of a vitamin proven to
aid human bone development

• alpha-tracking the
neurochemistry of emotional dis-

orders and the effects of a drug
used in treatment

• making hard phosphate soluble
for use as a fertilizer at half the

high (i.e. expensive) temperature
normally required to do it.

.

• integrated (combined en-
vironmental and chemical) con-

trol of certain plant diseases

• elucidation of physiological
mechanisms by which animals
naturally withstand desert en-

vironments
• two new tools that function inside

a nuclear accelerator to raise the

state-of-art in atomic physics
research

• a newly patented aerogener&tor

to exploit wind energy.

The projects are conducted prin-

cipally at Israeli institutions under
collaborating scientists of both coun-
tries. For the first time the founda-
tion will this year support research
in social and behavioral sciences.

Due to the high measure ofsuccess
ithas attained, two new foundations
specializing In industrial research
and agriculture have just been' es-

tablished by the U.S. and Israel

governments on the model of the
Binational Science Foundation.

Instant coffee price war
By YITZHAK OKED

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The coffee war raging
here now will not faring about a
lowering of prices, but of quality, ac-

cording to David Moaevics of the
management of Elite.

The Tzorhanlya Coop chain of
supermarkets has been importingan
Austrian brand of instant coffee,

which it sells for about IL2 more per
200 gram tin than the Elite brand.
The Supersol chain has been selling

the same imported coffee under its

own label at tbe same price as
Elite’s coffee.
Mosevics says, that according to

his investigation, the Imported
coffee is not blended in Austria but is

purely a Brazilian product. The
Brazilian government subsidises
this instant coffee and for this reason
it can be sold at such low prices.

The Elite executive said that as a
rule European and Israeli instant

coffee is made of a blend of Brazilian
and African coffee beans. Instant
coffee of pure Brazilian beans has a
much more bitter taste, and not
every one can take it.

Asked whether Elite planned to
lower Its price because of the coffee
war, Mosevics said that the price of

instant coffee hadn't gone up since
November 1977 and had actually

gone down. In November 1977 a 200-

gram Jar cost about IL65. while to-

day the price Is about IL60. This

despite inflation and the changes in

the exchange rate of the pound.

Elite three weeks ago entered the
tea market here by marketing£ new
tea under its label . Mosevics said the
tea comes from Ceylon, Is prepared
in England and packaged here. He
claims that it is of the same high
quality as imported tea, but 20 per
cent cheaper.
Mosevics said that before his firm

decided on what blend to import, it

conducted an intensive research on
the tea preference of the average
Israeli.

.

According to a local tea importer
Elite decided to go .Into the tea
business oyer two years ago, when
the price of coffee started to
skyrocket. The firm wanted, to diver-

sift' since it foresaw a drop, in coffee

sales. .

An official of the Wlssotzky tea
company told The Poet that they do
not .fear - competition from Elite.

"They are welcomen" the official

said, adding that since her firm's tea
is better there is nothing to fear.

."Since Elite entered the market
three weeks ago we have not felt any
effect on our sales," she said.

New Zealand - as dead as mutton

Bigger, more widely read, more effective!

By GWYNNE DYER
Three hundred thousand tons of

Iamb and mutton is a lot of dead
sheep, but then 75,000 tons of ched-
erar cheese used to seem like a lot of

curdled milk. In 1971 that was how
muwlutneat anc^jchecse New Zealand
sold to Britain; this*year It has sold

no cheese, and the market for its

Iamb is being threatened.

New Zealand still has plenty of

sheep and cows — in fact, it has little

else — but it is getting more and
more worried that no one will buy
them. If they won't, the country will

go broke. .

Indeed, it Is halfway there
already. New Zealand is only main-
taining its high living standards by
running a trade deficit amounting to

an astonishing 7 per cent of the en-

tire CNF. Unemployment Is soaring,
and there Is even some emigration-
The cause of it all is the wicked
Europeans and their fiendish Com-
mon Agricultural Poiic3‘-

Since 1972 they have pushed New
Zealand entirely out of Its traditional
British market for cheese. After 1980
New Zealand's huge butter exports
to the UK arc likely Lo go the same
way.
Now the Common Market Officials

arc talking about bringing
"sheep meat.” as they call it. within
the rules of the Common
Agricultural Policy. The Now
Zealanders fear that this could end
up by destroying their huge British

market for lamb and mutton — and

the sheep Industry, geared to tbe
British market, provides one-third of
their national income.

It seems insane that a country
whose economy depends almost en-
tirely on exporting cheap food should
be facing bankruptcy in a hungry
world. It also seems more than a lit-

tle odd, however, that any country
.should organize its whole economy
around producing food for another
country which is literally as far

away ns it could get and still be on
the same planet.

In the good old days when Britain

was rich, it made sense. New
Zealand, the same size as Britain but
with a population of only three
million, could raise cheap food for

Britain’s Industrial cities.

Unfortunately, it meant organiz-
ing New Zealand's agriculture to suit

British tastes — cheese, butter and
lamb — which rather restricted Its

alternative markets. The other
places that have a taste for dairy
products and mutton, like Europe
and North America, produce plenty
of U’.clr own. So when Britain joined
the Common Market In 1973 and
became entangled In Its restrictive

rules about food imports, the Now
Zealanders literally had nowhere
else to turn.
The New Zealand government was

a good deal too trusting about British
loyalty and European goodwill dur-

ing the negotiations before Britain

joined the Common Market. Once il

became clear that EEC regulations

could gradually push them out of

their traditional British markets, the

New Zealanders became much more
active lobbying In Brussels — but it

has all come too late.

Without any strategic resources
like oil or uranium to bargain with,

and belonging to none of the big

trading, blocs. New Zealand is being
pushed , over the edge of economic
ruin almost casually. -

The only people in the Common
Market who eat a lot of lamb are -the

British. On the continent lamb is a
luxury meat — Indeed New
Zealand’s best hope Is that Paris will

block a. Common Market
"shccpmeal regime" to safeguard
the ultra-high prices received by
France's inefficient producers.

Otherwise, the New' Zealanders
fear, successive tightenings of the

rules will gradually destroy their

market for lamb as has already
happened to their dairy products. In
the long run, a country producing
cheap protein for the world should be
all right economically, but over the
next few years New Zealand may
suffer enormous damage. -

The prosperous, egalitarian,
sheltered New Zealanders — recent-
ly called "tbe passionless people" by
one of their own writers'— are wak-
ing up to the fact thatthe foundations.
of..their prosperity' arc crumbling,
and that the crisis is more than tem-
porary.

and a to per cent discount at the
nearby Henry VHX Pub. The Rlxn-
mon Inn offers a choice of a
horseback ride at Vered Hagai 11, a
boat ride across Lake Klnneret. or a
ski lesson on Mt Herman (if there Is

snow).
At the same time, the chain, which

is part of Hacbsharat Haylshuv
(Israel Land Development Ltd.), has
big plans for the future. A hotel is

planned for Jerusalem, as well as a
vacation resort Just outside the
capital. Both should: be open in two to

three years, Warner said.

He also said that XRH plans to
erect a new hotel at the Dead Sea
and another in Eilat The company Is

planning a new wing with 150rooms
at the Neptune.
Elsewhere in the country, it is

redecorating the lobby of the Galel

Kinneret and modernizing the
kitchen there. The Tiberias hotel Is

also getting tennis courts.

At the Sinai, in Tel Aviv, work is

underway in the lobby and con-
ference -rooms. Also planned for this

hotel will be a dally swim and lunch
club, at which businessmen from the
area can have lunch and spend some
time at the hotel's rooftop pool dur-
ing tfaefr noontime break.

But the big project at the moment
is at the Sharon, where a new fitness

centre is being completed. A team of

sports and medical experts has
designed a complete programme
which Includes swimming, exer-
cises, games and hydrotherapy, in-

cluding the Knelpp hot and cold

,

water treatment for relaxation.

All of this adds up, Werner stress-

ed, to a general attitude towards the
hotel business, nils attitude 1s usual-
ly typified by the European resort
hotel, in which the guest is an In-

dividual who returns year- after
year, certain that he will enjoy
himself.

Hotels here

not all that

expensive
By BARUCH 8AVILLE
Post Travel Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Tokyo is the most ex-

pensive 'city in the world 'for the

travelling -businessman, according

toa survey of 66 cities undertaken by
the London Financial Times.
Paris is 33 per cent more expen-

sive . than London. On a list of 26

tourism destinations ranked accor-

ding to expense. Israel is 17th.

Tel Aviv is 29th of the 86 cities as
being the most expensive for a
night’s stay in a hotel. A night at a
London hotel, with breakfast. Is 58

per cent' more costly than in Tel

4%Jv. NeJfe-York is 88per cent higher
thkn Tel Aviv, and evenAmman Ia 21

per cent more expensive.

At half the cost of Tokyo Tel Aviv
Is less costly than Brussels,
Frankfurt, Copenhagen, Geneva,
Amsterdam, Stockholm, Oslo, Rio de
Janeiro, Moscow, Montreal and
Hongkong.
London Is twice as expensive as

Tel Aviv. However, Nairobi, Rome,
Madrid, Johannesburg, Mexico City

and Nicosia are cheaper than
.
Tel

Aviv, while Lisboa Is a full 47 per
cent cheaper.
Awhisky is said to cost only IL3l in

Tel Aviv, ranking it 31st out of 64

cities. In most places, a whisky costs

up to four times as much as In Tel

compares with about four times that

much in Paris.

A light meal In Tel Aviv costing

HAS Is 38th down the list. Brussels is

twice as expensive . as Israel and
Tokyo five times as much.
Taxis In Tel Aviv cost only about

one third of what they cost In

Frankfurt. The lowest cost for a taxi

ride is in Hongkong.
The survey was based on the coat

of three nights bed and breakfast,

two A la carte dinners in a first-class

restaurant, three bottles of wine, one
hotel lunch, two snack-type meals.
one 5 km. taxi journey, half a litre of

beer, and five whiskies.

Cabinet approves

new appointments
Jerusalem Post Reporter

' .The Cabinet Sunday approved
the appointment of David Hagoel as
directoivgenerar of the Ministry of
Energy and Infrastructure. He
-replaces Yosef Vardl, who resigned.

Hagoel, 50, was brought to this
country from Libya at the age of one,
and grew up in Tel Aviv. Since 1946,
he served In the Hagana and later In
the IDF, where be roaeto the rank of
Tat-Aliifi and the post of Judea and
Samaria commander.
The Cabinet also.approved the ap-

pointment of Uriel Linn as State
Revenues Commissioner at tbe
Treasury.
The appointment of Asaf Razln as

director of the Economic Planning
Authority at the Treasury was also
approved. The Authority has not had
an academic head since Prof.
Michael Bruno resigned over two
years ago.
Razln. 39, is Senior Professor of

Economics at Tel Aviv University.
He has published scores of research
papers In the economic field.
Today the new dfrector-general of

the Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Tourism, Yoram 23v, takes up his
post. The Cabinet approved his ap-
pointment earlier this month.

Tel. Aviv to get
new abattoir •

TEL AVIV. .— One central modern
slaughterhouse will replace the
dozens- of smaller units — some of
them illegal — scattered in the
Carmel Market here now. the
municipal spokesman announced
yesterday..
The now abattoir will be part of

the. -municipality's programme to
redesign the Carmel Market, he
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Prices are stable,

volume low as

market stabilizes

By MACABEE DEAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

fluctuations, although Carmel bearer rose
from 879 to 398 to become "buyers only,”
while Its registered rose from 800 to 309 to

meet a demand of IL26.600. The only other
"buyers only" yesterday was Lapidot bearer,
rising from 1420 to 1492. while Its registered
rose from 820 to 830.

Insurance firms, as a rule, rose. Hassneh-
registered rose by seven points to 422 with a
turnover of 11*104,400. VardenJa ILa rose by 19

to 326, Securitas rose by seven to 391. and Zur
bearer gained seven to 497.

Among real estate and development, ILDC
rose by five to 228 on a turnover of 11*250,600.

and Ispro rose by seven to 279.

Among industrials. Dubek registered
jumped by 27 points to 860, and Haifa
Chemicals rose by five to 167.

Teva gained eight in ita registered to 700

and .70 in Its bearer to 1,078. Teva recently
announced a considerable jump In sales and

profits, even taking Inflation into considera*
lion, during the last nine months of 1978.
-Teva yesterday informed the stock ex-

change that It was floating, a new Issue
through Bank Leuml. The issue will consist
of: 6,500.000 registered shares at ILlo each;
32,500,000 registered 20 per cent debentures
(1982/86) which could be converted between
1979/85 Into IL10 ordinary registered shares;
and 325.000 registered options which would
allow the holders during 1SS0/S2 to acquire
one registered ILlO share. Ail of the offering
will be sold in “units" consisting of two
shares — one debenture and one option.
The most volatile shares yesterday all

moved upwards. Rassco ordinary gained 10
per cent to 869 on a turnover of IL36.000.
Lighterage also rose by 10 per cent to 598.
Shcmen rose by 6.5 per cent to 376, and
Yardenin gained 6.2 per cent to 326.

Koor yesterday informed the stock ex-
change that its negotiations to acquire the
Tempo bottling plant were continuing and
“like all negotiations, they might end
successfully, they might fail. At any rate, the
price being offered is more than ILiOOm.”
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Rassco
Oil Exploration
OU Ebcplo. Paz
Industrial
Elblt 1

Elbit 5

Alliance

Elco 1

Elco 2.0 r
Elco 2.5 b
Elco opt. "A"
Elco 20% deb. 1

Electra 1

Electra 5
Electra opt. 2
Electra 16% deb.

Electra 18% deb. 2
Elron 1

Elran 2
Elron opt. "A"

’ Arg&raan'pnefJ •r'

Argaman pref. b
Argamahr'
Argaman b
Ata •B"
Ata "C'
Ata opt. “A"
Ata opt- 3

Ata 20% deb. 2
Dubek r
Dubek b

‘ Fertilizers

Cables r
Cables b
Haifa Chem.
Haifa Chem. opt. 2

Haifa Chem. 20% deb. 1

.

Teva r

Teva b
Urdan l

Urdus 5

Urdan opt.

Lodzia 1

fl.c.

n.c.

+ 1

ILSfi.Sm.

ILSm.
IL42m.

Ctotditg

Trier
volume
H.I.900

Change

323 14S.2 n.c.

137 243.0 n.c.
3005 3.0 n.c.
2070 1.0 n.c.

228 250.6 +5
244 73.4 +6
391 15.0 +6
205.5 111.5 +05
160 — n.c.

152 15.8 +5
154 6.5 n.c.

174 32.0 n.c.

753 0.7 n.c.

X463 30.0 +2
347 51.6 —1
330 n.c.

250 103.5 n.c.

300 45 n.c.

295 60.0 n.c.

279 68.5 +7
581 13.4 + 10
1114 9.1 n.c.

1370 — n.c.

583 2.0 n.c.

800 3.5 n.c.

250 15.4 n.c.

269 36.0 +24

148.5 4535 —4

491 8.0 +2
513 3.0 n.c.

1400 0.4 +7
587 7.1 —63
229.5 10.1 —55
238 11.9 —7
105 33.6 +2
86 120.0 n.c.

d45S 25 n.c.

d273 86.4 +7
216 945 +6
226 ' 43.0 +8
135 59.5 +2
708 5.0 -9
521 14.0 . +1
170 ,.

;
225 +4

355 95 n.c. .

35a . _ 1.6 n.c. ..

351 4.0 +1
349 39.4 n.c.

19S 71.4 +7
131.5 2875 +4
69.5 5335 +3.5
OT-5 102.4 +5
85.5 25.0 +15
860 115 +27
853 0.8 n-c.

246 655 n.c.

155.5 25.7 +1
155 20.0 n.c.

1675 30.4 +5
95 245 +5
845 146.1 +6
700 515 +8
1078 45 +70
334 3215 +10
350 285.4 +6
208 110.7 +5
577 2.0 +7

Lodzia 4

Molett
Moller

Phoenicia l

Dead Sea
Am -1st. Paper
Am-lsr. opt. “A"
Am-Isr. 20% deb. 1

Assls
Assis 5Ki div. 78
Assls 20% deb. 1

Petrochem.
Petrochem. opt. “A”
Petrochem. 20*Ti' deb. l
Nechushtan r
Ncchushtan b
Elite
Elite opt. 3

Elite 20% deb. 2
Arad
Polgat
Polygon
Rim 1

Rim 4

Shemcn b
Toai r
Tail b
Frutarom
Investment & Holding
Companies

EHgar

r

Elgar b
Ellem r
Ellern b
Amlssar
Amlssar opt.

Central Trade
Inv. of Paz r
Inv. of Paz b
Wo Ifson l

Wolfson 10 r
Wolfson 10 b
Arapa
Disc. Inv. r
Disc. Inv. b
Disc. Inv. opt. “A"
Disc. Inv. opt. “B"*
Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 59

Disc. Inv. 10% deb. 72
Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 130

Disc. Inv. 18% deb. 135
Hap’lm Inv. r
Hap’lm Inv. b
Hap’lm Inv. 1/3 div. 78

+ opt. 1

Hap’lm Inv. 10% deb t

Leuml Inv.

Jordan Explo.
Jordan Explo. opt.

Jordan Explo. opt 2
Jordan Explo. opt. 3

Mizrahi Inv. r
Mizrahi Inv. b
Mizrahi 18% deb. 48

Hassuta
Hassuta no div. 78

Hassuta opt. “A"
Hassuta 20% deb. i

Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b
Koor Ind.

Hap’lm Inv. opt. 1

Hap'lm Inv. 1/3 div.

Clal Rl. EsL
Clal Rl. £hit. opt. "A"
Clal Rl. Est. 20% deb 1

Clal

Clal Ind.

Clal Ind. s.c. opt.

Clal Ind. opt. cert.

Clal Did. 10% deb. 4

Clal Ind. 20% deb. 5
Landeco
Oz Inv.

Oz Inv. 10% deb.
Pama Inv.

Piryon Inv.

Piryon Inv. opt. 2
Shares Traded in

Foreign Currency
Adapim
Agricultural pref. “C"
2nd. Dev. pref. “B"

’ Ind. Dev. pref. •*‘C” .

Imt Dev. '*OC"
Ind. Dev. "OCl"
Ind. Dev. “D"
Gazft
Tourist Ind.
Unico “A" r
Unlco "A” b
Fuel
Naphtha
Lapidot r
Lapidot b

383.0 +10.3

Abbreviations:
a. o. — w
b.o. — bu
d — w*

sellers only
buyers only
without dividend
without coupon
without bonus
without rlghtj

b —
pref. —
opt. -
CtHIV. —

no change
registered
bearer
preferred
option
convertible

s-c. — subordinated capital notee
These stock prices axe unofficial.

rought at sea’ a threat

• Israel’s fish crop

new *\

t- ieason's fish.

:;‘/jj#'rmen "extreme concern."
'
v *si

: ** now very little time left.ou

Calendar >for winter 'storms to
ir-'^^fthe situation, “unless there Is

;
Jrj, 7 '^mediate last-minute change

better," Kalal said.
’• A? j.-f -ydi breeders, on the other hand,

welcomed the dry spell.
,/ers Union secretary Besalel

" ^ iharon told T7i« Post that the"

’VJ which signals the pond fishes'

Z-'
r

ig time, had come just in time
^/pare the fish that will he need-

' ‘ Passover, when carp 1» at

' INVESTMENT
. ..

’•* for sale

fS HOTEL

peak demand.
Be noted that following the recent

price increases, breeders had ex-

pected a drop in demand and had
thus gone alow on breeding. In fact,

demand has remained steady 1 ‘and if

tt hadn’t been for the early onset of

the heat we might have been caught
short. Now, plentiful supplies are
assured, ’’ he said.

Kalal said that the only fishing

grounds still yielding some catches

now are .those off the Sinai coast,

south of El Arish.
The men there are still worried

about their future within tbe
framework of a possible peace

' agreement with Egypt. Their de-

mand that the government include in

the peace treaty an assurance of

their continued rights to fish, off the

Sinai coast after peace Is made have
not yet been acted on by tbe govern-

ment.
The' last the fishermen said they

had heard was a promise that the

matter would be dealt with when the

technical aspects of peace come up
for discussion, after the principles

are solved. Israeli fishermen have
fished off Sinai for more than. 40

years, with virtually no Interruption,

“and we don't want to be forced out

just because there will be peace,”

the Union maintains.

THE LABOUR AND SOCIAL
AFFAIRS MINISTRY is currently

training 500 students In construction

courses, the Minister Israel Katz
said thin week in the Knesset. The
courses are in draughtsmanship,

ironworldng, painting, - flooriaylng,

and to prepan some students to be

construction foremen.

Striking New Orleans policeman Stanley Burbhardt juggles oranges
In front of aNew Orleans police station. More than 1,100 members of

tbe Louisiana state police and the state's National Guard were call-

ed in after police began their strike last Friday, forcing postpone-

ment or possible cancellation of the world-famous New Orleans
Mardi Gras celebration. lAPwirepbotoi

Representative

bond prices
Change]Price -

4% Gov't development
Group 1. Yield: —1.70

8501 ' 657.1

3010 612.7

Group 3. Yield: —1.70
3013 527.3

3020 462J)
Group 5. Yield: —2.40

3027 470.8

3032 420.7

1002 IR) 589.0
Group 22. Yield: +1.34

3201 309.8

3108 263.0

Group 24. Yield: +I.4Q
3110 259.1

3115 245.3

4% Gov't (80% C-O-L)
Group 43. Yield: +3.15

3201 190.9

3206 185.5

Group 44. Yield: +3.07
3210 182.3

3213 1B9.0

6% GoVI (80% Cmj-L)
Group 52. Yield: +8.34

3501 170.0

3504 15i;6

7% Gov't (80% C-o-L)
Group 62. Yield: +3.60

3522 145.0
3526 140.9

Group 54. Yield: +3.84
3528 133.1

3533 126.2

Group 68. Yield: +3.93
3534 119.4
3541 109.9
6J5% Defence loan

Group l. Yield: —3.80
75 lAyln Heh) 797.2
80 (Peh) 762.5

Group 3. Yield: —4.95
81 (Peh Aleph) 763.2

90 (Tzadil 708.5

202 (Resh Bet) 836.0

51 (Nun Aleph) 839.0

70 (Ayini 783.0

Gov't doable-option linked
2001 139.0

2011 126.1

2021 116.3

Defence loon 69
9 (Tet) 659.0

44 (Mem Dalet) 520.0
Bonds 100% linked lo

foreign currency
6% 1st. Electric Oorp. "B" B20.0

5% Dead Sea Works 1905.0
5.5% Gov't 6026 113.5

Bonds 70% linked to

foreign currency
6003 126.0

Dollar denominated bonds
7% Unico 98.0
7% Gen'l Mtg. 43 96.7
HolUB 13 104.7
Hollis 20 102.9

Hollis 25 89.8

S.3% Wolfson 85.8

7% Tefahot 10 100.0

7% Clal Investment 2 100.5

S. Fr. denominated bonds
6% Bank Yaad 38 114.5

5-5% Mimunlm 5 114.6

5% Meniv 8 115.4

(The yield reflects the difference between the
‘'theoretical*

1 value of bonds — based on the date
of Issue and current Co*L Indexes plus ac-
cumulated Intercut und the actual market
price. It Is based on the assumption that future C-
o-L Index Increases will be zero. A negative yield
Indicates bonds sold at a premium, a positive
flEure bonds sold at a discount)
(These prices are unofficial)

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - Feb. 19

The New York stock markets were
closed yesterday for Washington's
birthday holiday In the U.S.

Allied Chemical — —
ASA — —
•Amer. Iar. Paper Mills

“ —
Avcd — —
Boeing — —
Burroughs — —
Bran iff

- —
Bell & Howell — -
Bally - —
Bausch & Lotnb — —
Control Data — —
Curtis Wright — —
Dow Chemical — —
Eastman Kodak — —
Etz Lavoid — —
Ford — -
Fairchild Camera — —
General Dynamics — —
Gulf & Western — —
'Holiday Inna — -
Houston Oil

— —
Honeywell Inc — —
Hilton »

- “
IBM - ~
Lockheed — —
Litton

“
LTV — —
McDonnell Douglas — ~
Merrill Lynch — _
MGM — —
Motorola — —
NCR - _
Natomas — _
National Semiconductor _ _
Occidental Petroleum — _
Penn Central — ' —
Pan American — _
Polaroid — —
RCA — _
Revlon — —
Raytheon — —
Sears — —
Sperry Rand — _
Syntcx — —
American Tel & Tel — —
Telex _ —
Teledyne — —
Tyco Lab. — _
United Airlines — _
United Carbide — _

.

UV Ind. — _
Western Union — —
Wcstingbouac _ _
U.S. Steel — -1

Xerox — —
Zenith — —
Exxon _ _J.

"(Ufilrd aa the American Stork Exchange)
fThev stock prices are unofficial)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK i Sfi
Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.80 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.— 7 p.m. — 223111

. r.‘ C-V ’•"•''-lie. r ,’Li

i
-
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Economic briefs

Free trade zone

for carpets is

proposed for J’fom
By AARON SITTNER

Jerusalem Post Reporter

A section of a Jerusalem industrial

park — either Talplot or Atarot —
should be declared a free trade zone
for carpets. So suggests Shlomo
Belkind, managing director .of the
Jerusalem Economic Corporation.

The corporation is a state-owned
firm, partly owned by the Jerusalem
municipality, devoted to the growth
of the city's industrial potential.

Belkind raises the proposal In a
letter to Deputy Finance Minister
Yehezke! Flomln. He has already
mentioned the possibility of govern-
ment action to help Iranian Jews,
many of whom are carpet dealers, to

continue their trade after settling

here.
Belkind writes: ‘'Allowing these

newcomers a corner in which to

operate without customs tariffs or
other tax constraints would not only
be to their benefit — to permit them
to continue doing business — but

would also benefit Jerusalem.
“With the Capital as an important

cazpet centre, thousands of dealers

and retail purchasers of carpets

would stream into Jerusalem from
all over the world to buy and sell.

This would not only create more jobs

in the city, but also fill local hotels

with tourists.

“An adequately-sized free-trade

zone for carpets could easily be es-

tablished in the Talpiot or Atarot In-

dustrial zones, where sufficient

operating space and auxiliary ser-

vices are available.”

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Pest Economic Reporter

FOREIGN CURRENCY LOANS will
be more difficult, starting today, aa
a result of a decision by the Bank of
Israel and the Treasury made
yesterday. Starting immediately,
banks and Israel citizens can not
take loans from abroad, even if the
term of tbe loan is more than 30
months. As haa been reported since
February 9, the Bank of Israel had
imposed a 60-day freeze on the im-
port of foreign currency loans with
terms of up to 30 months. The ad-
ditional regulation will plug the long-
term loan “bole" In the earlier rules.

OUTGOING DIRECTOR-
GENERAL OF THE MINISTRY OF
INDUSTRY, TRADE AND
TOURISM Amos Mar-Halm, said
yesterday that the end of his tenure
in his post had prevented him from
implementing his plans for
strengthening Israel's industrial
base. His comments came at In-

stallation ceremonies for his
successor, Yoram Ziv.

RENTAL RATES • FOR
GOVERNMENT BUILT industrial

buildings in development towns will

not Increase In real terms during the
next year. Halm Shabam, the
government's coordinator in Galilee,

said yesterday. The rent of such in-

dustry buildings is subsidized by
between 49 and 60 per cent, depen-
ding on the basic rental period and
the region.

THE KN ESSET FINANCE
COMMITTEE yesterday 'adjusted
the regulations governing the Land
Betterment Tax. When the new rates
take effect, the tax will be IL500 for
apartments worth up to IL500.000,
and 3 per cent more on the rest of the
value of the apartment. The rates
had been IL250 for the first IL250,000
and 3 per cent on the rest.

SUMMER TIME — advancing the
clock by one hour .— has been
recommended by the Knesset
Economic Committee. Favouring
the scheme was Natan Arad, an of-

ficial of the Energy Ministry, and
Yisrael Medan, director of the
Productivity Institute.

.
Ya'acov

Markowitz, deputy director-general
of the Ministry of Interior, men-
tioned the problem summer time
would pose for religious Jews, who
may not pray before sunrise. He also

pointed out the difficulty relating to

Sabbath observance, with summer
time leadingto premature "secular"
activities before sundown on Satur-
days.

FOREIGN CURRENCY RE-
SERVES ROSE by $193m. in

January and reached J2.434m., the
Bank of Israel announced. The huge
rise was caused by government and
private import of foreign currency.
During all 1978 the foreign currency
reserves rose by 3883m.

Bank of Israel

representative

foreign exchange

rates — Feb. 19
Bate

• 19.6524

39.4325

10.6149
4.5992

9.8198

11.7750

4.5095

3.8655

3.8341

4.9608

16.4550

22.2465

22.9835

6.7372
14.5143

23.4124

B.8029

65.64

6.17

Singles struggle for their own <
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CONTAINERS AND CONVENTIONAL-
CARGOES ALL SIZES AND QUANTITIES

By LYNDA GOLDMAN
Jerusalem Fost Reporter

TEL AVIV. — A group of singles,

who demand that the government
help them solve their problem of ren-
ting apartments, has derided not to

take part in tbe demonstration
organized here today by the National
Committee of Young Couples
without Housing.
The singles claim that they are

more Interested in fighting for the
rights of unmarrieds in Israel,

Yaffa Yagotnlk, founder of the

"Organization for Immediate
Housing" told The Post that
members of her group, mostly
professionals and university
graduates, pay up to 75 per cent of

their salaries for rent.

“Moat landlords ask for an ad-
vance for an apartment that you can

only rent for ten months at‘a time,"
said Yaffa. “This forces many of us
to take bank loans at high interest."

The organization, which has
branches in Jerusalem* Haifa,
Ramie and Herzliya. will hold its

own demonstration next week at

Kikar Malchei Yisrael. Miss Yagot-

nik says that more than 3,000 sup-

porters throughout the country are

expected to take part.

Ofra Meiry, 29, said that in the

nine years that she has lived alone,

she has had to change flats more
than a dozen times. "There's no
privacy in our lives, since many of us
have been forced to share flats with

other singles, sometimes even with

married couples. Sometimes the
situation gets so bad that an apart-
ment turns into a commune," she
said.

Currrncy
U.S. dollars
Sterling

DM
French Fr.
Dutch FI.

Swiss Fr.

Swedish Kr.
Nor. Kr.
Danish Kr.
Finn. M
Can. dollar
AusL Dollar
Rand
Bel. Fr.(lO)
Aust. Seta. <10

1

It. Lirc(l.OOO)

YentJOOi
Dinars
LebanonLira

FOREIGN CURRENCY
19.8.78

Yroterday's foreign exchange
rates against the Israel pound,

for U.S. dollar transactions under S3000.
and transactions In other currencies

under the equivalent of 81000.
Selling Buying

U.S.S 19.8100 19.6800

DM 10.6994 10.6292

Swiss Fr. 11.8658 11.7879
Sterling 39.7458 . 39.4849

French Fr. 4.6361 4.6057
Dutch FI. 9.8951 9.8302

Austrian Sch. 1.4617 1.4521
Swedish Kr. 4,5369 4.5091

Danish Kr. 3.6566 3.8316
Norwegian Kr. 3.8933 S.8677
Finnish M. 4.9981 4.9653

Canadians lB.BSifl 16.4829

Rand 23.1777 23.0258

Australian.* 22.4006 22.3033
Belgian Fr. (10l 6.7906 8.7481

Yen (1001 9.8741 9.8093

Italian Lire (1000) 23.5889 23.4342

INTERBANK LONDON
SPOT RATES:

U.S.S 2.0061/66 peri!

Swiss Fr. 1.6690/00 perS
Belgium Fr. 29.1650/1800 per$
Swedish Kr. 4.3640/50 perl
French Fr. 4.2720/40 perl

. Danish Kr, ’5.1350/75 perj
Dutch FI. 2.0010/30 pert

DM 1.B310/20 per*
Italian Lire 839.80/00 per*
Norwegian Kr. 5.0875 90 per*
Yon 200.55 70 per*
Gold Price: 8250.00 70

FORWARD RATES;
I UMI. Sum*. 6 mo*.

* 5 S.OOia «7 1.9925 940 1.9K1B.R34

DM f 1.1*407 127 1.8190 210 I.TSflO 900
5w.Fr. % 1.6550 570 1.6230 270 I5H30 H30
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Camp David hopes
THERE HAVE BEEN so many ostensibly "make-or-break”
moments during the past- fifteen months of nerve-racking

negotiations that it seems unwise to use such dramatic epithets

to designate this week's ministerial meeting at Camp David.
And yet there is an unmistakable sense of finality in the air: if

this latest negotiating round does not pave the way for a
ceremonial summit that would clinch the accord, it is difficult to

see the "peace process" surviving much longer.

Indeed, it may be considered remarkable that the process has
survived this long without rupturing irreparably. Granted, the

interests of all three parties in concluding the treaty have if

anything grown more acute in light of recent events in the area.

But in negotiations, just as progress creates momentum
towards further progress, so too does prolonged stagnation in-

evitably dull the determination to move ahead. Thinking about
and talking about what would happen if the treaty were not

achieved also generate a momentum of their own — a negative

momentum of resignation and despair.

As far as the Americans are concerned. President Carter has
made it blatantly clear that he would not undertake another
summit unless its success were entirely assured by the previous
progress made on the ministerial level. For all Washington's
keen and undisguised desire to attain the Israel-Egypt treaty,

and thereby achieve a "stabilization" in at least part of this

area and allay some uncomfortable strategic anxieties, there is

no reason for us to doubt the President's words. A failure on the

summit level would be a double ignominy for bim, for it would
put a retroactive seal of failure on the original Camp David
summit, which had been so enthusiastically trumpeted as an
historic success.
For Israel — as indeed for Egypt too — this “last chance"

aspect of the "Camp David Two" encounter ought to be a

-

primary consideration.

That does not mean that either side should or would capitulate

on all of its outstanding demands. But it does mean that both
sides must, as Foreign Minister Dayan said again at the
weekend, draw upon yet-unplumbed resources of "courage and
effort.” On other occasions, Dayan has spelled out the message
in less circumlocutory terms: both sides must compromise.
Above all, the “end of the road" atmosphere which surrounds

the “Camp DavidTwo" talks must surely dictate a rethinking of
the legalistic approach that has held sway in both camps as the
last few intractable issues of dispute have been fought out.

Obviously drafting is Important, and legal formulations ex-
press— or conceal — political intentions. But the danger is that
over-involvement in the minutiae of draftsmanship can bring
about a blurring of the broader political ends.
The current South-East Asian drama could be regarded as

something of an object lesson. The Soviet policymakers, by all

accounts, did not seek legal advice when taking their decision on
whether and how to honour their obligations under their mutual
defence pact with Vietnam. The considerations uppermost in

their minds were not those of international law, but of power
politics and military strategy.
This is not to say that the issues and intents that underlie Arti-

cle Six of the Israel-Egypt draft treaty can be blithely ignored.
It Is certainly too late now — perhaps unfortunately so — to

suggest that parts of the Article as drafted would have been
better dispensed with: too much "learned literature" in the
form of notes and opinions has grown up around it.

But hopefully Secretary Vance and his aides will be able to

produce from their closely concealed brief for this conference a
set of formulations that will satisfy the basic political concerns
of both the protagonists — and thus pave the way towards the
final signing of the peace treaty.

A new broom
IF THERE ARE no last-minute hitches, Yosef Lapid, one of

Ma’ariv’s senior editors will be named Director-General of the
Broadcasting Authority'at next Sunday's Cabinet session. Lapid
was unanimously recommended for the post, replacing incum-
bent Yitzhak Livni, by the Authority plenum.
The Authority's mandate is, by means of its monopoly over all

radio and television broadcasts in Israel, to inform, educate and
entertain the Israeli public. In view of the ubiquitous presence
of the Authority's electronic outlets in well over 90 per cent of

Israeli homes, Lapid will for the next five years potentially

wield a predominant influence in all three fields.

Whether he will turn potential influence into real impact and
whether he will succeed in confronting the serious ad-
ministrative and personnel challenges in the Authority, whose
solution has eluded all his predecessors, is yet to be seen.

Lapid has amassed an impressive professional record in

printed journalism, as well as in producing radio and TV
programmes. The fact that he was chosen to head the Authority
despite his being a complete outsider is. a comment on the
poisonous internal relationships in those media which effective-

ly ruled out the choice of an inside candidate.
In the somewhat byzantine corridors of Israel's political and

journalistic communities Lapid is reputed to be a "rightist

hawk" chosen for the job by a Likud government with an ex-

press mandate to clean out the "Leftist Mafia" from television

house. (Radio is never mentioned in this respect because, one
suspects, our narcissistic politicians prefer watching to hearing
themselves.)
This may well have been the Likud's intention in the Authori-

ty. It would be regrettable, however, if Mr. Lapid would choose
to don that mantle when even such an inveterate "left-baiter,"

like the Likud’s Aharon Pappo, has finally come around to ad-
mitting that TV's problem is not so much a "leftist Mafia" as a
"nest of narcissists."
Mr. Lapid will have his work cut out for him in dealing with

entrenched prima donnas, and with the journalists and
technicians staff committees who are even today curtailing
radio and TV broadcasts.
The outgoing director-general, Yitzhak Livni, has to his credit

many cumulative improvements in the form and content of
broadcasts. But he, like his two predecessors, was worn down
by the incessant personal conflicts in the Authority.
Mr. Lapid would do well to learn from these past failures.

What is needed is the immediate projection of a record of fair,

strong-handed leadership which is clear about its goals.
Even flirting with the idea of being a political commissar

would automatically undermine the reservoir of goodwill and
potential staff cooperation without which no director can
succeed. Mr. Lapid would thus be advised to show a stronghand
not only internally, but towards his political patrons as well. We
wish him well.

SARAH
Pension and Restaurant, on the sea shore

7 Rehov Ha'ntzma'ut, Nelauiya, Tel. 053-2.T066

BOOKINGS now being accepted for Pessah
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100% Strictly Kosher (Lahmekadrm

)

Superior Hungarian cuisine. Polite service.

Rooms with private conveniences. Every facility. Smart
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Discounts up to 50% during the winter season.

THE VIEWFROM RIGHT OF CENTRE
ZALMAN SHOVAL, No. 2 in the Hur-
vltz wing of the Likud's L&'&m fac-
tion, and possibly soon to succeed or
replace him, has joined the critics of
the government's economic perfor-
mance. He warns that unless
Premier Begin and Finance Minister
Ehrlich reveal tough leadership, the
new economic plan may prove to be
a non-starter. It is likely to fuel the
inflationary flames while not rec-
tifying our balance of payments
deficit, he says.
The 48-year-old banker-politician

spent most of last year as special In-

formation adviser to Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan. He was
obliged to ‘quit when Hurvit* went
out on his fierce anti-Camp David
limb.
Shoval entered politics through the

old Mapai youth circle, cleaving to
Rafi when it split in 1965. He served
some years in the Foreign Ministry
after studying for his BA (economics
and international relations) at the
University of California at Berkeley,
and his MA' at the University of
Geneva’s Institute of International
Studies.
Shoval has the historical distinc-

tion of having entered the Knesset in
1970, succeeding to David Ben-
Gurion’s place in the State List fac-
tion. He worked closely with Gad
Ya’acobl on Rafi’s economic
policies, but shiftedrightwards when
the party merged into Labour. Many
of his Ideas were incorporated in the
Likud economic plank in its 1977
electoral programme. He regrets
that the Likud government has not
carried them out.

The original sin was the
“mysterious way” Premier Begin
chose to man his Cabinet’s economic
portfolios, Shoval said, revealing
that he refrained from rejoining the
Finance Committee because he
sought to avoid clashing with his par-
ty's economic policy-makers. He Is

currently working on the draft of his
own proposals for economic policy

for the next two years, pointedly
noting that relatively little time
remains for the Likud to get things
moving before the next general elec-

tions. Israel's political independence
hinges on its freeing itself from
foreign economic dependency, he
stressed. Feeling that the govern-
ment is not properly managing the
economy, the Likud MK said he in-

tends to focus on points of weakness.
The fundamental problem Is that

only 34.6 per cent of the labour force
are employed In industry, while 60
per cent are engaged in service oc-

cupations, one-half of which get paid
from the public till.

He compared our situation with
that in Switzerland, a land lacking in
raw materials, where the emphasis
is on private services, and yet 45 per
cent of the labour force is employed
in industry. "Moreover." Shoval
said, “if we measure public spending
on the basis of the Gross Domestic
Product, we find that most welfare-
oriented countries do not allow it to

top the 40 per cent line, whereas with
us it exceeds 60 per cent, taking into

account as well public sector expen-
diture such as that of the Jewish
Agency. I fear that there has been no

Zalman Shoval, MK,. criticizes the government’s
economic performance and discusses the future of his par-

ty, La'am, in an interview with Post Political Correspon-

dent MARK SEGAL.
decline in the ratio to the GDP since

the Likud came to power."

THERE HAS been no economic
mahapach" (radical change), and

the liberalization of foreign ex-

change was mismanaged, he
declared. Even those countries
without currency controls have
methods tor handling the hot money
flow. His major criticism of Finance
Minister Ehrlich’s stewardship is

that "there was no foildw-up to his

initial measures. We are still waiting
for the second shoe to drop.”
Despite official claims to the con-

trary, Shoval asserted, not only has
there been no Improvement in in-

vestments. but the situation bas
deteriorated. Money has gone into

established ventures, and not in

pioneering new fields. As to public

.
employment, Shoval noted that
“these have been two costly years."
He mentioned the increase In this

sector— during 1978 there were only

4.600 new industrial hands, while 29,-

000 people were hired by public ser-

vices, mostly municipal and
governmental. He welcomed the
Ehrlich plan's promise to introduce

controls over municipal hiring prac-
tices and to Implement overdue
municipal employment regulations.
But he also accused Ehrlich of "hav-
ing submitted almost too willingly"

to Histadrut pressure to pay more
to clerical than to Industrial
workers.
Shoval regretted that the minister

failed to take his advice in the 1978

budget debate, when he counselled
him to calculate the 1979 budget on a
zero basis — in other words, to start

from scratch. Ehrlich had proceeded
to continue with allocations without
any analysis of the validity of the

departmental functions receiving
more money. The proposed three per
cent blanket cut was too mechanical,
leaving some obsolescent operations
while cutting vital areas out.
Anyhow, if surgery is needed, an
eight per cent selective cut would be
nearer the mark. He fears that the
minister simply opted for the easiest

way out, which will turn out to be the
costliest solution in the long run.
'Queried further on the Ehrlich

plan, the Likud MK declared
spiritedly: "I won't use everyone
elae's banalities, such as too-little-

and-too-late, for I feel that the
minister has evaded the prime Issue
of our growing balance of payments
deficit. I appreciate that inflation is

the Number One national issue, in-

deed it is the hottest political issue,

but we have to examine the plan to

ascertain whether it helps us with
our- balance of payments problem."
He appreciates the- fact that if the

government should seek to improve
export profitability and reduce that
of imports. Inflation would go up.
However, if export profitability is to

remain constant in the coming year.

Zalman Shoval

there would have to be a devaluation
of 30 per cent, which will cause in-

creased inflation at home, unless the
government takes countermeasures
by cutting non-essential public spen-
ding.

ftAs to export profitability
, Shoval'

spoke of its decrease by 1 per cent
during 1978 in relation to profit levels
of domestic sales. He was pleased
with the Ehrlich plan’s promise to
reduce the bureaucratic manpower
level, believing that especially In
this area leadership qualities would
have to be shown. Tet he did not wish
to blame only the finance minister—
the burden of responsibility lies with
the prime minister, who must ad-
dress himself more to economic and
social issues.

THE FUTURE of La’am hinges on
the Likud's internal developments,
he said, speaking of the Liberals as
having conducted “a highly
successful rescue operation for
themselves. First they set up G&hal
and then the Likud. I’d just like to

see them going it alone. I can im-
agine them running on their record
in economic management. They’d
end up like the Independent
Liberals."
As to a merger of the Likud’s com-

ponent factions into a single party,
the La’am MK held that it depended
on which Issue the next elections
would be fought, and whether
Premier Begin would continue in ac-
tive politics. He had strong doubts
whether a peace treaty would be
achieved with Egypt, but irrespec-
tive of this, he predicted a growing
confrontation with the U.S. on the
Palestinian issue.

None of the ideas favoured by the
various Israeli parties regarding the
West Bank were in keeping with
Washington’s plans, he emphasized.

holding that this or that clause In the

Camp David agreement or draft

treaty was not crucial to the issue.

He held that the acid test would be
whether the West Bank, with or

without autonomy, would become ah
area of coexistence between Jews

' and Arabs. He predicted that Israeli

public opinion will soon enough -

divide into two camps: those who op-

pose leaving the West Bank and
those favouring a return to the 1967

lines.

"I do not doubt that when it comes
to the crunch both Moshe Dayan and
Ylgal Hurvitz will find themselves in

the first camp," Shoval said, reply-

ing to a question regarding his at-

titude to the foreign minister. “I

have never been his blind sup-

porter," he said firmly, arguing that

most of Dayan’s decisions as defence
minister had been borne out by
events.
Though Shoval is still pushing the
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an inter-party arena, and Incidental-

ly a Dayan platfonn. he said: "I
have no idea what his political plans
sure, and I wouldn't advise anyone to

gear his plans according to what be
thinks Dayan may or may not do."
Shoval was gratified at the result
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READERS' LETTERS

ISRAEL’S GAZELLES
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — I refer to Ya'acov Friedler'a
article of February 9 concerning a
proposal to permit controlled hun-
ting of gazelles In the Galilee.
Hunting is not the best way of

reducing the herd of gazelle^. Indeed
it may be the worst, and it may
backfire.
Species such as the gazelle tend to

respond' to controlled hunting
pressure by compensating in various
ways. Usually, they simply increase
their birth rate and often produce
twins. This tends to maintain the
population numbers, but causes its

average age to drop. Consequently,
you have many young, growing and
hungry gazelles that can cause a
greater problem for the agricultural
community.
The hunting of gazelles could

precipitate, after each hunting
season, a post-war baby boom. This
is experienced in many areas of the
United States after deer-hunting
season. At the Great Swamp
National Wildlife Refuge In New
Jersey, for example, the habitat sup-
ports about 800 deer. Farmers com-
plained there were too many and the
U.S. authorities opened a controlled
hunting season. About 300 deer were
killed every year, but by the follow-
ing spring, there were 800 deer
again, farmers complained again,

PENFREENDS
-

KENNETH EMEKA NWANAFOBD
(19). of Mails Section PAT Dept..
Owerri, Nigeria, would like to cor-
respond with Israelis between the
ages of 17 and 22. His hobbles are
communications and sports.

PAUL DOUGLAS (11), of 455 Abbey
‘

Road, Belvedere, Kent, England, is

planning to study nursing and would
like to correspond with an Israeli girl

who has just started to study nur-

sing.

and the vicious cycle repeated itself.

Population dynamics of wildlife

are a complex field, but generally,
wild animals build populations to the
point where they can use the max-
imum amount of the sustaining
habitat. If there is adequate food,

water and territory, only an un-
restricted hunting campaign could
substantially reduce their numbers
in a long-time programme. I do not
think this is wise.
Furthermore, hunting has many

social consequences. It tends to
deprive nature lovers of the use of
wilderness during hunting season,
and hunting season is usually con-
ducted in the fall, one of the best
times to go hiking, camping or
photographing nature. The presence
of armed hunters who tend to
become reckless even with the best-
meant controls, discourages other
people from enjoying the wilderness.

There are many other reasons for

your Nature Reserves Authority
(which is doing a wonderful job at
wildlife restoration) to continue its

prohibition of gazelle bunting. But
suffice it to say at this point that con-

trolled hunting is biologically un-

sound, socially reprehensible, and
ethically bad.

BILL CIjARK, Vice-President,
Friends of Animals

New York.

COUNT ME IN
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir, — May I join Doris Lankin in

her fantasy "If I were Prime
Minister” (February 5), and add my
signature to her letter to President
Carter.
Thanks for the article

DR. YEHUDITH SHALTIEL
Jerusalem.
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THE SHARETT
SCHOLARSHIP

. PROGRAMME
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir, — I wish to comment on the

closing paragraph in Meir Ronnen’s
article "Fishing for Fischer" which
appeared on February 2.

The America-Israel Cultural Foun-
dation revises its policy and
procedures whenever it finds that It

‘can better answer the changing
needs of the arts in IraeL
Our Board has recently decided to

discontinue one aspect of our Sharett
Scholarship Programme, l.e., the
scholarships for one or two years of
academic studies abroad and the
registration for them. The purpose is

to make greater funds available for

the short-term fellowships for ex-
perienced artists and teachers, and
for bringing well-known experts and
artists to Israel for meaningful
periods of work here — master
classes, workshops, seminars, etc.

As we have received certain
questions following this article, we
wish to make it clear that we do in-

deed continue and constantly expand
the Sharett Scholarship Programme
within Israel itself — over 830
professional students of all the arts
have received scholarships this year,
covering at least half of their respec-
tive tuition fees and in many cases
much more. In addition, we have
granted over 110 scholarships for
beginning students In music and
dance in culturally underprivileged
areas.
We are going to announce the

registration for the 1979-80
scholarships in Israel at the begin-
ning of March.

GIDEON PAZ
Executive Vice President,

A merica-Isroel Cultural Foundation
Tel Aviv.
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LICENCE TO KILL
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir,—Two Israelis will be killed to-

day, two more will die tomorrow and
two more every day until the end of
the year. This is not the statement of
a Pharaoh, an Efchmann or theFLO.
These are facts of life (or death)
regarding Israelis’ inhumanity to
Israelis on the roads of our country.

1

I regret to state that Dr. Singer’s
article of January 17 describing our
drivers’ personalities as suicidal,
homicidal and manifesting lack of
consideration for other road users,
both vehicular and pedestrian is ab-
solutely correct.

Doctor Goldsmith's suggestions of
February 5 backed up by statistics

obtained from anywhere but Israel
do not get to the root of the trouble—
the Israeli' driver. Traffic rules and
regulations made for safe drivingare
openly flouted by drivers who run a
minimum risk of being caught. The
norms of consideration and common
courtesy are ignored, thereby in-
furiating other road users, who in
turn go out of their way to show the
offender thqt they can be just as
awkward,' often causing accidents
-with a third party Involved.

1
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